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Preface

The topic of my thesis arose from a study on acidification of forest soils

conductedby the soil physics group of the Institute of TerrestrialEcology
of ETHZ in the eighties. To test the hypothesis whether infiltration of
acid water flowing down the stems of beech trees caused acidification of

the soil around them, stemflow was collected and led to the midpoints
betweenpairs of treeswhere it was allowedto infiltratefor three years. This

experiment was done on plots of two research programmeson forest decline,
namely the project ImmissionsökologischeUntersuchungenim Wald des

Kantons Zürich (Oberforstamt des Kantons Zürich, 1992) and the National
Research Project NFP14+ Luftverschmutzung und Waldschäden in der

Schweiz (Pankow, 1991). Schnider et al. (1989) reported the first results

from this study.
My Supervisor, Prof. Dr H. Flühler, then suggested that we try to

improveestimationof temporal change of soil pH by taking spatial auto-
correlation into account. Prof. Dr H.-R. Künsch, Seminar for Statistics

ETHZ, then clarified the general notion and advised us on solving the

problem. Although at that time I was studying water flow in field soil

Prof. Flühler generously offered me the opportunity to study the matter

in more detail. The following discussions with Prof. Künschhelped me to

understandthe ideas of estimatingparameters of random process modeis.

I became also interested in geostatistical methods, but considerable con-

fusion arose when I discovered that geostatistics has a different notion of
'estimation'. It was at that time when Prof. Dr R. Webster started his

sabbatical at our institute. In numerous discussions we tried to unravel
the knot, and they resulted in the insight that it is partly a philosophical
question whether one focuses on model-based prediction or model-based
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estimation. Having learnt this I discovered that my co-supervisors tended
to favour either of the two approaches,which helped me to see the merits

of both.

I am much indebted to my Supervisors for their support. Without
their contributions to the papers that are parts of the thesis, I could not

have completed it in the present form. Prof. Dr R. Schulin and Dr B.

Buchter, Institute of TerrestrialEcology, made helpful commentson parts
of the thesis which are gratefullyacknowledged. Similarly I thank Mr J.

Leuenberger, Instituteof Terrestrial Ecology, Messrs A. Hof and L. Bader
who collected the soil samples at the Kestenberg and measured the pH
of the soil. Although they were not involved in the work presented in

the thesis I thank Messrs W. Attinger, H.P. Läser, J. Leuenberger, H.

Wunderli, and H. Wydler for their substantial support in the transport
study, though not even the energy and tenacity ofHansWunderliprevented
me from putting that topic temporarily aside. Last but not least my

parentsalways encouraged me and opened the pathto the naturalsciences

for me. I am very grateful to them.
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Kurzfassung

DieseArbeit vergleichtstatistische Verfahrenzur Schätzungzeitlicher Ver¬
änderungenvon Bodeneigenschaften. In der Schweiz bestehen sowohl ein
nationales wie auch kantonaleNetze von Beobachtungsflächen,auf welchen
die Schadstoffbelastungdes Bodens periodisch erfasst wird. Aus diesen Da¬
ten müssenSchlüsse über die Veränderungder Belastung gezogen werden.
Diese Fragestellung verlangt nach generalisiertenLeast-Squares-Schätzver-
fahren zur Bestimmung der Parameter eines statistischen Modells, weil
die Zufallstermeim Modell als statistisch abhängig vorausgesetzt werden
müssen. Ungenügende Kenntnisse über typische Autokorrelationsmuster
von Bodeneigenschaften unter einer bestimmtenLandnutzungsartverhin¬
dern aber vorderhandeine Anwendung dieser Methode, und Schlüsse über

generelle Veränderungen müssen aus einem einfachen Modell abgeleitet
werden, welchesvoraussetzt, dass die Schätzwerte von einzelnen Beobach¬

tungsflächenstatistisch unabhängigsind. Die Fragestellung reduziert sich
somit darauf, verschiedeneVerfahren zur Schätzung von mittleren Dif¬
ferenzen über Beobachtungsflächen zu vergleichen.

Sowohl modellbezogene, geostatistischeMethoden wie auch klassi¬
sche Stichprobenpläne können dazu verwendet werden. Im modellbezoge¬
nen Ansatz wird ein Datensatz,der aus wiederholtenMessungen besteht,
als eine Realisierung mehrerer kreuzkorrelierterZufallsprozesse betrachtet.
Mit diesemModellwurdenCokrigingGleichungen zur Schätzungder zeitli¬
chen Differenzen hergeleitet. Die Methodekann zur Schätzungvon Punkt¬
werten und zur Bestimmungvon lokalen Mittelwertenverwendet werden,
und sie weist unter den linearen Verfahren den kleinsten, mittleren qua¬
drierten Fehler auf.

Voraussetzung für die Anwendung dieser Methode ist die Kenntnis
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der Variogrammeoder der Kovarianzfunktionen der Zufallsprozesse. Das
Kreuzvariogramm kann aber bei wiederholter Beprobung des Bodens nicht
mit der Momentenmethodegeschätzt werden, weil für jeden Punkt nur ei¬
ne Messung zur Verfügung steht. Sind die Variogramme beschränkt, so
können an ihrer Stelle die Kovarianzfunktionen verwendet werden, deren

Schätzungimmer möglich ist. Sind sie aber unbeschränkt, so muss ent¬

weder das Pseudokreuzvariogrammbenutzt werden, oder das normale

Kreuzvariogramm wird mit der vorgeschlagenen Least-Squares Methode
bestimmt. Eine Analyse der Stationaritätsbedingungenzeigte, dass das

Pseudokreuzvariogrammnur für Zufallsprozesse existiert, deren Differen¬
zen in zweiter Ordnung stationär sind. Diese Bedingung ist strenger als

diejenige, welche für die Existenz des normalen Kreuzvariogrammesnot¬
wendig ist. In der Praxis kann das Pseudokreuzvariogrammnur dann
verwendetwerden, wenn die Autovariogrammebeschränkt sind oder wenn
sie für grosse Lagdistanzen mit der gleichen Rate zunehmen.

Die geostatistischeMethode kann auch zur Schätzungeiner globalen
mittleren Veränderung, d.h. der gemittelten Differenz über eine ganze Un¬

tersuchungsfläche eingesetzt werden. Dazu wird das Untersuchungsgebiet
in kleine Parzellen unterteilt, und deren Mittelwertewerden mittels Co¬

kriging geschätzt. Der globale Mittelwertwird dann als gewichtetes Mittel
der lokalen Schätzwerte berechnet. Eine theoretische Analyse zeigte, dass
die geostatistischeMethodebei Mittelung über viele Realisierungeneines
Zufallsprozesses für jede beliebige räumliche Anordung der Messpunkte
mindestens so präzis wie die klassischen Stichprobenplänesein sollte. In
der Praxisist dieses Optimalitätskriteriumaber nicht in jedem Fall von Be¬

deutung, weil üblicherweise nur eine Realisierung vorliegt. In diesem Fall
ist es wichtiger zu wissen, welche Schätzmethodezum kleinsten Schätzfeh¬
ler führt, wenn die gleiche Realisierung wiederholtbeprobt wird.

Zur Untersuchungdieses Problems wurden eine Realisierung zweier

grosser, auto- und kreuzkorrelierterZufallsfelder generiert. Der Simulation

lag ein statistisches Modellzugrunde, das sich aus einer Untersuchungüber
die zeitliche Veränderungdes pH-Werts in einemWaldbodenableiten Hess.
Die geostatistischeMethodezur Schätzungder globalen mittleren Differenz
wurde mit geschichteten und systematischenZufallsstichproben verglichen.
Bei den klassischen Stichprobenplänenwurde zudem der Effekt untersucht,
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der sich aus der Paarung der Probenahmestellen zu den beiden Zeitpunkten
ergibt. Jedes Schätzverfahrenwurde mit zufälliger Wahl der Stichproben¬
punkte 300 mal wiederholt. Das geostatistischeVerfahren war weniger
präzis als gepaarte systematischeund gepaarte stratifizierteStichproben.
Die kleinere Effizienz war vor allem durch den zusätzlichen Aufwand be¬
dingt, der zur Schätzung der Variogramme notwendigist. Die Paarung
der Probenahmestellen vergrösserte die Präzision von geschichteten Stich¬
proben deutlich: gepaarte stratifiziertewaren praktisch ebenso präzis wie

gepaarte systematischeZufallsstichproben. Bei fehlender Paarung war die
letztere Methode aber deutlich präziser. Für kleine Stichprobenumfänge
sind gepaarte geschichtete Zufallsstichproben systematischenvorzuziehen.
Letzere sind zwar etwas effizienter, sie erlauben aber nicht, die Varianz
der mittleren Differenz aus den Werten einer Stichprobe erwartungstreu
zu schätzen.

Die statistische Analyse der zeitlichen Veränderung der pH-Werte
bestätigte im wesentlichendiese Befunde. Eine Abschätzung der Erwar¬

tungswerte und der Varianzen der Schätzfehler unter dem Modell der Zu¬

fallsprozesselegte zudem den Schluss nahe, dass sich die gleichen Resultate
auch für weitere Realisierungender Zufallsfelder finden Hessen.
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Abstract

The thesis compares Statistical methods for estimating temporal change
of soil properties. In Switzeriand networks of sites for monitoring the
contamination of soil have been established both by federal and cantonal
authorities. Soil is repeatedly surveyed on these plots, and the data on

temporal change are used to assess overall trends of soil contamination
in the country. Determiningthe parameters of a Statistical model asks
for generalized least-squares estimation because one has to assume that
the random terms of the model are spatially autocorrelated. However,
the information on typical patterns of spatial correlation found for soil
under different land use is still too limited to follow that approach. The

general developmentmust therefore be assessed with a simple model that
assumes Statistical independence of the estimates measured on different
plots. Inference can then focus on estimatingmean temporal differences
on monitoring plots.

Boththe model-basedgeostatistical method and the classical random

sampling schemes can be used for this purpose. In the model-basedap¬
proach the observations measured on different occasions are regarded as

a realization of a set of auto- and cross correlated random processes. By
using this model the cokriging equations for estimating temporal differ¬
ences at unsampled points were derived. The extensionto block cokriging
enables us to estimatelocal mean differences on small pieces of land. This
method is optimal in the sense that among linear estimators it has minimal
mean squared estimationerror.

The variograms or the covariance functions must be known for kriging.
The experimentalcross variogram betweentimes, however, cannot be com-

putedusing the method-of-momentsestimatorbecause for each point only
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one value is known. If Variation is bounded then the covariance functions
can be used instead, and these can be estimated from any configuration
of sampling points. If the autovariograms are unboundedthen either the
pseudo cross variogram must be used or the normal cross variogram is
estimated using the suggested least-squares method. A theoretical anal¬
ysis of the stationarity condition required for the existence of the pseudo
cross variogram revealed that this function exists only if the differences
between two random processes are second order stationary. This is more
restrictive than the condition necessary for the existence of the normal
cross variogram. In practice we can use the pseudo cross variogram if the
autovariograms are either bounded or if they all increase at the same rate

for large lag distances.

The geostatistical methodcan also be used for estimatingglobal mean
change over the whole monitoring plot. The plot is then subdivided into
small blocks, the mean changes of these blocks are cokriged locally, and
the global mean is obtained by combiningthe local estimates. A theoret¬
ical analysis showed that the model-based estimate should be at least as

precise as any of the classical methods when repeatedlyapplied to many
realizations of a random process. In practice, however, this criterion is

hardly meaningful where one has a single realizationonly. It is more rel¬
evant to know which method is most precise when repeatedlyapplied to

the same realization.
I studiedthe matter by generatingtwo large fields of auto- and cross

correlated data. In the Simulationa Statisticalmodel similar to that found
in a case study on short-term change of pH in a forest soil was used. Geo¬
statistical global estimationwas compared with stratified and systematic
random sampling, and the effect of pairing the sampling locations on the
two occasions was exploredfor the classical schemes. For each method 300

pairs of samples were randomly drawn from the fields. The geostatisti¬
cal method was less precise than paired stratified and paired systematic
sampling. The poorer precision was caused mainlyby the effort necessary
for estimatingthe variograms at short lag distances. Pairing the locations
decreased the sampling error for both stratified and systematic designs,
but the gain in efficiency was larger for stratified random sampling. This

plan was nearly as precise as paired systematicsampling. For smallsample
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sizes paired stratified samples with two observations per Stratumare to be
preferred to paired systematicschemesbecause they are both precise and
predict the sampling error accurately.

The analysis of the pH data essentially confirmed these results. Com¬
puting the expectationsand the variances of the sampling errors underthe
random process model further suggested that the same results are likely
to be found if other realizationsof the same random processes are investi¬

gated.



Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Outlineof the Problem

The accumulation of persistentpollutants threatens the long-term fertility
of soils. Soils under extensively managed forests, moorland Vegetationand
grasslandfurther risk artificial acidification (Reuss& Johnson, 1986; Ulrich
& Sumner, 1991) by deposition of acids from the atmosphere. Compounds
released into the atmosphereby combustion of fossil fuel can interfere
with the cycling of nutrients within terrestrial ecosystems. Not only the

organisms living in the soil but also the relationsbetweenfunctional units
of the ecosystem are at risk.

Despite the potential hazards inherent in these developments the ef¬
fects on biota and the rate of accretion are not at all well known for many
pollutants. Yet measures to prevent (further) degradation must be taken
because the accumulation of many pollutants is virtually irreversible and

remedyof damage once done is impossible. Some people, however, contest
this and take the view that restrictive rules are not necessaryuntil there
is firm evidence that the soil is indeed degrading. Thus, to defend polit-
ically constraining laws reliable data about the rates of accumulation of

pollutants and on their effects on biota are required.
Repeated surveysof the soil and experimental, process-oriented stud¬

ies provide the necessaryinformation. These data are always related to

a finite part or even a single point in the geographic space, namely the
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domain where samples of soil were taken or where the measuringdevices
were installed. For instance, we then know by how much the lead content

increased on a particular field plot over a certain length of time. In many
instances, however, this is not sufncient because we want to know what
increase would be found on other plots that have not been investigated.
We are not so much interested in the change at a particular site, but we

are concerned with the averagedevelopment on all sites with similar envi¬
ronmentalconditions. Often we ask questions as "Have soils under beech
forests on the Swiss Plateau becomemore acid in the last twenty years?"
Clearly, this is different from merely asking what the change of pH on a

particular plot is. The latter questionasks about the mean changeover a

confined area, while the former asks for characterizing the mean over all

plots where the same processes act.

Estimating the mean over a finite domain or predicting the value
at unsampled points might also be a goal. If, for instance, restrictions
on land use are imposed when the concentrationof a Compound exceeds a

tolerance level then its contentin the soil is the onlyinterest, and we are not

concerned with the processes that lead to the accumulation. In section 1.2
I shall discuss the matter in more detail and I shall show which Statistical
concepts are used for inference. But first, I shall compare the merits and

disadvantagesof process-oriented methods with those of repeated surveys.
The rate of accumulation of a pollutant can be determined either by

repeatedly surveying the soil or by analysing the fluxes flowing into and
out from it. In the latter approachthe rate of the change is estimated from
the difference between the input fluxes and the sum of the Output fluxes
and of the degradation rate. Estimating the rates of accumulation in this

way has some merits. First, the change can be predicted instantaneously
without having to wait tili it is measurable. Second, estimatescan often
be obtained from available data (Baccini &; von Steiger, 1993), and field

investigations are not necessary.

On the debit side such estimates may be subject to considerable errors

and for this reason cannot lead to precise Statements aboutthe accumula¬
tion. Estimating the inputand the Output fluxes is often difficult. Ifa Com¬

pound is mobile and degrades in the soil then it mightbe quite impossible
to predict its fate. Predicting the transport of chemicalson the field-scale
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still is an unresolvedproblem (e.g. Gelhar et al, 1985; Nielsen et al, 1986;
Jury &; Flühler, 1992), and experimentalassessmentis veryexpensive. The
maindifficulty is caused by the spatial Variation of the parameters Control¬

ling transport under field conditions (Jury, 1985). Moreover, estimating
rates of atmospheric deposition might be difficult. Ideally, the measuring
device mimics the properties of the natural intercepting surfaces, but this
is difficult to achieve in practice. Systematic errors of the estimates then
follow.

The difficulty inherent in determining fluxes is illustrated by the fact
that the errors ofthe estimates are hardlyever specified. Moreover, studies
that compared estimates derived from the flux approachwith directlymea¬
sured changes (Jones et al, 1987; Desaules, 1993) reported discrepancies
between the results. Thus, I believe that the flux approachis suitable for

roughly estimatingthe rates of accumulation,but more precise estimates
are better derived from repeated inventories of the soil.

The survey approach has its disadvantages, too. Repeated surveys

provide evidence of changes only a posteriori. Adverse effects might al¬

ready have occurred by the time we can detect change, and it is too late to

forestall them. Thus, we need sampling strategies that are very sensitive
and allow an early detection of small changes. But there is a problem.
The spatial Variation of a Compound affects estimationif the soil is sam-

pled destructively. If we want to know the concentrationof a substance
then we must take a sample of the soil and bring it to the laboratoryto
measure its content. That soil is not there on subsequent occasions, and
future measurementsmust be made on soil sampledelsewhere. Therefore,
the measured difference is due not only to temporal change, but also to

spatial fluctuations: the estimated change and the spatial Variation are

confounded.

The sensitivity of a method can be increased by replicating the sam¬

pling. This is done in soil monitoring. Several countries in Europe have
established networks of sites for monitoring the contamination of soils (see
BUWAL, 1993, for an overview). Typically, these networks serve two ob-

jectives. First, they are used to assess the current contamination of the
soil, and second, they should provideinformationon temporal change. To
satisfy the first objective the network must consist of a large number of
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Observationsites distributed over the country and covering the most im¬

portant land uses as well as geological and climatic characteristics. In
Switzeriand about 100 sites were set up nationally (BUWAL, 1993), and
further Observationsites were established by somecantons. For the second

objective intense replicated sampling is necessaryto obtain the required
sensitivity for detecting change. The two demands conflict in their need
for resources. If all sites are investigated with the intensity required for

detecting changethen the effort will be immense. With less effort only a

subset of the sites can commonlybe used for estimatingchange. Moreover,
the difficulty can be alleviatedby choosing an efficientsampling strategy.
Ideally, such a method should 'extract' temporal change from spatially
noisy observations.

It is not obvious what sampling strategy will best serve, and there is
a need for evaluating strategies that can be used for estimatingtemporal
changeof soil properties. In the following section I shall reviewthe relevant
Statistical concepts, and I shall narrowand confine the topic of this work.
The last section of this chapter will explain the structure of the thesis,
in which chapters 2 to 5 are written as research papers for publication in
scientificJournals, and their mutual relationsare established explicitly.

1.2 Structure of Data Sets

Repeated surveys provide informationon the concentration, z(x, i), of a

Compound measured on occasiont at location x in a domainG (x G G C

1R2). Md denotes the d-dimensionalspace. The area of G is denotedby
|G|. Usually in soil monitoring the property is measured simultaneously
at several places, and we can assume that the variable t is an element of
a finite set, i.e., t G {t\,t2,... , £t}> where T is the number of occasions
when soil is sampled. In addition, the number of samples taken on the jth.
occasion typically is larger than T, thus n^. > T for all j = 1,2,...,T.

The structure of such a set of data differs from that found in other
branches of environmental monitoring. Dataon air quality and hydrologi-
cal or meteorologicalvariables usually consist of long time series measured
at a few points in space, i.e., n^. <C T for all j = 1,2,...,T. There is a

further difference: the sites where these latter variables are measured are
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usually fixed in space, i.e., x(ti) = x(tj) for all «', j. The soil, however,
cannot be sampled twice at the same position, i.e., x(^) ^ x(£j) for all

«7^ j. Thus, sets of data that arise from repeatedlysurveyingthe soil are

densely sampled in space but only sparsely in time. The occasions when

samples are taken at different locations are usually synchronized,and a

given location is investigated only once.

We may therefore formalize the structure of these sets of data in
the following way. Let zj(xjj) denote an Observationrecorded on time

tj at location Xj. On the jth occasion nj samples are taken at the points
{xj^,Xji2,..., Xj>nj}, and the total number of observations is n = Ylj-i nj-

1.3 Model-basedand Design-basedInference

There are two conceptualframeworksfor analysing survey data: the model-
based and the design-basedapproach. The two concepts differ in the way
randomness is ascribed to an Observation.

In model-basedinference an Observation is regarded as an outcome of
a random variable defined for a given position in the space-timedomain,
while in design-basedinference the random character is due to the ran-

domization of the sampling procedure. In the traditionalfieldsof sampling
theory controversycontinues between the advocates of the two concepts
(Nathan, 1988). Statisticians who prefer design-basedinference warn of
the consequences of errors introducedby wronglycharacterizing a Statisti¬
cal model (Hansen et al, 1983), whereas those in favour ofthe model-based
approachstress the necessity to use the informationcontained in observa¬
tions once a sample is selected (Royall, 1988).

Design-based spatial sampling methods were developed mainlyfor ap¬

plications in forestry and agronomy. The early work by Cochran (1946)
at Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station and by Yates (1948) and Que-
nouille (1949) at Rothamsted Experimental Station as well as studies in
Scandinavia (see Matern, 1960) are exemplary. Quantitativeassessment
of land quality in soil survey did not contribute much to this develop-
ment. Typically soil survey was—and often still is—based on purposive
sampling. A surveyor then selects a 'representative' study site without

any randomization. Webster (1977) was the first to familiarize design-
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based methods for quantitative evaluation of land quality in soil survey.
But these methods seem to have lost attraction since the introductionof
the model-based, geostatistical methods in the early eighties (Burgess Sz

Webster, 1980a;1980b; Webster k Burgess, 1980; McBratney& Webster,
1983a). Only recently, de Gruijter Sz ter Braak (1990) have recalled the
meritsof model-freedesign-basedinference. In the following three subsec-
tions I shall work out the differences between the two approaches, and I
shall show how they can be used for monitoring change.

1.3.1 Model-basedInference

Within this frameworkthe spatio-temporaldistribution of a soil property,
z(x,t), is consideredto be a realizationof a random process, Z{x,t), that

depends both on space, x, and on time, t. A random process is a family
of random variables indexed by the pair of Symbols,x and t, that belongs
to a given index set, I, i.e., {x,t} G J C ÜR3 (see Priestley, 1981, p. 101).
Thus, the spatial and temporal distribution is interpreted as an outcome

of a random event. In classical sampling theory the random process model
is often referred to as the superpopulation.

The following notionunderlies this approach. The soil forming factors

acting on different sites undersimilarclimate, parentmaterial, land use and
other human impacts are the sameand result in common characteristicsof
the soil. Although we understand someof the processes we cannot predict
the patterns of the spatial distribution in great detail partly because our

knowledge about the processes is insufficient and partly because we do
not know the values of the genetic factors. Thus, we must regard at least
a part of the observed Variation as random. This Variation, however, is
not necessarily unstructured, and it might be possible to 'extract' this
informationfrom the data by assuminga suitable probabilisticmodel and

estimating its parameters. For sites with similar soil forming factors we

expect similar properties of the Statistical model.

To be operational in the real world the probabilisticmodel must in¬
clude assumptions about the stationarity and ergodicity of the random

process. The latter implies that for increasing size of a sampled domain
the spatial or temporal (or both) averages of a statistic, computedfrom
a single realization, converge in mean Square sense to the average of the
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ensemble, i.e., the averageover all realizations(see Papoulis, 1984, p. 245;
Cressie, 1991, p. 53). The latter quantityis the expectationofthe statistic.

To distinguish between the expectationOperatorsin the model- and
in the design-basedsetting I shall use the term ^-expectationto denote
the expectation of a random process and I shall use the symbol E^[.].
This notation follows Cassel et al (1977). Although the ^-expectation
of a random process may depend on space and on time, the second order

moments, i.e., the £-covariance function and the variogram, are usually
assumed to be stationary. Then they depend only on the distance vector

betweentwo points in the space-timedomain.

Comment 1.1 Stationarityand ergodicity
A random process, Z(x), is commonly defined by the Joint probability
distribution function of any finite set {Z(x{)}, i = 1,2,...,n (see Priestley,
1981, p. 104)

irZ(xi)1Z(x2),...,Z(xn)(^l,Z2, . . . , Zn) =
P [Z(xi) < zu Z(x2) < z2,...,Z(xn) < zn\ ,

where P[.] denotes the probability of occurrence of the event '.'. If certain

properties of the probability distribution do not change when the set of
points {xi} is shifted by a vector y then the random process is said to
be stationary. There are different notions of stationarity. The textbook
by Priestley (1981, p. 104) is a good reference for this matter, and in the

following I shall follow this source.

A randomprocess is said to be completely stationary if for any integer
n, any set of points {x^}, i = 1,2,...,n, and any vector y the Joint distribu-
tions of {Z(xx), Z{x2),...,Z(xn)} and {Z{x1 +y), Z{x2 +y),..., Z{xn+
y)} are the same, i.e., if

i7Z(x1),Z(x2),...,Z(xn)(2l,Z2, ... , Zn) =

Fz(x1+y),Z(x2+y),.:,Z(xn+y)(zliz2, • • • , Zn) •

Synonymousto complete stationarity are the terms strict-senseor strong
stationarity.

A random process is stationary up to orderm (or stationary of order

m) if for any set {x^}, i = 1,2,..., n, n < m, and any vector y all the Joint
moments up to order m of {Z(xi), Z{x2),...,Z(xn)} exist and are equal
to the Joint moments of {Z{x\ + y), Z(x2 + y),..., Z(xn+y)}. Formally,
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this conditionis expressed by

Ee [{z(Xl)rH^(x2)r2• • • {z{xn)}m-\=
Ee [{Z(xi + y)}mi{Z(x2 +y)}"* ... {Z(xn + y)}™-] ,

where m^, « = l,2...,n, are positive integers satisfying Y17=imi —
rn"

Setting n = 1 and y = —x we see immediately that E^ [{Z(x)}mi] =
E| [{Z(0)}mi] is a constant and is independent of x. Similarly for n = 2,
the Joint moments

rri2iE^ [{Z(x)r»{Z(u)m= E^ [{Z(0)}"*{Z(u- x)}
depend on x and u only through the difference u — x.

For second order stationarity (m = 2) the above equations imply for

any x and y

E^ [Z(x)] is independent of x,

E^ [{Z(x)}2]is independent of x,

and

E^ [Z(x)Z{y)\ is a function of (x — y).
Thus, the ^-expectationand the £-variance of the randomprocess are con¬

stant, and the £-covariance function dependsonly on the distance and di¬
rection between two points. The ^-variance of a second order stationary
random process is sometimescalledthe a priori variance. The terms wide-
sense or weak stationarity are used as Synonyms for second order station¬
arity.

A random process is intrinsic of order zero if its spatial increments,
Th(x) = Z(x+ h) — Z(x), form a second order stationary randomprocess,
i.e., if

E^ [Th(x)] = E^ [Z(x + h) - Z(x)]are independent of x

and

El[Th(x)Th(y)] = Es[{Z(x+ h)-Z(x)}{Z(y+ h)-Z(y)}}
is a function of (x — y) and h.

For x = y evidently

E^ {Z(x+ h) — Z(x)} is a function of h only,

and so the variogram, too, depends only on the distance and direction
betweentwo points. A randomprocess that shows this property is alterna-

tively said to be intrinsicor to satisfy the intrinsic hypothesis (Matheron,
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1965). Intrinsic random processes of higher order can be defined in an

analogous way (for details see Deinner, 1976).
The most restrictive condition is complete stationarity which includes

any other form of stationarity. Stationarity of order ra implies stationarity
of order l if ra > l, and any second order stationary random process is
also intrinsic of order zero. However, the reverse is not true: the intrinsic

hypothesisis more general thanthe assumption of second order stationarity
and does not imply the latter. The variogram of a random process that is

merely intrinsic but not second order stationary increases without reaching
a sill, i.e., it is unbounded. Second order stationary random processes, on

the other hand, have bounded variograms.
A proper explanationof the concept of ergodicity is beyond the scope

of this work. The notion of ergodicity means that the characteristicsof a

randomprocess can be inferredby Computingspatialaveragesfroma single
realizationinstead of investigating many realizationsof the process. This
is in most instances indispensable for inference because we usually know

only parts of a single realization.

Ergodicityin mean and in covariance is commonlyassumed. To define
these concepts assume that Z(x) is second order stationary with expecta¬
tion, \x, and covariance function, C(h), and let Z(G) = 1/\G\ JGZ(x)dx
denote the spatial average of Z(x) over the sampling domain, G. Then

Z(x) is called ergodic in mean if Z(G) converges in mean Square to /i, i.e.,
if

lim E<
|GHoo \{Z{G) - n? 0,

It may be shown (e.g. Papoulis, 1984, p. 247) that this conditionis satisfied
if the covariancefunction is absolutely integrable

lim / / |C(x-y)|dxdy< oo.

Ergodicity in covariancecovariance can be defined in the same way (Pa¬
poulis, 1984, p. 250). Let T(x) = Z(x + h)Z(x). Then Z(x) is called

ergodic in covarianceif T(x) is ergodic in mean.

Commonly a surveyor has only the observations of a finite sample
from a single realizationof a random process, and the assumptions of er¬

godicity and stationaritymust be part of the probabilisticmodel. Further

assumptions are necessaryto model the ^-covariance structure of a space-
time processZ(x,t). In its most general form it is modelled as a function
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of both space and time. Time may then be regarded as another dimen-
sion of the coordinateSystem. This was the approachused among others

by Bilonick (1985) and Egbert Sz Lettenmaier (1986) in modelling atmo¬
spheric deposition and by Rodriguez-Iturbe Sc Mejia (1974) when they
studiedthe distribution of rain in space and time. Similarly, Rouhani Sz
Hall (1989) used this approachto predict water table elevations. The main

difficulty of this approachis to find an allowed parametric model for the

^-covariance function (see Rouhani Sz Myers, 1990). To avoid these prob¬
lems farther reaching stationarity conditions may be adopted. Lajaunie
(1984) and Bilonick (1984) assumed that the variogram did not depend on

time, and to estimate it they averaged squared differencesbetween obser¬
vations measured on different occasions.

Very often the general space-timemodel is unnecessary because the
structure of the data suggests a simpler form. For monitoring soil where

many observations were simultaneouslyrecorded on a few occasions a mul-
tivariate spatialrandomprocess—witheach variable describing the spatial
distribution at a single occasion—is a suitable model unless the objective
is predicting the spatial distributionin the future. But this is not likely to

be the goal in soil monitoring. The objectives are estimating the current

concentrationof a Compound or its change in the past.
A fairly general starting point for describing the spatial distribution

of a property at time tj is the linear model (see Cressie, 1991, p. 20) given
by

Q

Zj(x) = J2 Vkfk(x,tj)+ £j(x), (1-1)
fc=l

where fk(x,tj) are known, deterministic functions that depend either on

x, on tj, on both or on none, ßk are unknown parameters of the model,
and €j(x) is a second order stationary random process with the following
properties

E^(x)]=0, (1.2)
and

Cov^ [ei(x + h), ej(x)} = Ee [£i(x + h) ej(x)} = Cy(h). (1.3)
The functions fk(x,tj) represent the lack of stationarity of the spatial
mean, i.e., the large-scale spatial Variation, as well as its temporal depen¬
dence. The 'error' term, £j(x), on the other hand, represents the small
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scale Variation of the soil property at time tj. The temporal stability of
these patternsis describedby the cross covariance function, Cij(h).

Two examples illustrate the generality of the linear model as given
in Eq. (1.1). First, let us assume that the £-expectations of the random

processes, Zj{x), are stationary in space but changewith time. Then we

can simplify Eq. (1.1) to

q

Zj(*) = E ^tjtk + ej(x), (1.4)
k=l

where 6tjtk is the Kronecker Delta with 8t5tk = 1 if tj = t^ and 8tjtk = 0
otherwise. Thus, Equation (1.4) is a model for a set of q cross correlated
second order stationary random processes with distinct £-expectations. In
the second example we postulate a more detailed functional dependence
of the means of the random processes on time, and we assume that the

^-expectationis a polynomial of the time. We may formalize this by

Zj(x) = J2^(tj)k + Sj(x). (1.5)
fc=i

We could easily add further non-random terms that depend only on x to

allow for spatially varying £-expectations. The spatial and the temporal
non-stationarities would then be additive, i.e., the ^-expectationwould
change by the same amount independent of its current value. Thus, the

linear model is a flexible tool for describing the spatial distribution of a

soil property recorded on different occasions.

Stein (1986) suggestedanother form ofthe linear model for describing
data that have been observed on T occasions at the samen locations,i.e.,
{zj(xi}}, i = 1,2,...,n, j = 1,2,...,T. Stein's model was

Zj(x) = fi(tj) + Y(x) + Sj(x), (1.6)
where ß{t) was a deterministic function dependingonly on time, Y(x) was

a time-invariant intrinsic spatial random process with variogram r)(h), and

Sj (x) was an intrinsic spatialrandom process satisfying

E^(x)]=0, (1.7)

±E€ [{£j(x + h) - Sj(x)}2] = 7(h), (1.8)
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and

E^ [{£i(x+ h) - £i(x)} {£j(x+ h) - £j(x)}] = 0 for all i^j. (1.9)
Y(x) and £j(x) were assumed to be independent for any j. Thus, the

variogram of Zj(x) was equal to r](h) + 7(h) for aU j = 1,2,..., T, and
the cross variogram of Zi(x) and Zj(x) was the same for all « and j and

equalled ^(h). Clearly, this model is a special case of Eq. (1.1) if the

'error' processes are jointly intrinsic of order zero and if we impose the
same restrictions on the cross variograms or—allowingfor non-coinciding
sampling points—on the pseudocross variogram (see chapter 3).

Two distinct Operations are of interest in model-basedinference. Gi¬
ven a set of observations, {zj(xjti)}, «' = 1,2,...,nj, j = 1,2,... ,T, one

objective is estimatingthe parameters, /jfc, of the model. The second is

predicting the value of the soil propertyor its change at an unsampled loca¬
tion or predicting the correspondingmeans over a finite domain. The two

tasks differ. Estimation refers to inference about the unknown parameters
of the probabilisticmodel. The parameters are not consideredto be ran¬

dom, except by Bayesians. Prediction refers to Statements about random
variables. Both point values and averages over finite areas are regarded
as random quantities. Unfortunately, geostatistical terminology uses the
term 'estimation' in the sense of 'prediction' (see Matheron, 1989, for an

explanationof the geostatistical point of view). For reasonsof consistency
I shall adhere in chapter 2 to 6 to the usual geostatistical terminology, but
in the introductionI shall make the distinction between 'estimation' and

'prediction'.

1.3.1.1 Estimation

Let us first consider estimationin moredetail. Giventhat in totalwe have
n observationswe may express Eq. (1.1) in matrix notation

z = Xm + e, (1.10)
where

zT = [Zi(xi,i),..., Zi(xi,ni),...,ZT(xTtl),..., ZT(xTynT)] ,

mT = [m, v2,..., Hq] ,

eT = [£l(xi)i),...,£i(xi)ni),...,£T(xT)i),...,eT(xT)nT)],
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and X is a n x q matrix containingthe functions fk(xj^, tj), k = 1,2,..., q,
« = 1,2,..., nj, j = 1,2,...,T as entries. Note that n = £]J=i rij. The

superscript 'T' denotesthe transposeof a vector or a matrix. Let us further
denote the ^-covariance matrix of the 'error' process by S

S = Cov^ [e,eT] =E?[eeT] . (1.11)
S is a Symmetrie, positive semidefinite n x n matrix. Provided that S is
known and invertible then the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) for
the parametervector m is the generalized least-squares estimator, itigls?
that minimizes the term (z — Xm)TS_1 (z — Xm), and it is givenby (e.g.
Cressie, 1991, p. 21)

mGLS = (X^X)"1X^-V (1.12)

The ^-covariance matrix of the estimates is

Cov,i mGLS,mSLs] = (xTS-1x) \ (1.13)
If £j (x) are Gaussianprocesses then itigls is the maximumlikelihood es¬

timator for the parametervector m, and it has minimal ^-variance among
all unbiased estimators.

The generalized least-squares estimatorhas an obvious disadvantage:
it depends on the ^-covariance matrix, S, of the 'error' process which is
not known a priori. Thus, one mightbe tempted to use the ordinaryleast-
squaresestimator, moLSj which can be found from the normal equations

moLS = (XTX)-1XTz. (1.14)

Its ^-covariance matrix is given by

COV/: "10LS5tflOLS = (X1*)"1 (XTSX) (X1*)"1. (1.15)

The differencebetween the matrices

Cov^ lfloLS,riloLS - Cov^ "iGLS,riiGLsJ
is a positive semidefinite matrix.
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Comment 1.2 Positive definiteness
A n x n matrix X is said to be positive definite if for any n-vector z ^
(0,...,0)

zTXz>0.
If the identity

zTXz>0

holds then X is said to be positive semidefinite or nonnegative definite.

Thus, the OLS estimateof a parameterusually has a larger £-variance
than the GLS estimate. The two estimators and their £-covariances are

identicalif the 'error' process, £j(x), is neither auto- nor cross correlated,
thus if S is a diagonal matrix. If in addition the £-variances of the Sj (x)
do not depend on time and are equal to o2 then ^-covariance matrices of
the estimatorsare givenby

Govf. rtiGLS, riiGLs] = Cov^ [moLS, mgLS] = a2 (XTX) l. (1.16)
The GLS and the OLS estimators for m and their ^-covariance matricesas

givenin Eqs (1.13) and (1.15) do not usually differstrongly. But Computing
the ^-covariance of the estimatorby Eq. (1.16) in cases where the 'error'

process actually is auto- and cross correlated leads to a seriously biased
estimate of the ^-covariance matrix.

Comment 1.3 Generalized and ordinary least-squares esti¬
mation

The generalized least-squares estimator, i¥igls> minimizes the quadratic
form

Q = (z - Xm)TS_1 (z - Xm).
To derive Eq. (1.12) we expand this term

Q = (zTS-1-mTXTS-1)(z-Xm)
= zTS-1z-2mTXTS-1z+ mTXTS-1Xm.

Taking partial derivatives of Q with respect to the parameters ßk (see Eq.
1.1) we get the vector

^ = -2XTS-1z+ 2XTS-1Xm.
dm
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Setting the left-hand side of this expression equal to 0 and solving for m
leads to the Solution given in Eq. (1.12).

The generalized least-squares estimatoris ^-unbiased because E^ [e] =
0 (see Eq. 1.2)

E^ [riiGLs] = E^ (xT S_1 x) XT S_1

= (XT S_1 x)
_1

XT S_1 E^ [X m + e]
= (xTS-1x)"1XTS-1(Xm+ E^[e])

m

To determine its ^-covariance matrix we expand

mcLS-m = (xTS_1x)_1 XTS_1 (Xm+ e)-m
= (xTs^x)-1(xTs-xx)

+ (xTS_1x)~1 XTS"1e
= (xTS-1x)"1XTS-1e,

and we Substitute this expression into

Cov^

which leads to

^ T
"lGLS,mGLSJ = E^ |^(rtiGLS - m) (iIigls - m)'

Cov^ "lGLS,mGLS]-
(x^x) 1XTS-1eeTS-1x(xTS-1x)*

= (XT S-1 X)
_1

XT S-1 E^ [ e eT] S"1 X (xT S"1 x)
"'

.

Using the definition of S (see Eq. 1.11) one finds finally

= (xTs-1x)-1 (xTs_1x) (xTs_1x)
= (x^^x)"1.

Cov^ mGLS,mGLS
-l

If the distribution of the Ej (x) is multivariate normal (Gaussian pro¬

cesses) then the Zj (x) are alsonormally distributed with ^-expectationXm
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and ^-covariance matrix S. The log-likelihoodfunction, L(z,m), which is

equal to

1 \T c-lL(z, m) = constant- - (z — Xm) S (z — X m)
Zt

is proportionalto —Q. Clearly,maximizingL with respect to m is equiv-
alent to minimizing the quadraticform Q. Thus, the maximum likelihood
estimator for m is in the Gaussian case identicalto the generalized least-

squares estimator.

The ordinary least-squares estimator, itiols> minimizes the sum of
squared deviations

Q' = (z-Xm)T(z-Xm)
= zTz-2mTXTz+ mTXTXm.

If S is equal to the n x n identity matrix I then Q' = Q. Thus, the or¬

dinary least-squares estimatorcan formally be determined from Eq. (1.12)
by setting S equal to I. This immediately leads to the expressiongiven in

Eq. (1.14).
As the generalized least-squares estimator, itiols is a ^-unbiasedesti¬

mator, and its ^-covariance matrix is found by substituting

tiols — m = (xTx) XT(Xm+ e)-m
= (XTX)_1 (XTX) m+ (XTX)_1 XTe-
= (xTx)_1XTe

into the expressionfor Cov^ itiolS) ™ols > which leads to

m

Cov^
~ T

»uoLS,niOLS = Eg (**x) XTeeTX

= (xTx)_1XTE^[eeT]x(xTx)"
= (xTx)_1 xTsx (xTx)_1.

I shall illustrate the matter with an example. Suppose that we have

n\ observations, 21(xi^), measured at locations xi^ («' = 1,2,... ,n{) and
we want to estimate the ^-expectation, [i\, of the second order stationary
random process Z\{x).
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Then z is a ni-vector [Zi(xi)i),Zi(xi)2),..., Zi(xi)ni)]T, e is a n\-

vector [ei(xi)i),ei(xi)2),... , £i(xi)ni)]T and X is a ni-vector with all en¬

tries equal to 1. If we denote the entry in the «th row and jth column of
S_1 by o%3 then the GLS estimatoris given by

Al.GLS =^ni v^m ;,• EE<^l(xl,j) > 0-17)
2^i=l2^j=laJ i=ij=i

while the OLS estimatoris the arithmetic mean

m

j^l.OLS
1

= Z1 = —^Zx(xM). (1.18)
ni t ,

Equation (1.17) shows that the weight of the jth Observationis

E^/EE»*•

i=l i=\j=\

In general the weights are not constant, but evidently they sum to one

because

E
3=1
E^/EE«* = 1.

The sampling locations that He on the border ofthe sampledareaget larger
weights and contribute more to estimating ßi when Z\{x) is positively
autocorrelated. The £-variances ofthe estimates are (see Eq. 1.13)

Var^ [Ai.gls] = ^th ^m „u » (L19)

and

Vare [Ai,ols] = Vare [Zj = ^^+ ^ E E ^n(xU " xm) •

ni ni i=i j=i+i
(1.20)

The differencebetweenthe precision of the two estimators mainlydepends
on the ratio of the ränge of the ^-covariance function to the size of the

sampled area. Clearly, Var^[Zi] > Cn(0)/ni for positive autocorrelation,
and the usual formula for estimating the Standard error of the sample
mean, s\/n\, underestimates the £-variance of /ii,oLS- si is the sample
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variance defined by s\ = l/(ni - l)E£i{Zi(xM)- Zx}2. The £-bias of

s\/n\ then equals

Bias<
n\

= E,
<?2

Var^ [ZJ =
ni—1 ni

E E di(xij-xM).

(1.21)

ni(ni - 1) S jÄii

Comment 1.4 Derivingthe £-varianceof the sample mean

and the £-bias of the traditional estimator

Equation (1.20) is obtained fromEq. (1.15), takinginto account that X =

[1,1,..., 1] is a ni-vector. It is easy to verifythat X X = n\, and that

ni ni

xTsx = EEch(xi.j - xm) '

i=i j=i

thus, one finds

n\ n\

Var^ [Zi] = -äEECn(xi.J - xm) •

ni ,-=i ,-=ii j=i

There are n\ terms in this sum, and there are n\ terms for which i = j and

xi,j — xi,i = 0- We can therefore expand the above expression
n\— 1 ni

Var^ [ZJ = -iCn(O) + -, E E ^i^" xm)'
n-i n,

. .1 -1 Z=l J=Z+1

which immediately leads to the result given in Eq. (1.20).
To derive Eq. (1.21) we must first evaluate the ^-expectationof the

sample variance

E€[af] = E^ ±--^{z1(Xl,i)-z1y
-J—f>[{(ZxCxx,*) - mi) - (Zi - m)Y
ni ~1 fct L

1 ni
——^{Var^ [ZiCxx,*)] + Var^ [Zj }

i=i
ni

ni ¦I^Cov$[Z1(x1,,),Z1] .

i=l
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For the second sum one finds

i=i
ni t=i j=i

= —Var^ [Zj .

ni L J

Using the definition of Var^[Zi] one obtains then for the ^-expectationof
the sample variance

ni ni

E^l = ^i^(°)+(^TwSE^(^-xu)v ' ¦*¦ l=\ ,7=1

9 ni ni

^Cn(xi0-xi(i)(m - i)m ^fe
ni ni

V^-T^i^^"^-*^^1

m - 1 ~llv"y (ni - l)nx ^jri

Dividing this expression by n\ and subtractingthe expression for Var^Zi]
then leads to the result given in Eq. (1.21).

These results may be generalized for estimatingthe differencebetween
the £-expectations of the second order stationary random processes Z\ (x)
and Z2(x). The difference between the sample means, Z2 — Z\, is not

the BLUE if the random processes are auto- and cross correlated. The

optimal estimatoris found either by solving Eq. (1.12) or, equivalently,by
Computing weighted averages of the observations

m

Al.GLS = E*M^i(xm)> (L22)
712

A2,GLS = ^2 *~2,i Z2(x2j) ,

i=l

where the weights are chosen such that they sum to one, E?=iKhi =

Ei=iK2,z = 1> and that they minimize the £-variance of the difference of
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the estimators

711 Tll

Var^ [£2,GLS - Ai.GLs] = EEKl.* KlJ ^nfrij ~ XL») (1>23)
t=l i=l

712 712

+ EE*2,i «2J C,22(X2J - X2,0
t=l j=\

- 2EE «1.* K2J C2i(x2,j - Xi,i) .

i=l j=l

As in kriging Standard Lagrangian minimization can be used to solve for
the Kjj. The £-variance of the ordinary least-squares estimator, i.e., of

Z2 — Z\, can be obtained from Eq. (1.23) by setting k\^ = 1/ni and

«2)i = l/ri2, and it is in general not identical to Cn(0)/ni -f C22(0)/n2.
Thus, sf/ni + S2/n2 is again a biased estimatorfor the ^-variance, and the

£-bias equals

Bias^
'2 2

n\ n2

ni —1 ni

ni(ni-l) äi=r+i£ 53 Cn(XlJ-xM)(1.24)

712—1 712

E E C22(x2,j - X2,0n2(n2 - 1) fe ^
Q Tll «2

+ ^TTEEC2i(x2)j - Xi,i) .

nin2 i=i j=i

Computingthe GLS estimatorin practice presents problems. First,
the ^-covariance matrix S of the 'error' process is usually not known, and

second, the decomposition into deterministic and random Variation under¬

lying Eq. (1.1) is not unique. While there is no general Solution to the

latter problem two approaches can be used to resolve the former (Cressie,
1991, p. 23). First, we may assume that the Joint probability distribution
of z is Gaussianand that the ^-covariance matrix dependson an unknown

vector of parameters,6. Since the meansand the £-covariances completely
determine the probability distribution of z we can use maximumlikeli-
hood methods to estimatem and 0 (see Mardia Sz Marshall, 1984). This

approachhas the disadvantagethat for small samples the maximumlike-

lihood estimatorfor 0 is £-biased (see Cressie, 1991, p. 91).
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Secondwe can use an iterative procedure to determine m and 6. Hav-

ing got an initial estimate of m, e.g. the ordinary least-squares estimate,
tfiOLS5 we compute the vector of residuals r^1) = z — Xitiols- The vec¬

tor r^1) is an approximation for e, and we can compute estimates of the

^-covariance functions ofthe £j{x) from r^. By fitting a parametricmodel
-(1)

to the experimental covariances we get an estimate, 0 , of 0, which allows
us to computeS(0 ) and to obtain the GLS estimator mGLS. Improved
residuals may then be computed accordingto r^ = z — XmGLS and im¬

proved estimates, 0 and mGLS, are obtained. This procedure can be

repeated until the estimates are stable. In practice, one usually stops af¬

ter obtaining S(0 ) and m^£s. Usually the iterative and the maximum

likelihood approachlead to similar results.

1.3.1.2 Prediction

Sometimes inference on the parameters of the probabilisticmodel is not

the objective of a study. If, for instance, the distribution of a soil property
in an area or its change must be mapped then we must predict the values,
Zj(x0), at unsampled points, x0. Insteadof predicting values at points we
may be interested in the means over a finite area. Let B denote a plot
with area \B\ within the domain G, i.e., B C G. Then, the purpose is to

predict the local means,

Zj{B)=w\LZj(x)dx' (L25)

for times tj, j = 1,2,...,T. Or we may be interested in the mean change
between the «th and the jth occasions

AZ^B)= -xjfJB [^(x) - Zi(*)\ ^ • (1.26)

Note thatthe integralsin Eqs (1.25) and (1.26) are double integrals because

x denotes a point in JR2. Moreover the integrals are stochastic and they
are defined as a limit in mean Square of Riemann sums (Priestley, 1981, p.

154; Cressie, 1991, p. 107). This limit exists if the ^-covariance function
of the integrandis absolutely integrable (Papoulis, 1984, p. 256), i.e., if

//JbJe |C(x-y)|dxdy<oo. (1.27)
BJB
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Geostatistics provides a broad variety of methods for predicting func-
tionals ofthe random processes, Zj(x), such as the value at an unsampled
point or the integrals given in Eqs (1.25) and (1.26). These methods are

commonly referred to as kriging. The formalism of the methodwas worked
out mainlyby Matheron (1965, 1973, 1976), and the originalfield of appli-
cation was mining. But the same approachwas simultaneouslydeveloped
by Gandin (1963) in Russia, and similar ideas had been used before by
Kolmogorov (1941) and Wiener (1949) (see Cressie, 1990, for a discussion

of these historical issues).
Kriging is optimal in the sense that it minimizes the mean squared

error of prediction. If, for instance, the goal is to predict a local mean,

Z{B), then given a class of predictors kriging provides the 'best' predic-
tor, Z(B), which minimizes the term E^[{Z(B) - Z(B)}2]. Undergeneral
conditions this 'best' predictor is the conditional expectation, E^ [Z(5)|z],
of Z{B) given the vector of the observations, z (Priestley, 1981, p. 728).
If the Joint probability distribution of the observations is Gaussian then
the conditional expectationis a linear function of z, and it is equivalent to

the simple kriging predictor. For other probability distributions the con¬

ditional expectation is not in general linear in z. Computingthe simple
kriging predictor requires the complete knowledge of the GaussianJoint
probability density function of Z(B) and z, i.e., both the £-expectations
and the £-covariances of the probabilisticmodel must be known. In prac¬
tice this is not the case, but one still assumes that the £-covariances are

known. If the unknown £-expectations are assumed to be stationary then

ordinary kriging provides the best among all unbiased linear predictors,
and if we allow for spatially varying £-expectations then the best linear

unbiased predictor (BLUP) is obtained from universal kriging.
If the soil at a site has been investigated on several occasions and if

we postulate a linear model of the form as given in Eq. (1.4) then ordinary
cokriging (Journel & Huijbregts, 1978, p. 324; Cressie, 1991, p. 138) can be
used to predict point and local mean values at time tj. Then all observa¬

tions measured on any of the T occasions will be used for prediction. My-
ers (1982) presenteda matrix notationthat can be used for simultaneously
predicting the vector of unknown quantities on all T occasions. Since the
soil was sampled on each time at different locations cokriging will always
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result in smaller prediction errors than univariate kriging. This Situation

is commonlytermed the undersampledcase. However, cokriging would not

improveprediction if the variables were observed at the same positions and
if cross correlation between different occasions were intrinsic (Journel Sz

Huijbregts, 1978, p. 326; Wackernagel, 1993). Intrinsic correlationmeans

that all ^-covariance functions are proportional to a basic function C(h) ,

i.e., Cij{)\) = CijC(h) for all«', j.
Ordinarycokriging further provides the BLUP for predicting change

between two occasions. Predictions by cokriging are coherentin the sense

that cokriging the weighted sum is equivalent to cokriging the individual
variables and Computing the weighted sum from them (Matheron, 1979;
Myers, 1983). The latter author developed a general formalism for predict¬
ing arbitrary linear combinations of T random processes. In chapter 2 a

simplerform is presentedthat can be used for the case T = 2. Stein (1986)
also studied the matter using the model given in Eq. (1.6) and assuming
that on both occasions the property was observed at the same positions.
The advantage of Stein's approach was that it reduced the multivariate

prediction essentially to a univariate problem. However, the assumptions
inherent in his model are too restrictive to allow its application for pre¬

dicting changeof soil properties.
If the £-expectations in the linear model are not stationary then uni¬

versal cokriging (Stein Sz Corsten, 1991) can be used for predicting Zj(.)
and AZij(.). But the same problem as in univariate universal kriging will
arise: the decomposition into deterministic large-scale Variation and small-
scale random fluctuations is not known a priori, and no unique Solutions

exist for the problem (see Cressie, 1991, p. 165).
In soil monitoring a frequent task is to estimate the mean concentra¬

tion of a Compound (or its change) over the whole domain G. Geostatis¬
tical terminology uses the term global mean for such a quantity, and it

contrasts with a local mean where the average is computed for an area B

that is clearly smaller than the sampled domain G. Formally, the global
means follow from Eqs (1.25) and (1.26) by substituting G for B. Even

though G might be regarded as a single block its means are not usually
predictedby cokriging this block as a whole. Practice is to subdivide G
into non-overlappingsmall blocks, Bk, k = 1,2,... ,K, i.e., G = (Jfc=i -^fc-
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The means of the blocks are then kriged locally, and the global mean is

obtained by combiningthese local predictions.
There are theoreticaland practicalreasons for this procedure (Journel

Sz Huijbregts, 1978, p. 321). First, it might not be reasonableto assume

stationarity of the ^-expectationor the sameform of a non-random large-
scale Variation for the whole domain. Second, even if stationarityis given
the ^-covariance functions must be known for distances as large as the
diameter of the domain, and reliable estimates of these are at best available
for no more than half this distance. The same problemarises in Computing
the prediction error of the global mean even if small blocks are kriged:
^-covariance terms over distances ofthe order of the diameter of the domain

occur in the prediction variance of a global mean. Therefore, common

geostatistical practice is to combine the local prediction variances of the
blocks (Journel & Huijbregts, 1978, p. 412). Althoughthis approachseems
rather doubtful from a theoretical point of view its success in practice
(Buxton, 1986) vindicates its use.

Model-based inference includes several Operations. Besides estima¬

ting the parameters of the probabilisticmodel, prediction of point values,
local or global means may be the goal. Although there is no conceptual
differencebetweenthe three latter tasks practical problems suggest distin-

guishingbetween local and global prediction. The following section shows
that there are two correspondingOperations in design-basedinference. For

estimation, however, there is no analogy in the model-free classical sam¬

pling methods.

1.3.2 Design-basedInference

In contrast to geostatistical techniques, design-basedor—synonymously—
classical or probability sampling methods axe usually free from any as¬

sumptionsabout a probabilisticmodel. Developedmainlyfor censuses in

society as well as for surveys in agriculture and forestry (see textbooks by
Cochran, 1977; Hajek, 1981; Yates, 1981 and Särndal et al, 1991) they
are well suited for estimatingspatially distributed variables. The spatial
distribution at time tj is then regarded as a unique, deterministic function

defined for points withinthe domain G. To stress its non-random character

I shall denote this function by the lower-case symbol Zj(x). It is imma-
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terial whether Zj{x) is consideredto be an outcome of a random process.
With a few exceptionsdesign-basedinference ignores any informationthat
could be inferred from the recorded observations.

Central to classical sampling theory is the concept of the population.
In spatialsampHng the population is identical to the set of sampling loca¬
tions within the domain G. A given sampling location is called a unit of
the population. If the area coveredby a single sampleof soil is very small

compared to the size, \G\, of the domain then we can adopt the concept
of quasi-point support. We then assume that the volume of the sample
is infinitesimal, and there is an infinite number of units in the popula¬
tion. Since the support of a sample typically is very small compared to

|G| the notion of an infinite population usually is a valid approximation.
A set of characteristics, the soil properties averaged over the support of

a single sample, is attached to each unit. The concentrations, {zj(x)},
j = 1,2,... ,T measured on the T occasions represents such a set.

The target quantities of inference are the parameters ofthe population
such as the mean concentrationwithin the domain,

Zj(G) = ±-JGZj(x)dx, (1.28)

or the mean changeof the contentbetweenthe «th and jth. occasion,

AZij(G) = ^\jG fe(x) ~ ^(x)] ^• (1.29)

Similarly, the means over subpopulations B C G might be of interest.

Formally they can be obtained from Eqs (1.28) and (1.29) by substituting
B for G. Thus, as in model-basedprediction,design-basedinference allows
Statementsaboutthe meansofthe properties averaged over finite domains.

Since Zj(x) is a unique function one couldknow the true mean, Zj(G),
if the population, i.e., the domain G, were sampled exhaustively. But

repeated exhaustive sampling is impossible. In practice only a small part
of the domainis sampled on each occasion, and the means as well as their

change must be computedusing suitable estimators. Then the important
question is: how large is the difference between the estimatorsand the

true means? There is no answer to this question unless inference is put
on probabilistic footing. Within the model-based framework the spatial
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distribution itself is interpreted as an outcome of a random event, and

Statementsaboutthe error always refer to fluctuationsthatwould be found
if other realizations, i.e., other sites with similar environmental conditions,
were investigated. In design-basedestimationthe randomness is imposed
by randomly selecting the units that belong to a given sample. Thus,
Statements about the error refer to the Variation that would be found if

further samples would be selected from the population.
Probability sampling allows an observer to control the sampling de-

sign. Given that nj samples must be taken at time tj the surveyorselects
the «th sampling point, Xj^, accordingto a prescribed probability density
function, Pj,i{x), defined on G. Note that Xj^ is a random variable and

that the subscript « does not denote a specific location but is an index of
the soil core. Then we can define the expectationof the soil property with
respect to the probability distributionof the sampling locations. Following
Cassel et al. (1977) I shall use the term p-expectationfor this Operator
and use the symbol Ep[.]. Formally the p-expectationof Zj(Xj^) equals

EpfeCX^)] = / ^(x)Hi(x)dx. (1.30)
JG

Similarly we can define the p-variance which is given by

Varp^X^)] = / {^(x) - Ep[zj(Xj,i))}2pj,i(x) dx. (1.31)
JG

The generalization of these Operatorsfor any statistic computedfrom the

randomly selected observations {zj(xj^)}, «' = 1,2,... ,nj, j = 1,2, ...,T
is obvious.

For repeated surveys in society the techniques of 'sampling on two

or subsequent occasions' were developed (e.g. Cochran, 1977, p. 346). On
a given occasion one portion of a sample is selected randomly from the

population (unmatched portion) while the other consistsof units that have

been observed before (matchedportion). There are many possibilities for

designingsuch a plan. The plans differ in how long a chosen unit remains

on averagein the sample. However, to implementsuch a designwe must be

able to measure a unit repeatedly, and in a strict sense this is not possible
in monitoring the soil.
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1.3.3 Which Inference is Required?

The preceding section has shownthat design-basedinference is restricted
to estimating the parameters of a population. We can make Statements

about the mean concentrationof a Compound only over a finite domain
that can be the whole sampled area, G, or a subset, B, of G. In the
framework of model-basedinference prediction of local and global means
is the counterpart of these Operations. Moreover, the model-basedmeth¬
ods enable us to predict point values at unsampled locations. There is no

corresponding Operation in design-basedinference. The only way to 'pre¬
dict' on a single unit of the population without a model is to sample the

soil at that place and to measure its content.

Similarly, there is no equivalence of estimatingthe parameters of the

underlying process in design-basedestimationbecause these methods are

free from such a model. Thus, classical methods cannot be used directly
to answerquestions such as "Have soils under beech forests on the Swiss
Plateau become more acid in the last twenty years?" or "Did the use

of artificial fertilizers increase the cadmium content of soils under cereal

crops?", but they provideStatements, such as "Between 1950 and 1988 the

pH decreased in the topmost 15 cm of the soil on plot X in forest Y by
0.5 units" that are restrictedto the target population. Generalizingsuch
Statements for all plots with the same soil forming conditions requires a

probabilisticmodel, which includes the notion that the investigated plot
was representative of the ensemble.

Frequentlyin environmental monitoringwe are interested in the means
of the expected,underlying processes. Are design-basedestimationmeth¬
ods then obsolete for monitoring the soil, and is the only approachworth
being consideredgeneralized least-squaresestimation?Mypersonalanswer
to these questions is no.

First, there are situations where the target quantity is a local or a

global mean, and the meanofthe underlyingprocess is not of interest. The
remediation of a contaminatedareais an example. Therewe have to decide
where the soil must be removed, and it might also be of interest to compute
the total mass of the Compound stored in the ground and to establish a
mass balance. These tasks clearly ask for model-based prediction or design-
based estimation.
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Second, even if the mean of the underlyingprocess is the target quan-

tity it might be safer to estimate a global mean for each Observationplot
and to investigate the Statistical distribution of these estimates. A simple
model that postulates Statistical independence for the global means then
enablesus to estimatethe parameters of the underlyingprocess. I believe

that this approachis to be preferred to pure model-basedinference relying
on generalized least-squares estimation. The information on typical pat-
terns of spatial correlation found for soils under different environmental
conditions is still very limited. Although the ranges of experimentalvario¬
grams can sometimesbe identified with the sizes of characteristicstructures
of the underlying processes no general relations have been established so

far. We still cannot attribute a typical pattern of spatial autocorrelation
to a certain type of land use. And we may worrywhetherwe shall ever find
such relations. The problem is that the decomposition into deterministi-

cally modelled, large-scale Variation and stochastic, random fluctuations

underlying the model given in Eq. (1.1) is not unique. Given a set of data
different surveyorswill obtain different results because their analysis is in-

fluenced by subjective judgements. Englund (1990) illustrated the matter
when he compared for a single set of data the analyses performedby 12

geostatisticians.
Thus, we can concludethat inference should focus on estimatingpoint

values, local and global means. My thesis, therefore, concentrateson es¬

timating local and global mean changes of spatially autocorrelatedsoil

properties. Both model-basedprediction and design-basedinference will
be considered.

1.4 Contents of the Thesis

The chapters 2 to 5 of the thesis have been writtenas papers for publica-
tion in scientificJournals. They are, of course, closely linked. Chapter 2

presents the cokriging equationsfor predicting the local mean differences
between two random processes. The equationsare given for second order

stationary processes as well as for random processes that satisfy only the

intrinsic hypothesis. A difficulty arises in the latter case. If soil sampling
is destructive then the experimental cross variogram cannot be computed
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using the method-of-moments estimator (see Eq. 2.29) because only one

variable has been measured at a point. This problem can be overcome by
using the pseudocross variogram. This function is attractive for cokriging
undersampled variables. However, its existence requires more restrictive

stationarityconditions thanthe intrinsic hypothesis, and these are explored
in chapter 3.

For estimating the global mean change over a domainmodel-based

prediction relying on the cokriging equationsdeveloped as well as classical

sampling plans can be used. Chapter 4 presents a theoretical analysis
of the properties of various methods, and their Performance is compared
in chapter 5 using a simulated set of data. The probabilisticmodel that

underlay the Simulationwas inferred from a set of observations on short-
term change of pH in the top soil of a forest. The data are analysed
in chapter 6, and design- and model-based strategies are compared for

estimating local and global mean change of pH. A short summary of the
most important conclusions in chapter 7 completes the work.
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Chapter 2

EstimatingChangeby
Cokriging

Paper by A. Papritz & H. Flühler. 1993. Temporal change of spatially
autocorrelated soil properties: optimal estimation by cokriging. Geoderma,
in press.

2.1 Introduction

Assessingtemporal change in soil arises in identifyingand solving various

environmental problems. The increase of contaminants and of acidity in

the soil as a result of atmospheric deposition on to terrestrial ecosystems
are examplesthat concern the public. More generally, studies on element

cycling in terrestrial ecosystems involve determining changes in different

compartments of the ecosystem in time. In such studies the temporal
changes are evaluated by repeated measurements of the variables of in¬

terest. However, the spatial Variation of pool variables may impede the

detection of their changes. Very often only a minor part of the spatial
Variation can be explained with reasonableexpenditure by a determinis-

tic model, and a given pattern of Variation must usually be considered as
random.
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The introductionof the conceptsof geostatistics into soil science in the

early eighties (Burgess Sz Webster, 1980a; 1980b; Webster& Burgess,1980;
McBratneySz Webster, 1983a) provided a probabilisticbasis for modelling
spatial Variation of soil properties. The term 'autocorrelation'is used to

describe the phenomenonthat properties measured at nearby points tend
to resemble each other more closely than at points farther apart.

A suitable probabilisticframework for dealing with temporal change
of spatially varying properties is the concept of a random process that

depends both on space and time. Similar problems in hydrology (Solow
Sz Gorelick, 1986; Rouhani Sz Hall, 1989; Rouhani Sz Wackernagel, 1990),
meteorology (Rodriguez-IturbeSz Mejia, 1974), and atmospheric deposi¬
tion monitoring (Bilonick, 1985; Egbert Sz Lettenmaier,1986) stimulated
research on the modelling of such random processes. In its most general
form the covariancestructure of these processes is modelled as a functionof
both space and time. Time may then be consideredas another dimension

of the coordinateSystem. The time and space coordinates are either kept
completely separate or a common distance measure is introduced in the

space-timedomain(Rouhani& Myers, 1990). The first approachis analo-

gous to modelling a zonal anisotropyin Euclidean spacewhereasthe latter

corresponds to modelling a geometric anisotropy (Journel Sz Huijbregts,
1978, p. 175).

Modelling space-time processes can be simplified in some circum-

stances depending on the structure of a given set of data. If data consist
of long time series measured at few sampling locations then the spatio-
temporal process can be modelled as a multivariate time series (Solow
& Gorelick, 1986; Rouhani & Wackernagel, 1990). Conversely, if many

observations, distributed in space, were measured simultaneously at few

sampling times then a multivariate spatial random process is a suitable

simplificationfor the general space-timeprocess.
Both approaches have limitations for estimatingtemporal change of

a regionalized variable. The multivariate time series model allows one to

analysethe time trend of a property that was measured repeatedlyat the
same locations. However, sampling soil is usually destructive, and subse-

quent samples cannot be taken at identical locations. Thus, the temporal
change of a soil property sampled destructively cannot be analysed using
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the time series approach. Although the model of a multivariate random

process in space does not suffer from the above conceptual limitation,the
application of estimationtechniques using cross variograms still presents
difficultiesbecause they themselvescannot be estimatedby averagingprod-
ucts of spatial increments. Using the cross covariance function instead of
the cross variogram enables this problem to be circumvented at the cost

of restricting the applicabilityto second order stationary cases. Recently,
Clark et al. (1989) and Myers (1991) introduced the pseudo cross vario¬

gram to describe spatial cross correlation patterns and showed how this
functioncan be used for cokriging. This new function, being the variance

of the difference of two properties measured at any two locations, seems
suitable to extend the time trend analysis to the intrinsic case. In its sim-

plest form assessing temporal changes reduces to the comparison of two
sets of observations measured at two different times. In this article we de-

velop the kriging equationsfor linear estimationof such differences. Both

the stationary and the intrinsic case are considered.

2.2 Cokriging of TemporalDifferences

Depending on the focus of a study both point and block kriging of the

temporal difference of a soil property may be important. The point es¬

timates are required for mapping to locate areas with varying extent of

change. Furthermore, point estimationcan be used to compute the un¬

known differenceat either sampling locations if the property was sampled
destructively. The block estimates are relevant if the mean change of a

property in a given area has to be judged. Since point kriging may be

consideredas a special case of block kriging with block size equal to zero

(in practice the sampling support) we shall develop the kriging equations
for the more general block kriging.

Consider the following Situation. We have two sets of observations,
one from each of two times in a given axea. On the first occasion n\

observationsdenoted by z\(x\^) were made at locations xi^ where xi^
is a vector of coordinates in the two-dimensional space. On the second
occasion there were n2 observations denoted by z2{x2£). In general the

positions of the first, x^j, and second sample set, x2^, do not coincide.
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Our task is to estimatethe mean change of the property within a block B
between two sampling times.

2.2.1 Second Order Stationary RandomProcesses

We assume the observations of the two sample sets to be drawn from
realizations of two random processes, Zi(x) and Z2(x). Let us further

suppose that the volume of a sample is small in comparisonwith the size

of the block to estimate (quasi-point support). We further assume that

the random processes Zi(x) and Z2(x) are stationary up to order two

with expectationsßi,ß2, covariance functions Cn(h), C22(h), and cross

covariance function C2i(h). The covariance functions Cfcfc(n) are even

functions, i.e., Cfcfc(h) = Ckk{—h),but the cross covariance function is not

in general Symmetrie
C2i(h)^C2i(-h), (2.1)

though the identity, given in Eq. (2.2) holds

C2i(h) = Ci2(-h). (2.2)

The quantityto estimateis the differencebetweenthe meansof Z2(x)
and Zi(x) withinthe blockB. If we denote the meanvalue of Zi(x) within
B by Z\{B) and the correspondingmeanof Z2(x) by Z2{B) then the mean

change, AZ(B), within the block is givenby

AZ(B) = Z2(B)-Z1(B). (2.3)

The estimatorsZ\{B) and Z2{B) for the meanvalues Z\{B) and Z2{B) are

linear combinations of the data of the first and second set of observations,
and AZ{B) is estimatedby the differencebetweenZ2{B) and Z\{B), thus

712 "1

AZ{B) = Z2(B) - Zi(S) = £ X2,iZ2(x2,i) - 53AMZ!(xM), (2.4)
i=l i=l

in which Ai^ and A2,i are the weights associated with the «th Observation

of the first and second set, respectively. The two sets of weights must be
chosen such that the estimatorof the mean temporal difference is unbi¬
ased and has minimal estimation variance among the linear estimators.
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Formally, the first condition is expressedby

E< AZ{B) - AZ(B)
712 Tll

53 A2>iE* [Z2(x2|<)] - EK&t[Si(xi,i)]
i=l i=l

-{E€[Z2(ß)]-E€[Zi(S)]}
712 Tll

= /i2EA2.*~^1EAl.<-(/x2-^l)= 0-
i=l t=l

Thus, the unbiasednesscondition is satisfied if the weightsof each sample
set sum to one

Tll 712

5>i,< = i Z>2.*= 1- (2-5)
i=l i=l

Comment 2.1 £-Expectation of block mean

The task is to evaluate

E£[Z(B)]=Ee[jl|^Z(x)dx.

Since integration is a linear Operation we can interchangeComputing the

expectation and evaluating the integral

MM/BZH=m/sW)ldx-
If Z(x) is second order stationary with expectationu we find

E<[zm = W\ht"ix = W\Ldx= ß-

The estimationvariance cr2(B) followsfrom the expansion ofE^[{AZ(B)—
AZ(B)}2}

a2(B) = Ee

+

s[AZ(B)-AZ{B)Y
{AZ(B)}2 - 2E^ [AZ(B) ¦ AZ{B)

E^ [{AZ(£)}2] . (2.6)
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Substitutingthe definitions of AZ(B) (Eq. 2.4) and AZ(B) (Eq. 2.3) into

Eq. (2.6) and taking expectations, one finds
Ul n\ 712 «2

°2(B) = ^^^ld^iCnix^j-x^+ J^J^X^jX^iC^ix^j-x^i)
j=l i=l j=l i=l

7i2 ni
~ 2EE^2j^l,zC2l(x2J-XM)

j=l i=l

Tll
_

- 253 AM {Cn(ß,xM) - C2i(£,xM)}
z=l

712
- 2 £A2J- {C22(x2,j,B) - C21(x2d,B)}

3=1

+ Cn(B,B) + C22(ß, B) - 2C21(B, B), (2.7)
where Cki(B,B) denotes the within-block average of C\a, and Cki{B,x\,j)
or Cki(x2^,B) is the point-to-block average of the covariance function.
Note that C2\{B,x) and C2i(x,B) are not in general identicalbecause the

cross covariancefunction is not even.

Minimizingcr2{B) with respect to Ai^ and A2,i underthe unbiasedness
condition (Eq. 2.5) introduces two Lagrange parameters, vj\ and ip2, and
results in the kriging System,given in Eq. (2.8)

Tll 712

53AijCi^xij-xi^) - J2\2,jC2i(x2J-xhi)- Vi =
3=1 3=1

Cii{B,xhi)- C2i{B,xi,i) for «' = l,...,ni;
712 nl

EA2,zC22(x2j-X2,i)- 53 AMC2l(x2):,--XM) - V>2 =
i=l i=l

Ö22 (x2,j ,B)-C2i(x2j- ,B) for j = 1,..., n2 ;
Tll

EAM = i,
i=l
712

53A2)i = 1. (2.8)
i=l

Equation (2.8) is a system of linear equationsin Ai,j and A2,i, and it can

be written in matrix notation as

K-w = b, (2.9)
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where

Clltxi.l-Xi,!)••¦ Cntxi^-Xl,!) -C2l(x2,l-Xi)i) ••• -C2l(x2,„2-Xi,i) 1 0

Cii(xi,i-xi)n,)••¦ Cn(xi>ni-xiini) -C2i(x2,i-xiini) •¦• -C2l(x2,n2-Xl)ni) 1 0

-C2l(x2,l-Xl,l) ••¦ -C,2l(x2>l-Xii„1) C22(x2>l-X2,l)• ¦ • C22(x2,l-X2,n2) 0 1
K =

-C2l(x2,n2-Xili)••• -C2l(x2,n2-Xiini) C22(x2,n2-X2,l)" * " C22(x2,n2-X2,nJ 0 1

1 ¦¦• 1 0 ¦¦¦ 0 0 0
0 ••• 0 1 ••¦ 1 0 0

wT = [Aiii,Ai)2,...,Ai)ni,A2,i,A2,2, •• .^2,7125-^1»-"M >

bT = [Cn(ß,xiii)-C2i(JB,xifi),...,
Cn(B,xi>ni)- C21(ß,xi>ni),
C22{x2,l,B)-C2l(x2,i,B),...,
C22(X2,n2,B)- C2i(x2,n2,B),l,l].

The kriging Systemhas a unique Solution if the covariance matrix, i.e., the
matrix formed by the elements of K that are different from zero or one, is

positive semidefinite (Myers, 1984; 1991). This condition ensuresthat the

variance of linear combinations of the observations always remains greater
than or equal to zero. Provided that K can be inverted, the optimal kriging
weights are computedfrom Eq. (2.10)

w = K"1-b, (2.10)

and the minimal estimation variance, the so-called kriging variance, is

givenby Eq. (2.11) or—in matrix notation—by Eq. (2.12) as follows

a2K(B) =
ni

_

" EAM{CniB^i)- C21(B,xhi)}
i=l
712

- 53 A2)j {C22(x2J,B)- C21(x2,j,B)}
3=1

+ Vi + vb2 + Cn(B,B) + C22(B, B) - 2C21(B, B), (2.11)
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al(B) = -wT b + Cn(B,B) + C22{B, B) - 2C21(B, B). (2.12)

Comment 2.2 Deriving the expression for the kriging va¬

riance
To derive Eq. (2.11) we rearrange the terms of the right-hand side of Eq.
(2.7)

o-i(B) =
Tll I Tll 712

EAl>* { EAl^' cn(xi,j-xi,i) ~ EX2>J c'2i(x2,j-xiji)
i=l (j=l j=l

712 ( n-i ni

+ EX^0 \ EX^ C'22(X2>J -X2ji) - 53AM C2l(x2,j -XM)
j=l {.i=l i=l

- 2 53AM {Cn(B, xM) - C21 {B, xM)}
i=l
n2

- 2 53X2J {C22(x2)j, B) - C21(x2tj,B)}
3=1

+ CU{B,B)+ C22(B,B) - 2C21(B,B).
The terms in curly braces are identicalto the first two terms of the right-
hand side of the kriging Systemgiven in Eq. (2.8). Thus, we can write

ol(B) = 53AM{Vi+ C'ii(5,xM)-C21(ß,xM)}
i=l

712

+ 53 \2j {V>2 + C22{x2,j,B)- C21(x2j,B)}
3=1

Tll

-253AM{C11(ß,xM)-C21(J9,xM)}
i=l
n2

- 2 53 X2tj {C22(x2>j,B) - C21(x2J,B)}
3=1

+ Cn(B,B)+ C22(B,B) - 2C21(B,B).

Taking the conditionof unbiasedness (Eq. 2.5) into account

53 Xj^j = ipj,
i=l
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we find the result given in Eq. (2.11).

The kriging equations for the estimation of temporal change shows close
resemblance to a bivariate cokriging Systemfor block estimation (Journel
& Huijbregts, 1978, p. 324; McBratney& Webster, 1983a), the main dif¬
ferences being the presenceof the cross covariance terms in the covariance
vector b and the different unbiasednessconditions. The matrices on the
left handside of both kriging Systems are identical, apart form the different

signs of the cross covariance terms.

Actually, equation (2.8) represents the cokriging equationsfor the es¬

timation of the temporal differences, and it is a special case of the more

general expressionabout cokriging of linear combinations given by Myers
(1983). Both Myers and Matheron (1979) have pointed out that cokriging
of linear combinations usually yields different results from those obtained

by univariate kriging of the variables and then combiningthese estimates.

Usingthe terminology of Wackernagel(1993) only the cokriging estimates

of linear combinations are coherent. If the variables have been observed
at different locations and if they are cross correlated then cokriging always
results in smaller estimationvariance than univariate kriging. If, however,
observations are available for the same locations then cokriging is better

than univariate kriging only if the correlation of the variables is not in¬

trinsic (Journel & Huijbregts, 1978, p. 326; Wackernagel, 1993). If the
observationsof different sampHng times are not cross correlated,Eq. (2.8)
reducesto the ordinary block kriging Systemfor simultaneous estimation
of the mean values Zi(B) and Z2(B). The best linear unbiased estimate

(BLUE) of the change is then identical to the difference of the ordinary
block kriging estimates.

Point kriging of temporal change requires the following minor modifi¬
cations to Eqs (2.7) and (2.8) to (2.12). The within-blockaverages ofthe
covariances Cki{B,B) must be replaced by the corresponding covariances
at lag zero, Cki(0). Similarly, the terms Cki{x2,i — xq) and Cfc»(xo — xi^)
must be substituted for the point-to-block averages of the covariances,
Cki(x2,i,B) and Cjw(.B,xi>i), respectively. Thus, for point kriging, the

covariancevector can be writtenas
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~T
b = [Cii(x0-xiii)-C2i(xo-xi>i),...,

Cn(xo-xi)ni) — C2i(xo—xi,ni),
C22(X2,1-X0) - C2l(X2,l-Xo),• • • ,

C22(x2,7i2 _xo) - C2i(x2,n2 ~xo), 1,1] , (2.13)

and the kriging weights are found by substituting b for b in Eq. (2.10).
Correspondingly,the kriging variance for point estimationis found by sub¬

stituting the covariances at lag zero for the within-blockaveragesand by
replacing b by b, leading to:

al(B) = -wT • b + Cn(O) + C22(0) - 2C2i(0). (2.14)

2.2.2 IntrinsicRandom Processes

Let us now consider the Situation in which both sets of observations, sam¬
pled each time at different locations (x2j- ^ xi^, for any i,j), are re¬

alizations of Zi(x) and Z2(x), satisfyingjointly the intrinsic hypothesis
(Eqs 2.15 and 2.16) only:

Ee[Zfc(x+h)-Zfc(x)]= 0, (2.15)

E^ [{Zfc(x+h) - Zk(x)} {Z,(x+h) - Zz(x)}] = 27fc/(h). (2.16)
Insteadof using the cross variogram 721(h) to describe cross correlation,
the pseudo cross variogram 72i(h), introducedby Clark et al. (1989) and

Myers (1991), can be used if sampling is destructive. The choiee of this

function circumvents the complicated estimationof the cross variogramif
the sampling locations do not eoineide (see section 3.4). The pseudocross
variogram is defined as

^(h) - ivar^ [Z2(x+h) - Zi(x)] . (2.17)

For second order stationary processes the pseudo cross variogram can be

related to the cross covariance function by

72Pi(h) = \cn(0)+ ic22(0)- C21(h). (2.18)
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Equation(2.18) shows that, unlike the normal cross variogram,the pseudo
cross variogram is not generally an even function. But as with the cross

covariancefunction (see Eq. 2.2), the identity 721(h) = 7P2(—h) holds.

The relationship between the pseudo cross variogram and the

traditional cross variogram may be found by expanding the term

Var^ [Z2(x+h) - Z2(x) + Zi(x+h) - Zi(x)]. After regrouping and sub-

stitutingthe variograms one finds

72Pi(n) + 7f2(h) =
7ii(h) + 722 (h) + 2721(h)
- Cov£ [{Z2(x+h) - Zi(x)} , {Zi(x+h) - Z2(x)}] . (2.19)

Equation (2.19) shows that the pseudo cross variogram exists only if the

covariancefunction of the cross incrementsdependsexclusively on the Sep¬
aration vector h (and not on the sampling locationsx-Hh and x). Expansion
of the covarianceterm of Eq. (2.19) allows the Substitution of the cross va¬

riogram and shows that the aboverestriction is equivalent to the condition

that the differencesof the two random processes must be stationary up to

order two

72Pi(h)+7P2(h) =
7n(h)+722(n)
+ Cov^ [{Z2(x+h) - Zi(x+h)} , {Z2(x) - Zi(x)}] . (2.20)

Therefore, the validity of the intrinsic hypothesis alone is not a sufficient
condition for the existence of the pseudo cross variogram. In addition
to the conditions given in Eqs (2.15) and (2.16), the cross increments or,

equivalently,the differencesof the random processes must be second order

stationary, i.e., the covariance terms

Cov^ [{Z2(x+h) - Zi(x)} , {Zi(x+h) - Z2(x)}] = /i(h),
Cov^ [{Z2(x+h) - Zi(x+h)} , {Z2(x) - Zi(x)}] = /2(h), (2.21)

must depend only on the Separation vector h. It can be easily shown that
the above conditions are satisfied if the random processes Zi(x) and Z2(x)
are jointly stationary up to order two. Thus, the stationarity condition
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required for the existence of the pseudo cross variogram is more strin-

gent than the intrinsic hypothesisand less restrictive than the condition
of second order stationarity. In practice, the validity of the stationarity
condition, given in Eq. (2.21), cannot be verified if one has to analysetwo
sets of data, sampled at different locations on the two occasions. Either

z\{x) or 22(x) is then unknown at a given sampling location x, and the

sample estimatesof Eq. (2.21) cannot be computed. Therefore, the use of
the pseudocross variogram will mostly be limited to those cases where the

experimental variograms reach a sill and indicate that the assumptionof
second order stationaritymightbe appropriate. A moredetailed discussion
of the nature of the stationaritycondition can be found in chapter 3.

Provided that the variograms and the pseudo cross variogram exist,
the kriging System and the kriging variance can be expressed using these
functions. Formally, the block kriging equationsare foundby substituting
-lkk{-) for Ckk(.) and 72D1(.) for C2i(.) in Eq. (2.8), leading to

Tll 712
- E AU7ll(xlj-Xl,i) + 5^A2j72l(x2,j-XM) - Tpl =
3=1 3=1

-7ii(B,xi;i) + 7^(B,xM) for «' = 1,..., ni,
712 Tll

- EA2,i722(x2)j -X2)i) + 53AM72l(x2,j"Xi,») - ^2 =
i=l i=l

:,P-722(x2j,B)+ 7^(x2j,B) for j = l,...,n2,

EAM = i,
Tll

i=l
712

EA2,* = 1. (2-22)
1=1

and

a2K(B) =
Tll

E ^i,* {711(^x1,0 -ili{B,xi,i)}
i=l

712

+ EA2J (722(x2)j, B) - 721 (x2j, B)}
3=1

+ ^1 + V>2 - iu(B,B) - *f22(B, B) + 272\(£,B). (2.23)
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Comment 2.3 Derivingthe krigingsystem for intrinsicran¬
dom processes

Substitutingthe semivariancesfor the covariances is only a formal Oper¬
ation. The covariancefunctions do not exist if the random processes are

merely intrinsic, and the cokriging systemmust therefore be derived with¬
out using them. In this commentI shall outline how the estimationvariance
is obtained when the random processes are intrinsic, and this will demon-
strate that the formal Substitution of —7 for C is correct.

The estimationvariance is given by (see Eq. 2.6)

o\B) =

Ee NAZCB)-AZ(B)V

E*
712 711

53 A2,iZ2(x2>i)- 53AMZi(xM) - Z2{B) + ZX{B)

= E<

,
i=l

Tl2

i=l

EA2,^2(x2)i)-Z2(ß)
,i=l

+ E£

-2Eg

Tll

,
i=l

53AMZ1(xM)-Z1(B)
712

53A2,^2(x2ji)-Z2(J9)
Tll

53AuZ1(x1)j)-Z1(B)
3=1

712 712

= EE**A2jVe [{Z2(x2|<)- Z2(B)} {Z2(x2:j) - Z2(B)}}
i=l j= l

n\ ni

+EEVuE{[{Zi(xM)- ZX{B)} {Zi(xlfi) - Zi(S)}]
t=i 3=1

712 Tll

- 2EEA^A^E*K^(x2)i) - Z2(ß)}{Z1(x1)j) - ZL{B)}} .

i=l 3=1

All three terms of this sum have the same structure. Thus, it suffices to
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expand

EC [{Zfc(xw) - Zk(B)} {Z^j)- Zt(B)}] =

WJbIbEC [{Zfc(Xfc,i) " Zk{u)}{Zl{Xl'j)" Zliy)}] dudV

= rjjä j^ jT Cov^ [{Zfe(xM)- Zfc(u)} , {Zi(mj) - Z,(v)}] dudv.

Takingthe identity given in Eq. (3.6) into account this expression becomes

E^ [{Z*(xM) - Zk(B)} {Z,(xij)- Zt(B)}} =

7gj2 y / {-7&(xm- xjj) + 7fcz(xfc,i - v)
+ 7Jtz(u - XU) ~ 7fcz(u - v)} dudv

= -*i(x*,i - xz,,) + ^(x*,«,B) + ypkl(B, xu) - 7&(S,ß).
Now we can Substitute this term for the £-expectations in the expression
for the estimation variance. Rememberingthat for k = l the superscript
'p' is redundantand that 7fcfc(x, B) = %k(B,x) one finds

o*(B) =
Tl2 712

53E A2,iA2,j {-722(x2li- x2j) + 2722(x2,i, B) - 122{B, B)}
t=l j=i

711 Tll

+ EEAl-<AlJ{-7n(xi,i-xhj) + 27n(ß,xlj-)- 7ii(5,ß)}
712 Tll

- 2 53EA2.*AiJ {-72i(x2,i- xij) + 72i(x2)i, ß)
1=1 J=l

+7f1(ß,xi>i)-^1(ß,ß)}
Tll Tll Tl2 Tl2

= - EEXi,iXijn/ii(xi,j-xi,i) - EEA2,iA2,j722(x2>j-x2ii)
j=lj=l j=li=l

Tl2 Tll

+ 2 53E A2,JAU72i(x2,j-xi.i)
i=l 1=1

Tll

+ 253Ai)j{7i1(ß,x1>j)-72\(ß,xi>j)}
712

+ 2 53 A2,i {722(x2)i, B) - 72i(x2li, B)}
i=i

-7n(ß,ß)-722(ß,ß)+ 272Pi(ß,ß).
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Comparingthis expression with the right-handside of Eq. (2.7) shows that
indeed C can be formallyreplaced by —7. Minimizing the estimationva¬

riance with respect to the kriging weights is completely analogous to the
case of second order stationary randomprocesses, and the cokriging system
as given in Eq. (2.22) is then obtained.

As in the case of the second order stationarity, the kriging equations can
be expressedin matrix notation. The kriging system is then givenby

G-w= c, (2.24)
where the definitionof G, a (n\ +n2 + 2) x (m + n2 + 2) variogram matrix,
and of the (n\ + n2 + 2) variogram vector c follows from Eq. (2.9) by
substituting the semivariancesfor the covariances. Equation (2.24) can

be solved for w if the matrix of variogram functions, T(h) (Eq. 2.25), is

conditionally negativesemidefinite (see Journel Sz Huijbregts, 1978, p. 35;
Myers, 1984; 1991)

"7n(h) 7P2(n)
721(h) 722(h)r(h) = (2.25)

Comment 2.4 Valid modeis for covariance functionsand va¬

riograms
Functions, C(h), to model covariances must be positive semidefinite, i.e.,
for any arbitrary set of n locations, {x^}, and any set of n real numbers,
{ai}, they must satisfy

71 n

53EaiaJc(Xi-x^-°-
i=i3=1

This conditionfollows from the fact that the variance of any linearcombi-

nation, Ya=i aiZ(xi), is a positive quantity

Var^ 53OiZ(xi)
i=i
n n

5353^^[{Z(xi) - EJelZM]} {Z(xj) - E^[Z(x,)]}]
i=l 3=1

n n

= EEaia3C(*i ~ XJ') ^ ° •

i=l j=l
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There are similar restrictions on functions to model variograms. To
be a valid model 7(h) must be conditionally negative semidefinite, i.e., for

any set of real numbers that sum to zero (Y^i=iai = u) ^ must satisfy

53Eaia3 7(x* - Xj) < 0.
i=l j=l

To derive this relationwe use the following identity, which follows from Eq.
(3.6)

Cove [Z(xi) - Z(x0), Z{xj) - Z(x0)] =
- 7(xi - Xj) + 7(xi - x0) + 7(x0 - Xj).

Taking into accoundthat the coefficients a* sum to zero we find for any xo

71 71

53Eaiai {7(xi - Xj) - 7(xi - x0) - 7(x0 - *j)} =
i=i j=i

n n n n

53EaiaMxi- xj) - 2 53aM*i- xo) Eü3
i=l3=1 i=l j=l

= 0
n n

= EEaiaj7(xi-xi)
i=l j=l

71 71

= - 53Eo*^C3ov€[Z(xi) - Z(x0), Z(x,) - Z(x0)]
i=l j=l

= — Var^
71

53^ {Z{xi
.i=i

) " Z(x0)}

= — Var^
71

53aiZ(xi)
.i=i

<o.

The kriging variance is writtenin matrix notation as

ai(B) = -wT c - 7ii(ß,B) - 722(5,B) + 2^2l(B,B). (2.26)

The point kriging equationsare derived from Eqs (2.22) and (2.23) by sim¬

ilar modifications as described above for second order stationary random

processes. The semivariancevector c then becomes
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cT = [-7ii(x0-xi)i)+7231(x0-xi)i),...,
- 7ii(xo-xi,m)4- 72i(xo-xi,m),
- 722(x2,i-x0)+72D1(x2,i-x0),...,
- 722(x2,n2-X0) + 72l(x2,7i2~xo), 1, 1] • (2-27)

Remembering that jkk(0) = 0 and 721(0) ^ 0 (see Eq. 2.18), one is left
with the following expression for the kriging variance

*-!(£)=-wT-c + 2751(0). (2.28)

2.3 EstimatingCross Correlation

2.3.1 Estimationofthe CovarianceFunctionsand

Variograms
In practical application of geostatistics, the auto- and cross correlation
structures of the random processes must be modelled from the observed
data. Experimental(cross) variograms %i{h) are usually computedwith
the classical estimatorgiven by

iV(h)
%i(h) = ^yE {^(x*+h)- ZkMyiZfa+h)- Zi(xi)} , (2.29)

where k = 1,2; l = 1,2; and N(h) denotes the number of pairs of lag class
h. This estimatoris unbiased. However, it is susceptible to outliers and
showsnon-robust behaviourtowards distributionaldeviations (Armstrong,
1984; Dowd, 1984; Omre, 1984). The (cross) covariance functions may be

estimated from the data, using

1 *(h>
Cki(h) = j^ 53 {Zfc(Xi,+h) - Zk} ¦ {Z^)- Zt} , (2.30)

in which z\ and z2 are the sample means of the first and second set of

observations. An analogous estimatorfor the pseudocross variogram can

be writtenas

1 "(h)
- - o

^l(h) = W(h) ? {IZ2^+h)-^ - [Zl^ - ^> • (2-31)
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The estimatorsof the covariance functions and of the pseudo cross vario¬

gram are biased (see Priestley, 1981, p. 321). It can be shown that for
small lag distances and second order stationary random processes sampled
on a regulär grid, the bias of 721 (h) is approximately equal to the variance

of the difference betweenthe samplemeans Z2 and Z\.
In geostatistical applications the correlationpatterns are normally de¬

scribed by means of the variograms even if the experimental variograms
indicate that an a priori variance exists and that the covariance func¬
tions could be used equally well. The reason for this lies partly in the

unbiasedness of the variogram estimator. However, in view of the sensi¬

tivity of all the above-mentioned estimators and the difficulty of assessing
their sampling distribution,the advantages of unbiasednessshould not be

overemphasized. Thus, for second order stationary random processes the

experimental covariance functions or the pseudo cross variogram can be

used equally well to describe the correlationpattern. The kriging approach
that is based on the variograms and the pseudo cross variogram may be

slightly more favourable than the use of the covariance functions because
it relies on only one biased estimator, whereas all covarianceestimators

are biased.

2.3.2 Modelling of correlation patterns—thelinear coreg¬
ionalization model

Kriging requires modeis to be fitted to experimental variograms and co¬

variancefunctions. To ensure that the 2x2 matrix of variograms [r(h)]
(Eq. 2.25)—orthe matrix of covariances, respectively—remainscondition-
ally negative (positive) semidefinite for any lag h, the pseudo cross va¬

riogram or the cross covariance function must be modelled together with
the variograms 7fcfc(h) or the covariances Ckk(h), respectively. The linear

coregionalization model (Goulard Sc Voltz, 1992; Journel & Huijbregts,
1978, p. 171; Wackernagel, 1988; Wackernagelet al, 1989) is an approach
that has been frequently chosen to model multivariate random processes
under the above restriction. It assumesthat a random process Zk(x) can

be modelled as a sum of S random processes Z|(x) (s = 1,..., S), each

having a different autocorrelation structure. Each component Z|(x) is

in turn modelled as a linear combination of P mutually uncorrelatedbut
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autocorrelatedelementary random processes Yps(x). Thus, the following
formal expressioncan be written

s SP

Zk(x) = £Z|(x) + Mfc = EEaskpYps(x) + ßk ,

s=l s=lp=l
(2.32)

where S is the number of different correlation structures discerniblein any

of the autovariograms,P is the number of uncorrelatedelementary ran¬

dom components (P is assumed to be equal for each correlation structure

s), and iik is the expectation of the random process Zk{x). Under the

validity of the intrinsic hypothesis, the elementary random processes have

the following properties:

Ei y/(x+h)-y/(x) =o, (2.33)

Ec [{i;s(x+h)- y/(x)} {^(x+h) - Y^x)}] =
2gs(h) for t = s and q

0 otherwise.

= p (2.34)

Assumingsecond order stationarity, the l^s(x) have the characteristics

E^[yps(x)]=0, (2.35)

E, Ks(x+h)y*(x) cs(h) for t = s and q = p

0 otherwise.
(2.36)

Without loss of generality we can set

cs(0) = l s = l,...,S (2.37)

Underthe assumptions given in Eqs (2.32) to (2.34), the (cross) variograms
ofthe intrinsic random processes Zk(x) and Z/(x) can be writtenas a linear

combination of the variograms of the elementary random processes

7fcz.(h) = 53&|,<f(h), (2.38)
s=l
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where

bkl ~ Eakpalp ¦

P=i
(2.39)

Similarly, one finds for the (cross) covariance functions of second order

stationary random processes

Cfe,(h) = 53&£,cs(h), (2.40)
s=l

with bkl given againby Eq. (2.39). TakingEq. (2.37) into account, one can

see that the bkk can be identified with the a priori variances at correlation

scale s.

The pseudo cross variogram can be represented as a linear combina-

tion of the elementary variograms or covariances if the elementary random
processes are second order stationary. The following relationis then found

72Pi(h) = iE{&ii+&22-2^i[l-ps(h)]}Zs=l

= ^E{&n+ &22-2&IiCs(h)}. (2.41)
s=l

Comment 2.5 Modellingthe pseudo cross variogramby lin¬
ear coregionalization

To derive Eq. (2.41) we must assume that the pseudo cross variogram is

an even function, i.e., 72i(h) = 72i(—h) and that the elementary random
processes are second order stationary. Using the definition of the pseudo
cross variogram (see Eq. 2.17) and substituting the right-hand side of Eq.
(2.32) for Zfc(x) we find

47^(11) = Vare[Z2(x+ h)-Zi(x)]+Var?[Z2(x)-Zi(x + h)]
SP N 2"

= E' ^EEKy;(x+h)-fli/;(x))
s=lp=l

+E* {EEte»1?(x) - aipYp (x+h))
<s=ip=i
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= EEEEE^[K^(x+h)-a?PF;(x)}
s=l t=l p=l q=l

{a2qY^x + h)-a\qY^x)}]
+ EEEEEd{W(x)-a^;(x+ h)}

s=l f=l p=l q=l

{at2qYqt(x)-a\qYqt(x+ h)}] .

The expected values of the products vanish unless s = t and q = p. We
can therefore write

472Pi(h) =

EX>[{^(x+ h) -afpF/(x)}2]
s=l p=l

+ EX>[{as2pYps(x)-alpYp°(x+ h)}2]
s=l p=l

= EE{[K)2+ K)2]h [Wx+h»2]+E<[(WI
S=l p=l

-4afpa|pEe[y;(x+ h)y;(x)]}
= EE{[K)2+ K)2]2cS(°)-4aiPa2P^(h)}.

s=l p=l

Using the definition of bskl (Eq. 2.39) we finally find

s

472Pi(h) = 2 53{[^ + öfc] c*(0) - Abs21cs(h)} .

s=l

Equation (2.41) then follows immediately by assumingcs(0) = 1.

The matrix of variogram functions [T(h)] (and the corresponding matrix
of covariancefunctions) is conditionaUynegative (positive) semidefinite if

and only if the matrix of coefficients [bkl] is positive semidefinite for any s

(Journel Sz Huijbregts, 1978, p. 173). For bivariate coregionalization this
condition is satisfied if the Schwarz'sinequality holds for any s

6fi>0, &!2>0, \bs21\ = \bs12\ < VbfK2- (2-42)
Two remarksmust be added concerning the modelling of the pseudo

cross variogramand the cross covariance function by means of Eqs (2.40)
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and (2.41). First, the linear coregionalization model implies that the

pseudo cross variogram and the cross covariance are even functions. This

can be seen from Eqs (2.41) and (2.40), showing that both functions are

linear combinations ofthe even functions cs(h) or gs(h), respectively. Thus
within the framework of the linear coregionalization model, the modelling
of an asymmetriccross covariance function or an asymmetricpseudo cross

variogram is possible onlywith additional assumptions (see Journel Sz Huij¬
bregts, 1978, p. 173). Secondly, the more restricting character ofthe sta¬

tionarity condition required for the existence of the pseudocross variogram
(see discussion leading to Eq. 2.21) is confirmed by Eq. (2.41): the pseudo
cross variogramcan be incorporatedinto coregionalization modeisonly for
second order stationary processes.

In practical applications of the linear coregionalization model the

number and the shape of the elementary variograms or covariancefunc¬

tions and the corresponding coefficient matrices [bskl] must be determined

by simultaneouslyfitting Eqs (2.38) and (2.41) or Eq. (2.40) to the set of

experimental variograms or covariance functions under the constraint of

Eq. (2.42) (see Goulard& Voltz, 1992).

2.4 Conclusions

Within the framework of model-based, probabilistic modelling cokriging
providesthe best linear unbiased estimateof the temporal differenceof an
autocorrelatedsoil property. Model-basedmethods can be used for pre¬

dicting change at unsampled points and for estimatingmeans over larger
blocks of land. As an alternative, classical sampfing strategies may be
used for the latter task. These methods are model-free (see de Gruijter
Sz ter Braak, 1990), and they have the advantage that the predictederror
of an estimate does not rely on assumptions about a probabilistic model
introduced by the observer.

The fact that soil sampling usually is destructive raises difficultiesin

cokriging temporal change of random processes that satisfy only the in¬

trinsic hypothesis: the ordinary experimental cross variogram cannot be

computedby the usualmethodbecause eitherthe first or the second Obser¬
vationis lacking for a givensampling location. The use of the pseudocross
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variogram, recently introduced into geostatistics, seems to offer a possibil-
ity to circumvent the limitation of identical sampling locations. Although
the cokriging equations can be written in terms of this function and the

variograms,this approachhas some restrictions regardingthe stationarity
conditionrequired for the existence of the pseudocross variogram. The in¬

trinsic hypothesis alone is not sufficient to guarantee the existence of this

function. In addition, second order stationarity of the cross increments

or—equivalently—ofthe differences of the two random processes must be

assumed. Evidently, this condition is satisfied if the random processes are

stationary up to order two. The practicaluse of the pseudocross variogram
appears to be limited to second order stationary random processes. Thus,
in contrast to the case where second order stationarity can be adopted,
no fully satisfactory approachexists to estimate temporal changes of soil

properties with unboundedvariograms.
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Chapter 3

On the Pseudo Cross

Variogram

Paper by A. Papritz, H.R. Künsch & R. Webster. 1993. On the pseudo
cross variogram. Mathematical Geology 25, 1061-1072.

3.1 Introduction

Cokriging is now widely recognized as a means of estimating values of

spatially cross correlated variables at unsampled points and over larger
blocks. It can be used to estimateall variables in a set, either to improve
precision (Journel Sz Huijbregts, 1978, p. 324; Wackernagel, 1993) or for

coherence (see section 2.2.1; Matheron, 1979; Myers, 1983). However, its

principal use has been to estimate values of a sparsely sampled variable
from data on it plus those of one or morevariables that have been sampled
moredensely, commonly termed'the undersampledcase'. In these circum-

stances it can confer substantial benefits in terms of precision, efficiency
and cost (Atkinson et al, 1992).

The cokriging equations are usually written in terms of variograms.
These must be estimated from data, and for each experimental normal
cross variogram there must be numerous places at which values of both
variables are known. In the undersampledcase only a subset of the values
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of the fully sampled variable is used to estimate the cross variogram: the
informationcontainedin the remainder is wasted. The undersampledvari¬
able might have been measured at points where the otherwas not, and in

the extremethere mightbe no place at which both were measured. In the

latter case it is impossibleto compute an experimental normal cross va¬

riogram in the usual way. Where the variables can be modelled as second
order stationary random processes the covariances can replace the semi-

variances in the kriging equations. This avoids the above difficulty, since

cross covariances can be estimated regardless of the sampling configura¬
tion.

However, variables often appear to have unboundedVariation, and
resort must be made to the variograms to express the spatial correlation.
This line of reasoning led Clark et al. (1989) to introduce the pseudo
cross variogram for the purpose. They defined it as the expected squared
differencebetweentwo randomvariables at two different points (see below);
so it couldbe unboundedand they could estimateit without having data on

both variables at the same places. Myers (1991) investigated the function,
showed how it could be used for cokriging, and generally confirmed its

advantages.
We encounter the extremecase of undersampling when we study tem¬

poral changein the soil. Our variables are in fact the values of the same

property at different times, and we treat them as realizationsof cross cor¬

related random processes (see chapter 2). Our sampling is destructive. At
each sampling point we take the soil away to the laboratoryfor measure¬

ment, it is not there on subsequent occasions, and the surroundingsof the
point may be grossly disturbed. Thus we cannot measure any two vari¬

ables at identicalpoints. We have therefore been attracted to the pseudo
cross variogram, and we have examined it for cokriging change with time.

In the process we have discovered that it demands more severe assump¬

tions of stationaritythan originally supposed. Still, it has some advantages
compared to the cross covariance function. In this paper we explore the
fundamentalcharacteristicsof the function.
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3.2 Properties of the Pseudo Cross Variogram
Consider two intrinsic random processes of order zero, Zi(x) and Z2(x),
with means fi\ and [i2, with variograms 7n(h) and 722(h), and with a

normal cross variogram defined by

721(h) = ±Ee[{Z2(x+ h) - Z2(x)}{Zi(x+ h) - Zi(x)}], (3.1)

where in the usual notationh is a vector separating two places, x and x+h.
For this Situation Clark et al. (1989) defined the pseudo cross variogram
by

7li(h) = 2E«KZ2(X + h) " SiM} 1 ¦ (3'2)

Myers (1991) observed that the quantities, 721 (h), defined in this way

are equal to the variances of the differences only if both Zi(x) and Z2(x)
have constant and equal means {ß\ = /i2). He therefore proposed the

more general definitionfor the pseudo cross variogram 721(h) as half the
variance of the differences:

72Pi(h) = ivar€[Z2(x+ h) - Zi(x)]. (3.3)

If the means differthen the function defined by Clark et al equals 72i(h)+
(M1-M2)2.

Unlike the normal cross variogram the pseudocross variogram is not

an even function; i.e., 72i(h) in general does not equal721(—h) and it may
differ from 7P2(h). The only identity that holds is

72Pi(h)=7f2(-h). (3-4)

If Zi(x) and Z2(x) are second order stationary with covariance functions

Cii(h) and C*22(h) and with the cross covariance function C2i(h) then the

pseudo cross variogram is related to these by

72Pi(h) = iCn(O) + \C22(0) - Cai(h). (3.5)

Thus, since C2i(oo) = 0 for boundedvariograms, the sill of the pseudo
cross variogramequals the average of the sills of the two autovariograms,
711(h) and 722 (h). Equation (3.5) further shows that the pseudo cross
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variogram can describe negative correlation betweensecond order station¬

ary processes. If the cross covariance function is negative and monoton-

ically increases to zero for increasing lag distance then the pseudo cross

variogram is greatest at lag zero and decreases to its 'sill'. The pseudo
cross variogram, consisting of variances, is always larger than or equal to

zero. If Zi(x) and Z2(x) are perfectly and positively correlated for lag
zero, i.e., if C2i(0) = {Ci\{ti)C22{Ö)}ll2, and if their variances are equal,
Cn(O) = C22(0), then the pseudocross variogram will be zero for lag zero.

In all other cases 721(h) will be positive.
With the autovariograms and the pseudocross variogram we can ex-

press the covariance betweentwo arbitrary differences in their most general
form as

Cove[Z4(x) - Z,(y), Zfc(u) - Zz(v)] =
- 7Pfc(x - u) + 7g(x - v) + 7^(y- u) - T§(y - v), (3.6)

where i, j, k, and / refer to four variables and x, y, u, and v refer to

four places. If two indices coincide then we have a semivarianceand the

superscript p is redundant. In the special case in which v = y and j = l

this is identical to formula (5') in Myers (1991). To prove Eq. (3.6) we

write the right-handside as

Cov€[Zi(x) - Z,(v) + Z,(v) - Zj(y), Zk(u) - Zz(v)] =
Cove[Zi(x) - Z,(v), Zfc(u) - Z/(v)]
+ Cov£[Zz(v) - Zj{y), Zfc(u) - Z,(v)].

Then equation (3.6) follows directly from Eq. (5') of Myers (1991).

Comment 3.1 DerivingEquation (5') of Myers (1991)
Equation (5') of Myers (1991) states

Cov^ {{Zi(x) - Z|(v)} {Zfc(u) - Z,(v)}] =
7Ü(x - v) + 7ffc(v - u) - 7?&(x- u).

To derive this identity we expand

7ffe(x-") = l^H[Zi(x) - Zk(u)\
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= ivar€[Z4(x)-Z,(v) + Zi(v)-Zfc(u)]
= ^Var^ [Z<(x) - Z,(v)] + ^Var^ [Z,(v) - Zfc(u)]

+ Cov£ [{Z4(x) - Z,(v)} {Z,(v)- Zfc(u)}] .

If we use the definition of the pseudo cross variogram we find

7&(x-u) = 7Ü(x-v)+7iPfc(v-u)
- Cov^ [{Zi(x) - Z,(v)} {Zfc(u) - Zi(v)}] ,

and solving for the covariance term leads to the result.

In particular,we obtain from Eq. (3.6)

721(h) = i72Pi(h)+ \l\2{K) - 72Pi(0) • (3-7)

Hence the usual cross variogram can be expressedin terms of the pseudo
cross variogram. The converseis not possible: we cannot obtainthe pseudo
cross variogramfrom the cross variogram unless the pseudocross variogram
is even and more restrictive stationarity conditions are satisfied. When

Zi(x) and Z2(x) are merely intrinsic of order zero the pseudo cross va¬

riogram does not in general exist. Equation (3.7) suggests that we need
in addition that the variance of Z2(x) - Zi(x) is finite and independent
of x. On the other hand there are situations where Zi(x) and Z2(x) are

not stationary, but the pseudo cross variogram exists nevertheless. The

following example shows what can happen.
Let Zi(x) and e(x) be two uncorrelatedintrinsic processes with mean

zero. From these we form Z2(x) as the following linear combination

Z2(x) = ^aiZi(x-hi)+e(x)J (3.8)
3=1

with fixed coefficients, ctj, and fixed lags, hj. Then Z2(x) is intrinsic with

E^[Z2(x)]= 0,

p p

722(h) = 53E aya*[7ii(h ~ h3 + h*0 ~ 7n(hj - hfc)] + 7ee(h), (3.9)
j=i fc=i
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and

72i(h)= 53aj
3=1

-7ii(h- hj) + -7n(h+ hj) - 711 (h,-) (3.10)

If we want the pseudo cross variogram to exist then in addition Y%=i aj
must equal 1 and e(x) must be second order stationary. Then we find

72Pi(h) = lc££(0) + J2 ^11(^-^3)
3=1

p p1 - . - .

"öEE^'^^i^hj-hfc). (3.11)
zj=ik=i

Note that under these conditions Zi(x) and Z2(x) are in general only
intrinsic, but not stationary. Both Zi(x) and Z2(x) can fluctuate sub-

stantially, but their fluctuationsare mainlyparallel so that the differences,
Zi(x) — Z2(x), fluctuatemuch less.

Comment 3.2 DerivingEquations (3.9), (3.10), and (3.11)
The three expressions are obtained by substituting the right-hand side of

Eq. (3.8) for Z2(x) into the expressions defining the variograms. Further-
more we make use of the fact that any covariance term betweene(x+h)and
Zi (x) vanishes because these quantities are assumed to be uncorrelated.

2722(h)= E^ [{Z2(x+h) - Z2(x)}2]
v

Ef i J2a3 (Zxix+h-hj) - Zi(x-hj)) + e(x+h) - e(x)
3=1

p p

= EEaia^[{ZiCx+h-h^- Zi(x-h,)}
3=1 k=i

{Zi(x+h-hfc) - Zi(x - hfc)}] + 27ee(h).
Taking Eq. (3.6) and the identity 7fcfc(h) = 7fcfc(-h) into account we find

P p

2722(h) = EEaJ'afe {-7u(-hj+hfc)+ 7ii(h-hj+hfe)
3=1 fc=i

+ 7ii(-hi-h+hfc)-7ii(-hj+hfe)}+ 27ee(h)
p p

= 2 53EaJafc{7ii(h-hj+hfc) -7n(hfc-hj)}+ 27«(h).
3=1 fc=i
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Similarly we find for the normal cross variogram

272i(h)= Ee [{Z2(x+h) - Z2(x)} {Zi(x+h)- Zi(x)}]
p

E^ ^ e(x+h)- e(x) + £<*,¦ (Z^x+h-h,) - Z^x-hj))
3=1

Zi(x+h)-Zi(x)

= ^a^[{^(x+h-h,)- ZiCx-hjOHZifx+h)- Zi(x)}]

p

= EaH-7ii(-hJ)+7ii(h-hj)+71i(-hj-h) -7n(-hj)}
p

= EaJ{7n(h-h,) +7ii(h+hj)- 27ii(hj)} ,

3 = 1

and for the pseudocross variogram we obtain with the additional assump¬
tions that Y7j=i aj = 1 and that e(x) is second order stationary

272Pi(h) = Vare [Z2(x+h) - Zi(x)]

= Var^ e(x+h)+ ^2ajZ1(x+h-hj)- Zi(x)
3=1

= Var^ [e(x + h)] + Varf 53ajZi(x+h-hj)-Zi(x)

Cee(0)+ Var£ ^aH^iCx+h-h^-ZiCx)}
3=1

p p

= Cee(0)+ 5353ajafeEe[{Z^x+h-hj)- Zi(x)}
3=1 k=l

{Zi(x+h-hfc)-Zi(x)}]
p p

= Cee(0) + 53EQ:Ja!fc{~7ii(-h:,+hfc)+ 7ii(h-hi)
j=i fc=i

+ 7n(-h+ hfc)-7ii(0)}
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272Pi(h) =
p p p

Cee(0) + 2 53ajlnih-hj)- EEaj«fc7ii(hj-hfc).
j=l 3=1 k=l

This example can be generalized in two ways. First, we can introduce

dependencebetween Zi(x) and e(x). For the existence of 722 and 721 it is

sufficient that the cross variogram 7£i exists. For the existence of 721 we

need Zi(x + h) — Zi(x) and e(x) to be jointly second order stationary for

any h. This is again more restrictive. Second, another generalization is to

replace the sum in Eq. (3.8) by an integral

Z2(x) = ja(y) Zi(x - y) dy + e(x). (3.12)
This can be obtained by letting p in Eq. (3.8) tend to infinity. For a

rigorous treatment we need / |a(x)| dx < 00. Formulae similar to (3.9) to

(3.11) hold.

Equations (3.9) to (3.11) show that the slopes of 722(h), 721(h), and

72D1(h) are related to the slope of 7n(n). Indeed, if the pseudo cross vario¬

gram exists then the slope of the variogram 722 (h) cannot be independent
of 711(h). Undergeneral conditions it can be shown (see appendixin sec¬

tion 3.6) that in the limiting Situation where the lag distance increases to

infinity the slopes of 722(h), 721(h), 721 (h), and 711(h) must all be equal.
This defines a criterion for determining whether the pseudo cross vario¬

gram of two intrinsic random processes exists. If their variograms increase

for large lag distances at the same rate then the necessary stationarity
conditions for the pseudo cross variogram are likely to be satisfied. If on

the other hand the slopes of the variograms are different then 72i(h) does

not exist. There are no similar restrictions on the variograms 7n(h) and
722(h) if er(x) satisfiesonly the intrinsic hypothesis. Of course, the normal
cross variogrammust satisfy Schwarz'sinequality for all h:

l72i(h)|</yii(h)722(n). (3.13)
Equation (3.13) can be used to derive conditions on the slope of 721(h),
but apart from these no other restrictions on the slopes of the variograms
exist.
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3.3 Estimating and Modelling
A possible estimatorto compute the experimentalpseudocross variogram
from sample data is

72Pi(h) = ^(h) E i\Z^i + h) " ^] ~ IZi(*) ~ Z^2' (3-14)

where Z\ and Z2 denote the arithmetic means of n\ and n2 observations.

This estimator is biased. For small lag distances the bias equals approx¬

imately the variance of the difference of the samplemeans (see Priestley,
1981, p. 321).

Bias^ith)] « Var^[Z2 - ZJ (3.15)
es n\ 712

EE7pi(xj-x0
n^i=lj=l

Tll Tll •] T12 712

~

^2 EE7n(xJ- x0 -

^2 EE722(Xj - Xi) (3.16)
1 i=\ j=\ 2 i=\ j=\

Myers (1991) has suggested a different estimator for the experimental
pseudo cross variogram, namely the average non-centred squared differ¬

ences of the variables. We think that this estimatorshould be considered

only where m and [i2 are known to be equal. This may be so where
we regard Zi(x) and Z2(x) as deterministic mean functions plus random
residuals, only the correlation structure of which has to be analysed. In

general, the observations should be centredbefore Computing the squared
differences. Further, suitable physical units should be chosen to avoid nu¬

merical problems. The deviations from the means should be of the same

magnitude for both variables. This amounts to standardizingthe variables

by some constants. This is also favourable for comparing the variograms
of two variables with vastly different scale. If both the variograms and the

pseudocross variogram are estimatedand modelled from the standardized
data then the kriging estimates will not be affected by the standardization,
and the estimationvariances can easily be transformed back into the unit

of choiee.

Models must be fitted to experimentalvariograms or covariance func¬

tions for kriging, and to ensure that the kriging systemhas a unique so-
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lution either the normal cross variogram or the pseudo cross variogram
must be modelled with the autovariograms. The basic conditionis that

the variogrammatrix T(h) :

r(h) = 7ii(h) 7P2(h)
72i (h) 722 (h)

(3.17)

must be conditionally negative semidefinite (CNSD, see comment 2.4).
In principle, 711 (h), 722(h), and 7^(h) could be modelled to satisfy

Eqs (3.8), (3.9), and (3.11). Usually, however, too little is known to use

such an approach, and multivariate spatial random processes are therefore
modelled as linear coregionalizations (section 2.3.2; Journel Sz Huijbregts,
1978, p. 171; Wackernagel, 1988; Goulard& Voltz, 1992). One decomposes
a process Zk{x) into S orthogonalrandom processes Z|(x) (s = 1,..., S),
each having a distinct autocorrelation structure and that togethersum to

Zfc(x). Each component Zk(x) is in turn modelled as a linear combination
of P mutually uncorrelatedbut spatially autocorrelated elementary ran¬

dom processes, Y^x), all having a common elementary variogram gs(h).
Formally, Zk(x) can then be written

S SP

Zfc(x) = £ Zsk(x) + iik = £53 askpYps(x) + fik , (3.18)
8=1 s=lp=l

where fik is themeanofthe kth process. If one denotesthesum Yjp=iaSjPakp
by bSAk then the autovariograms and the normal cross variogram can be

representedby

ljk(h) = J2bSjkgs(h). (3.19)
s=l

A sufficient condition for the variogram matrix T(h) to be CNSD is that

the matrices of coefficients [bjk] are positive semidefinite.
The pseudo cross variogram exists only if for each s either a{p =

a2p = ap, or Yp(x) is second order stationary with covariance function

cs(h). Note that the first condition implies &f! = &22 = b2l = bs. Without
loss of generality we may assume that the first condition holds for s < S0,
the number ofunboundedcorrelationstructures,and the second for s > S0.
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Then we obtain

s s

7jfc(h) = E&V(h)+ E bsjk[cs(0)-cs(h)), (3.20)
s=l s=SQ+l

and

So s

7Pi(h) = E&V(h)+ E
s=l s=S0+l

\(bsn + bs22)cs(0)-bs21cs(h) . (3.21)

Comment 3.3 Modellingthe pseudo cross variogramby lin¬
ear coregionalization—revisited

The linear representation of the pseudo cross variogram for second order

stationary randomprocesses was derived in comment 2.5. Here, it remains

to show that for intrinsic elementary random processes the pseudo cross

variogram can also be modelled provided that the condition a\p = a2p = ap
holds.

From comment 2.5 we have

So p

472Pi(h) = 5353E^[{alpr;(x+ h)-afpF/(x)}2]
s=l p=l

S P

+EEE*[KW-alpYp°(x+ h)}2]
s=l p=l

= 2 53X:(a;)2E,[{yps(x+ h)-y;(x)}2; .

s=l p=l

Using the definition of the variograms of the elementary random processes

(see Eq. 2.34) and remembering that Y^p=i(ap)2= bs we find

SP s

472Pi(h) = 45353«)V(h) = 4JL>V(h).
s=l p=l s=l

which corresponds to the first term on the right-handside of Eq. (3.21).

Tworemarksmust be added. First, equations(3.20) and (3.21) once again
confirmthe additional stationarityrequired for the existence of the pseudo
cross variogram. The unboundedcomponents must be the same for all
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variograms; only the bounded components may differ. This is one step
away from the assumptionof second order stationarity, though we still

lack experienceto say how useful this extensionis likely to be in practice
with extremeundersampling.

Second, an asymmetricpseudo cross variogram cannot be modelled

using Eq. (3.21) because the elementary variograms,gs(h), and covariance

functions, cs(h), are even. If the asymmetry consists simply of a 'lag
effect', i.e., if the pseudo cross variogram can be made symmetrica! by
shifting one variable with respect to the other by some vector h ^ 0

then the linear model may be generalized (Journel Sz Huijbregts, 1978, p.

173) to describe such asymmetry. Other types of asymmetries, however,
cannot be modelled by linear coregionalization. Modelling these requires
more detailed assumptions about the structure of the coregionalization.
Equations (3.8) and (3.11) are an example of such a model. But unlike

multivariate temporal phenomena, asymmetrical cross correlationpatterns
are not likely to occur frequently in space. Thus, the limitations inherent

in the linear model of coregionalization are not seriously restricting.
A special problem arises in modelling the pseudo cross variogram

where the two variables axe sampled at completely different places and
there is a nugget variance, i.e., where for some s gs(0) = 0 and gs(h) = 1

for |h| > 0. The experimental pseudo cross semivariance721(0) cannot

be computed if no sampling locations coincide. Equation (3.21) shows,
however, that &21 can be determined only if the pseudocross semivariance

for |h| = 0 is known. Thus, the exact value of 621 remains unknown here,
but its allowedbounds are obtained from Schwarz'sinequality: |621| must

He in the interval [0, \/&ii&22]. Estimating and modelling the cross cova¬

riance function from data from different locations suffers from the same

limitation. As with the pseudo cross variogram, its nugget constant can¬

not be determined. The uncertainty aboutthe nugget constant affects the

prediction by cokriging if either the term C2i(0) or 721(0) appears in the

cokriging system.
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3.4 Alternativefor Estimatingthe NormalCross
Variogram

We have shownabove that using the pseudocross variogram does not com-

pletely circumvent the problems that arise from strongundersamplingand
unboundedVariation. Therefore, the following alternative for estimating
and modelling the normal cross variogram may be helpful where no or

only a few sampling locations of the different variables match. Assume
that Zi(x) is observed at locations xi^, i = 1,... ,n\, and that Z2(x) is

observed at locations x2)fc, k = 1,..., n2, with xi^ ^ x2)fc V (i, k). Then

form linear combinations of the observed values such that for each variable

the weights sum to zero, and use the identity:

E€[{Zi(x) - Zi(u)}{Z2(y)- Z2(u)}] =

7i2(x - u) + 7i2(y - u) - 712(x- y). (3.22)
From this one finds

'

Tll 712

53aiZi(xM)53^Z2(x2)fc)E't
li=l k=l

7li Tl2
- 53 53 aic47i2(xM- x2)fc), (3.23)

i=l fc=l

where££ia\ = EfcLi «2 = °- Note that the identitygiven in Eq. (3.22) is

a prerequisitefor expressing a cokriging systemin terms of the variograms
(Myers, 1982, Eq. 16) and adds no further restrictions on the properties of
the random processes.

Comment 3.4 DerivingEq. (3.23)
First I shall show that the identity given in Eq. (3.22) holds.

27i2(x-y) = E^[{Z1(x)-Z1(y)}{Z2(x)-Z2(y)}]
= Ee[{Zi(x)-Zi(u)+ Zi(u)-Zi(y)}

{Z2(x)-Z2(u)+ Z2(u)-Z2(y)}]
= E^[{Z1(x)-Zi(u)}{Z2(x)-Z2(u)}]

+ E^ [{Zi(u) - Zi(y)} {Z2(u) - Z2(y)}]
+ Ee [{Zi(x) - Zi(u)} {Z2(u) - Z2(y)}]
+ Eg [{Zi(u) - Zi(y)} {Z2(x) - Z2(u)}] .
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To express a cokriging system in terms of the variograms the following
conditionof symmetrymust hold (see Myers, 1982)

E€ [{Zi(u)- Zi(y)} {Z2(x) - Z2(u)}] =
E^ [{Zi(x) - Zi(u)} {Z2(u) - Z2(y)}] .

Usingthis identity and substituting the cross semivariancesfor the expected
value of the product of the spatial increments we find

2712 (x - y) = 27i2(x - u) + 2712 (u - y)
+ 2E^ [{Zi(x) - Zi(u)} {Z2(u) - Z2(y)}] .

We can solve for the expected value of the product to find the resultgiven
in Eq. (3.22).

To derive Eq. (3.23) we use the fact that

nj nj

534zj(u)= zj(U)53o4 = o.
%=i i=l

0

Expanding the expected value of the product of the linearcombinations we

find
"

Tll 712

53 a{Zi(xM)53«2^2(x2)fc)Ei
.i=l k=l

Ef 53al {Zi(xlfi) - Zi(u)}53^{Z2(x2)fc) - Z2(u)}
j=i fc=i
712

5353«!^[{Zi(xlt4)- Zi(u)}{Z2(x2)fc)- Z2(u)}]
i=l k=l
Tll 712

= EEala2 {7l2(xi,i- u) + 7l2(x2,fc - U) - 7i2(xi,i- X2>k)}
i=l k=l

Tll 712 Tll Tl2

= - EEala27i2(xM- x2,fc)+53öi7i2(xi,i - u)53 «2
7=1 fc=l
712 7ll

+Ea27i2(x2)fc-u)53Q!i
fc=l 7=1

ni 7i2

= - EEala27l2(xM- X2,fc)

7=1 fc=l

7=1 k=l

Equation (3.23) suggests a method for estimatingand modelling the cross
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variogram if the sampling locations of the two processes do not coincide.
The sum of squared deviations Qi2 as defined in Eq. (3.24) must then be
minimizedby some non-linear least Square fitting scheme to determine the
vector of model parameters 0i2.

Ql2 = E
Tll 712

53aiZi(xi)i)53^Z2(x2,fc)
7=1 fc=l

+ EEaiahi2(xi,i - x2,fc; 0i2)

ai,a2

Tll 712

7=1 fc=l
(3.24)

The first summationOperator denotes summationover all possible sets of

weightsthat can be sensibly chosen. One obvious choiee of weights for the
first variable is a\ = 1, arj = -1, i ^ j and af = 0, Wk ^ (i,j). The

weightsfor the second variable may be chosen similarly: a2 = 1, a2 = — 1,
k 7^ l and a2 = 0, Vi ^ (k, l). The sum Q\2 can then be written

Ql2 =
Tll—1 Tll Tl2—1 712 f

E E E E [^i(xi,7)-z1(xi)j)][z2(x2,fc)-z2(x2)o]
i=i j=?;+i fc=i i=k+i ^

+ 7i2(xi,i - x2,k; 0\2) - 7i2(xi;i - x2,z; 0\2)
- 7i2(xi,j - x2)fc; eX2) + 7i2(xi,j - x2j; 0i2) j . (3.25)

Thus, for this choiee of weights the four variogram terms must be fitted

to the cloud of I J I j produets of differences. This procedure is

closely related to fitting directlythe variogram cloud. The autovariograms,
7n(h) and 722(h), can be modelled correspondingly. The sum of squared
deviations, Qu and Q22, are given by

Qkk =
TJ-fe-l Tlfe 2

53 E {izk(xk,i)- Zk(xkJ)}2 -jkk(xk4-xkJ;0kk)j .(3.26)
7=1 j=i+l

A bivariate linear model of coregionalization can then be fitted by mini¬

mizing the sum Q = wnQn + w22Q22 + wi2Qi2, where Wjk are weights
used to control the influence of the different variogram clouds. To ensure
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that the variogram matrix T(h) is CNSD the fitting algorithmmust check
that the matrices of coefficients, [bSjk], are positive semidefinite.

Although similar techniquesare used to estimate and to model gen¬
eralized covariances (Delfiner, 1976), the approachmight give rise to prac¬
tical difficulties. First, the fitting algorithmsoon demands too much Com¬

puting time if samples are large. For example, if one has samples of size

m = n2 = 100 then from Eq. (3.25) it can be seen that approximately
108 values of the cross variogram are needed to compute Q12. Since the

modeis are non-linear in the scale parameters fitting must be iterative, and
the number of Operationsis a multiple of IO8. Currently, we are developing
and exploringcomputationallyfeasible approximationsfor minimizing Q12
and Q, respectively.

Second, robust fitting techniquesmight be necessaryto reduce the
influence of extreme values in the variogram cloud. Despite these diffi¬
culties the new approachis promising because it uses all the information
on the fully sampled variable to estabfish the cross correlation with the

undersampled variable. Further, it circumvents the limitations inherent

in attempting to cokrige from the pseudo cross variogram or the cross

covariance function.

3.5 Conclusion

The pseudo cross variogram is undoubtedlyattractive for describing cross

correlation between two variables where measurements on both have not

been or cannot be made at the same places and where there is severe

undersampling. However, its main application in practice is likely to be

for cokriging. Although it may be unboundedin theory the stationarity
condition required for its existence is more restricting than the intrinsic

hypothesis. Modelling it by linear coregionalization either restricts it to

second order stationary processes,or the unboundedstructures of the auto-

and the pseudo cross variogram must be the same. Thus, it offers some

advantage over the cross covariance function which can be used only for

second order stationary processes.
Another way to overcomethe difficulties arising with unboundedVari¬

ation and strongundersamplingis the proposed methodfor estimatingand
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modellingthe normalcross variogram. Furtherinvestigationsare necessary
to decide which approachis more advantageous.

3.6 Appendix: Relation between the Slopes of
the Auto- and Pseudo Cross Variograms

Usingthe definitionofthe pseudocross variogram (Eq. 3.3) and expanding
the term Var^[Z2(x + h) - Zx(x+ h) + Zi(x+ h) - Zi(x)], one finds

72Pi(h) = 72Pi(0)+7ii(h)
+ Cov£[Z2(x+ h) - Zi(x + h), Zi(x + h) - Zi(x)](3.27)

We are interested in the relation between 721(h) and 711(h) in the limit

h —> 00 where the influence of the second order stationary component of

Z2(x) has decayed to zero. We can divide Eq. (3.27) by 711(h) and form
the limit

h-»oo7n(h) h-K»7n(n) h^oo7n(h)

+ iim Cov^[^2(x4- h) - Zi(x + h), Zi(x + h) - Zt(x)l
h^oo 7ll(h)

For an unboundedvariogram 7n(h),evidently

Hm ^1= 0, (3.29)h-»<»7ii(n)

and

lim ^= 1. (3.30)h^oo7n(h)
As a result of Schwarz'sinequality, which states that

0 < |Cov£[Z2(x+ h)-Zi(x+ h),Zi(x+ h)-Zi(x)]|
< ^Vare[Z2(x+ h) - Zi(x+ h)] Vare[Zi(x + h) - Zx{x)]
= 2^72Pi (0)7ii(h), (3.31)
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the third term of the right-handside of Eq. (3.28) becomes

0 < um |Cov^2(x+ h) - Zi(x + h), Zi(x+ h) - Zi(x)]|
h^oo 7ll(h)

< fc,!^«.,.^... (3.32)
h^oo 7n(h) h^oo V7ll(h)

Thus, it follows that

lim*®= l, (3.33)h->oo7n(h)
which in turn implies that the slopes of 72i(h) and 711(h) must be equal
for large lag distances.

By analogous argument, i.e., by expandingVar^[Z2(x + h) — Z2(x) +
Z2(x) — Zi(x)], it can be shownthat

Um ^M= 1 • (3-34)
h->oo 722(h)

Furthermorefrom Eq. (3.7) it follows immediately that

721 (h)
h"^72l(h)
Hm ™£L = l. (3.35)

And so one can conclude that

lim liM = 1. (3.36)h^oo7fc/(h)

Thus, the variograms 7n(h), 722(h), 721(h), and 721(h) must all have the
same slopes for large lag distances.
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Chapter 4

EstimatingChange in Small

Regions: I. Theory

Paper by A. Papritz & R. Webster. 1993. Estimating temporal change of
soil properties in small regions. I. Statisticaltheory. Submitted to European
Journal of Soil Science.

4.1 Introduction

Accretion of persistent pollutants and acidification threatenthe long-term
fertility of soil, especiallyunder forest and moorland Vegetation. The pub¬
lic in much of Europe at least is well aware of the potential loss of pro¬
duction and environmental damage, and governmentshave passed laws to

prevent or mitigate further degradation. Nyachas (1991) has summarized

activity within the European Community to protect its soil. Rules for ap-

plying sewage sludge on agricultural soils and bans on certain pesticides
are examples.

We might regard some of these laws as long overdue, especiallywhere
we see the blight left by uncaring industry. We might support others as

prudent because they aim to forestaU such effects. However, other people
might equally well take the view that these are too expensiveto implement
and probably unnecessary, and that—until there is firm evidence that the
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soil is indeed deteriorating—thereshouldbe no such constraints.To resolve
matters some countries have created networks of sites at which to monitor

the soil, i.e., to measure its contaminant burdens, and to estimate any

change. In Switzeriand, for example, some 100 such sites were set up.

BUWAL (1993) describes this network and reviewsthe current status of

monitoring elsewherein Europe.
Monitoring change is not new: Rothamsted'sclassical experiments

(Johnston et al, 1986; Jones et al, 1987; GouldingSz Johnston, 1989), now
halfway into their second Century, and studies in Scandinavia (Hallbäcken
& Tamm, 1986; Tamm Sz Hallbäcken, 1988) are exemplary. However, we

do not want to wait, and in many instances cannot affordto wait, thatlong
for answers to our questions. If we are to legislate against further pollution
and degradation before its consequencesare seriousthen we want to detect
undesirablechangeas soon as possible, and this meansthat our monitoring
must be sensitive to change.

Estimates of changes can be obtained by analysingfluxes of elements
from and to the soil. For some Compoundsand certain types of land use

the mass balance of a substance can be assessed without expensive field

investigations (Baccini k von Steiger, 1993). Measuring the fluxes for

others, however, usually is costly, and the resulting estimates are subject
to unknown errors. The input from the atmosphereand the Output by
seepage are for most Compoundsdifficult to determine. Systematic errors

as well as spatial random Variation are likely to affect the estimates, but

these uncertainties are hardly ever quantified. Thus, only roughestimates
of change can be obtained by analysing fluxes, and more precise data are

better derivedfrom repeated inventories of the soil.

But there is also a problem. If we wish to know the concentrationof

a substance in the soil then we must take a sample, and remove it from

the field to measure that concentration. That soil is not there on a second
or subsequent occasions, and future measurementsmust be made on soil

from elsewhere. The soil varies spatially, and so the measured temporal
change is confoundedwith spatial Variation.

If the change is substantial then by replicated sampling we should be

able to detect and estimate the change readily, as Rothamsted has done
in the long term. There are well-tried methods based on sound theory
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for the purpose—see,for example, Cochran (1977) and Yates (1981). Our
problem, however, is to detect small changes in the short-term against
potentially much greater spatial fluctuation, and it is not evident that the

classical methods will serve without immenseeffort.

In the last decade environmental scientists have learned to appreci-
ate the merits of geostatistics for regional survey. In some respects the

technology has proved better suited to soil than to mining and petroleum
engineering, for which it was developed. The optimality of its estimates,
taking into account the spatial correlation in the soil properties, suggests
that it should be more efficient than the classical methods, i.e., it should
enable us to estimate spatial averages, and hence the changeover an area,
with less effort. In fact, McBratney& Webster (1983b) showed the large
gains in precision, or alternatively in efficiency, that geostatistics could
confer for global estimation.

However,the advantagesdepend crucially on knowingthe variograms,
and if they are not known from other sources then some of the sampling
effort must be devoted to estimatingthem. This is not trivial, as Webster

Sc Oliver (1992) showed. Indeed, it might require more effort to estimate

the variogramreliably than to determine the mean change that we seek.

The advantages of geostatistical methods are by no means sure for mea-

suring change in soil contamination. Nor are the underlying assumptions
necessarilyvalid. We have therefore compared the two bodies of technique.
Herewe review the essential conceptsand theory, and in Part II (see chap¬
ter 5) we present the results of simulations to assess the Performance of

methods for estimatingtemporal change of soil properties in the field.

4.2 Model-Basedand Design-BasedEstimation

Methods for estimationmay be divided into two main kinds: the model-
based and the design-based (Borgman Sz Quimby, 1988; Nathan, 1988;
de Gruijter & ter Braak, 1990; Brus & de Gruijter, 1993). The model-
based methods consider the spatio-temporaldistribution of a soil property
to be a realization of a random process that depends both on space and

time. In classical sampling theory the random process is referred to as the

superpopulation. The observer postulates a Statisticalmodel of the random
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process based on his or her knowledgeand intuition.

To be operational in the real world the model must include assump¬

tions about the stationarity and ergodicity of the random process. The

latter implies—loosely speaking—thatfor increasing size of a domain of
Observationthe spatial (or temporal or both) average of a statistic, com-

puted from a single realization, convergesto the average of the ensemble,
i.e., the averageover all realizations. Usually, an observer has only the ob¬
servations of a finite samplefrom a single realizationof a process, and the

assumptions of ergodicity and stationaritymust be part of the Statistical
model. Some of its characteristics, usually the first and second order mo¬

ments, are then estimated from the observations by averagingover space
or time. Neither the assumptions of ergodicity nor of stationarity can be

checked a priori. Statistics such as the experimental variogram or cova-

riogram can reveal only a posteriori whether the model adopted seems
appropriate. Thus, model-based estimationrelies strongly on assumptions
that cannot be verified independentlyfrom the concept to be tested.

Depending on the structure of a given set of data, the general model

of a spatio-temporalrandom process may be simplified. If many repeated
observations have been recorded at a few locations then the data may be

modelled as a multivariate time series. This approach, however, can be

used only if the soil property has been measured at the same locations or

if local mean values are to be analysed. More often when monitoring soil

pollution, data consist of observations that were simultaneouslymeasured
at many locations but only at two or a few sampling times. A multivariate

spatial random process is then a suitablesimplifiedmodel, and geostatistics
provides the tools for dealing with it.

In contrast to geostatistical techniques, design-basedor—synonym-
ously—classicalor probability sampling methods (e.g. Cochran, 1977; Ha-

jek, 1981; Yates, 1981; Särndal et al, 1992) are usually free from any

assumptions abouta Statisticalmodel. Centralto classical sampling theory
is the concept of the population. In spatial sampling the population is

identical to the set of possible sampling locations in an area of interest.

A given sampling location is called a unit of the population. If the area

covered by a single sample of soil is very small compared to the size of
the area then we can adopt the concept of quasi-point support. We then
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assume that the volume of the sample is infinitesimal, and there is an

infinite number of units in the population. This concept does not hold

strictly: any sampling unit Covers a certain area, the support ofthe sample,
and within a finite area there is only a finite number of non-overlapping
units. Althoughthe probability sampling methods were developed for finite

populations no fundamentaldifficulties arise in applying them to infinite

populations (e.g. Cochran, 1946; Quenouille, 1949). We shall adopt this

concept because it simplifies the derivation of the theoreticalresults.

A set of characteristics, the soil properties averaged over the support
of a single sample, is attached to each unit. The spatial distribution of

a soil property is then considered to be an unknown but fixed, unique
function of the spatial coordinates. It is immaterial whether the spatial
distribution is consideredto be an outcome of a probabilisticmodel. This

notion implies that one couldknow—apartfrom measurement errors—the
true mean change if a given area, the population, were sampled exhaus-
tively at two times, and this contrasts with the concepts of model-based
estimationwhere a mean value over a finite area, i.e., a spatial integral of
the random process, is still considered to be a random quantity.

Repeated exhaustivesampling is impossible, only a small part of an

area can be sampled, and any change in mean values must then be com-

puted from the observed values using a suitable estimator such as the
differencebetweenthe arithmetic samplemeans. If the sampling locations

are selected by some random scheme, i.e., if a specific set of sampling lo¬

cations has a fixed and known chance of selection, then the quality of the
estimatorcan be assessed in terms of its bias and variance.

Both the bias and the variance of an estimator are defined as the
meanbehaviour over all samples that can be drawnundera givensampling
designfrom the population. With 'samplingdesign'we mean the rules for

assigning probabilitiesto the various samples. This definitionof bias and

variance is different from that in model-based estimationwhere the terms

refer to the averagebehaviour of a statisticover all realizationsof a random

, process. To make a distinction between the differing use of expectation,
bias, and variancein design- and model-based estimationwe shall use the

terms p-expectation,p-bias and p-variance to denote the averagebehaviour
over all samples in design-basedestimationand ^-expectation,£-bias and
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the ^-varianceto denote these Operators in model-based estimation. This
notation follows Cassel et al. (1977).

4.2.1 Geostatistical Estimationof Temporal Change

Consider the following Situation. We have a piece of land, a region or a

plot, G of area \G\, and we measure a property, z, on each of two occa¬

sions. On the first occasionwe make n\ observations, denoted by 21 (x^i),
at locations xi^, i = 1,2,..., n\, where each x^j is a vector of coordinates
in the two-dimensional space. On the second occasionwe make n2 obser¬

vations, denotedby z2(x2ji). In general the positions xi,i änd x2)j do not

coincide. We consider the observations to be drawn from a realization of

two random processes, Zi(x) and Z2{x), both being intrinsic of order zero

with £-expectations ß\ and \x2 and £-variograms 711 (h) and 722(h). In

addition we assume that the pseudocross variogram 721 (h) (see chapter 3

and Myers, 1991) exists. This function is defined by

72pi(h) = ivar^[Z2(x+ h) - Zi(x)]. (4.1)
We cannot use the normal cross variogram because at each point we have

measured only one variable, and so we cannot estimatethis function in the

usual way.
The task is to estimate the mean change over the plot, which we

shall call the global mean change. This term accords with geostatistical
usage and refers to averages over the whole of the plot, however large.
With 'global' we mean an averagecomputed for the wholearea over which
the sampling locations are distributed. It contrasts with a local mean,

for which the average is computed over an area much smaller than that

sampled. Formally, the definition of the global mean change is given by

AZ(G) = MlAZ(x)dX
= M/G{Z2(X)"Zl(X)}dX
= Z2(G)-Zl(G). (4.2)

The global mean—being a linear function of random variables—is
a random variable, too. It can be estimated or predicted from the data.
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Geostatistics uses the former term (see Matheron, 1989, for an explanation
ofthe geostatistical point of view), whereas other branches of statistics use

the latter, and use 'estimation' for Statementsabout unknown parameters
of the probabilisticmodel. For reasons of consistency we shall adhere to the

usual geostatistical terminology, but the reader should keep the differing
use of the term 'estimation' in mind.

In geostatisticsthe meanvalue in G is estimatedoptimallyby kriging.
Nevertheless, even though G mightbe consideredas a single block its mean

value is not usually estimated by kriging this block as a whole. Practice

is to subdivide G into non-overlappingsmall blocks, Bk, k = 1,2,... ,K,
that are centredon the points of support. The means of these blocks are

then krigedlocally, and the global meanis obtainedby combiningthe local
estimatesof the blocks. There are both theoretical and practical reasons
for this procedure—seeJournelSz Huijbregts(1978, p. 321) and McBratney
& Webster (1983b).

Ordinaryblock cokriging provides the best linear ^-unbiased estimate
of a local mean change over a block, Bk

T72,fc nl,k

AZ(Bk)= 53 X2ti Z2(x2,<) - EAM2i(xm) , (4-3)
7=1 1=1

where Xjj are the kriging weights, and nijk and n2jk are the number of

support points used in kriging (see chapter 2). The kriging weights are

determined by solving the systemof linear equations

j2(-iy+u 53 xvj y»u(xv,j - xu4)+vbu = 53(-ir+u%päxm) ,

v=l 3=1 v=l

nu,k

EA<M = i. (4-4)
3=1

where u — 1,2; i = 1,2,... ,nUjk; vbu is a Lagrange multiplier, and the

superscript 'p' in j%u is redundant if v = u. Usual geostatistical notation
denotes the average semivariancebetween the block Bk and the support
point xu>i by ^u(Bk,xuj). The minimizedestimation£-variance, the so-

called kriging variance, is givenby
2 (Tiu.fc 2

u=l \3=1 v=l
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- 7ii(£fc, Bk) - 722(£fc, Bk) + 2f2l{Bk,Bk), (4.5)
in which j$u(Bk,Bk) is the within-block averageof the semivariances.

An estimate of the global mean change is obtained by combiningthe
local estimates

K

AZ(G) = 53wkAZ(Bk), (4.6)
fc=i

where wk = \Bk\/\G\ is the size ofthe block Bk relative to that of G.

Computing the ^-variance of the global estimator poses problems
(Journel & Huijbregts, 1978, p. 412; Crozel& David, 1985; Buxton, 1986).
We have

{ÄZ(G9-AZ(G)}21a2K(G) = Ei
K K-l K

= E^k(£jü+ 2 E E w*w«
k=l k=l l=k+l

Et [{AZ(Bk) - AZ(Bk)}{AZ(Bt)- AZ(ß|)}] . (4.7)
Evaluating this expression exactly is computationallydemanding. Further,
the Operation involves Computing semivariancesfor lag distances as long
as the maximum distance across the domain. Reliable estimates of the

semivariances, however, are at best availablefor half this distance. There¬

fore, the £-variance of the global mean is often approximated. Journel

Sz Huijbregts (1978, p. 413) suggest Computing a weighted average of the

estimation£-variances of the blocks

4(G9«E*k(^)> (48)
fc=i

where the estimation ^-variances of the blocks, the so-called 'extension'

variances, are kriged only from those support points that He within the

target block. Reducing the support this way increases o\(Bk) compared
to the results for a larger kriging neighbourhood, and it improves the ap-

proximation underlying Eq. (4.8). Although common in geostatistics (see
Buxton, 1986) this procedure remains theoreticallyunsatisfactory because
one tries to compensateone error for another. To resolve the problem we
could simplify the evaluation of the second term of the right-handside of

Eq. (4.7) by summing only over those blocks that adjoin each other.
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4.2.2 Classical Methodsfor EstimatingTemporal Change

As in model-basedestimation, the quantity we wish to estimate is the
mean change over the plot

az(G) = ±-( az(x) dx = z2(G) - Zl(G), (4.9)
|Ct| jg

but with a somewhatdifferent notation. We write z in lower case to stress

the non-randomnature of the variables. The randomness of an estimator

for the areal mean arises from randomizing the selection of the locations

where samples of soil are taken. Assume again that n\ and n2 observations

are made at the first and second time, respectively. The location of the ith

core of either sample is then consideredto be a random quantity denoted
by Xj^ where j denotes again the time. The Symbolsin upper case bold do
not denote matrices but vector random variables, and the subscript i does

not denote a specific location but is an index of the soil core. The random

variable, X^j, is continuousinside the plot and it has a probability density
functionp^.^(x) which vanishes if Xjj lies outside G. The observations,
Zj(X.jj), measured on the material of the ith soil core at either time, are

random variables, too. Their expectationswith respect to the distribution
of the sampling location, i.e., the p-expectations, are formallygiven by

Ep [zj(Xj,i)}= f Zj(x)p{j.i)(x)dX. (4.10)
JG

Similarly, any statistic U computed from the observations Zj(Kj}i),
i = 1,2,..., nj, is a random variable with p-expectation

Ep[t/] =

J I ...J C/p(j;i)2)...)ni)(xi,X2,...,xnj.)dxidx2...dxnj,(4.11)
where P(j;i,2,...,n.,)(xi>x2>• • ¦ >xnj) is the Joint probability density function
of the nj sampling locations.

The probability sampling allows an observer to control the Statistical

dependence or independence of the observations by choosing an appropri¬
ate design. If the random variables Xj^ and Xj^, k ^ i, are statistically
independent, i.e., if the sampling locations are selected independently from
each other, then the observations Zj(Xjti) and Zj(X.jjk) are independent,
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too. Thus, independence of the observations is not a property of the pos-

tulated probabilisticmodel as in model-based estimation, but is imposed
by choosing a randomizedsampling plan as de Gruijter Sz ter Braak (1990)
have pointed out. Well established examples of fully randomized designs
with independently selected locations are simple and stratified random

samples. The observations from a systematic sample, however, usually
will not be independent because the sampling locations are completely
correlated.

The positions at the second sampling time may be selected either

independently from those sampled previously (unpaired sampling) or at a

fixed distance and direction, hp, fromthem (paired sampling), i.e., X2,z =
Xi,i + hp. The Joint probability density function of X^ and ~K2}i equals
in the first case the product of the marginal probability density functions,
whereasin the second case it is given by

P(i,2;i)(x, y) = P(i;i)(x)<5(y - x - hp) = p(2;i)(y)<5(x - y + hp), (4.12)

with 6(x) denoting the Dirac Delta function. Note that for paired samples
the marginal probability density function,p^^(x), ofXi^ vanishes if either

x or x+h He outside of the plot G. Ii we denote the domainG shifted by
the vector —hp by G_h then we can formalize this by P(i]i)(x) ^ 0 only if

xeGnG_h.

4.2.2.1 Simple RandomSamples (SRS)
We illustrate the differencebetweenthe two approaches for simple random
sampling. For unpaired sampling the locations are selected independently
and with equal probability within G. The marginal probability density
function of Xj^ is then 1/|C?|. The mean change is estimated by the dif¬

ference between the means of the n\ and n2 observations

1 712 1 771

aWG)= -5>2(X2l7)- -X>i(XM) = z2(G) - h(G). (4.13)
n2 7=1 ni 7=1

The estimatorsAzUSTS(G), z\(G), and z2(G), being functions ofthe random
variables Zj(X.jti), are random quantities. They are p-unbiased estimators
for the population means Az(G), z\(G), and z2(G). The p-variance of
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£zusrs(G) is given by
2 2

Varp [A^usrs(G)] = Varp [z2(G) - Zl(G)} = ^ + ^ . (4.14)f r
n\ n2

The Symbols a2 and a\ are the p-variances of the populationswithin G.

Formally they are defined by

^ = ^JG{zj(x)-Zj(G)}2dx, (4.15)

and a p-unbiased estimate is obtained from the samplevariance

o) = -^-rE{*i(Xi,<)- zj(G)}2 . (4.16)
U3 l

i=\

Thus,
~2 »2

Varp [A^usrs(G)] = ^ + ^ (4.17)v
n\ n2

is a p-unbiased estimatorfor the p-variance of the mean change,computed
from unpaired sampling locations.

For pairedsampling where n\ = n2 = n the mean changeis estimated

by averaging the differencesbetweenthe pairs

A^psrs(G) = ~ £ {*ä(Xi,< + hp) - «i(Xifi)} • (4.18)
71 . -

7=1

Unless the locations of the first and second sample are identical (hp = 0),
&Zpsrs(G) is no longer a p-unbiased estimator for Az(G) because of the

edge effect introduced by shifting the locations. The p-bias is negligible
if Jjh.p| is small compared with the size \G\ of the plot. Because of the
Statistical dependence of the paired sampling locations the p-variance of

Azpsvs(G) does not equal the expression given in Eq. (4.14). It is smaller
if the observations ^(X^j + hp) are positively correlated with zi(Xi)i).
Formally, it is approximately

Varp [Azpsrs(G)] « -{a\ +o\- 2al2\ , (4.19)
where the p-covariance, <7i2, is defined by (see Isaaks Sz Srivastava, 1988)

<ri2 =

,
*

, / {*i(x)-*i(GnG_h)>|GDG_h| JGnG_h
{z2(x + hp) -z2(GD G+h)} dx, (4.20)
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and a sample estimate can be obtained from

*12 = -^TE(*i(XM)- MC)}{*ä(XM+ hp) - z2(G)} . (4.21)
7=1

The symbol G D (7_h denotes the overlappingpart of the domains G and

G_h, GnG+h is the overlappingpart of G and <2+h, and zi(Gf\G_yl) and

Z2(GnG-fh)are the meansover these domains. Comparingthe p-variance
of the mean for paired and unpaired samples shows that the increase in

efficiency depends on <7i2, which in turn is a function of hp. Usually 012

decreases with increasing distance between the sampling locations. This
conforms with a probabilisticmodel where the cross correlation between

Zi(x) and Z2(x + h) decreases with increasing lag distance h. A sample
estimate of Varp[A2pSrs] is

Varp [A^psrs(G9] = -{cr2 +a2- 2a12\ , (4.22)
FL ^ *

and it is p-unbiased only if the sampling locations coincide. However,the
bias is also likely to be small if |hp| is small.

4.2.2.2 Stratified RandomSamples (STR)

The plot G is again subdivided into K non-overlappingblocks Bk, the so-

called strata. Eithera paired or an unpaired simplerandomsample is then
drawn from each Stratum, and estimates of the mean differences of the

strata, Az.STS(Bk) (Eqs 4.13 and 4.18), and estimates of their p-variances,
Varp[A2;.srs(5/c)] (Eqs 4.17 and 4.22), are computed. An estimatorfor the

global mean differenceover G is then obtained from

K

Az.str(G) = 53 wkAz.srs(Bk), (4.23)
fe=i

where wk denotes again the relative size of the block Bk. The p-variance
of Az.stT(G) can be written

K

Varp [Az.stT(G)} = E wfcVarP PW^fc)] . (4-24)
fc=i
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and it can be estimated from

K

Varp [Az.Btr(G)] = E™fcVarP PW**)] ¦ (4-25)
fc=i

Note that the estimators given in Eqs (4.23) and (4.25) are p-unbiased
only for unpaired and paired, coinciding locations.

4.2.2.3 SystematicRandomSamples (SYS)

For simplicity assume that G is a rectangle with the sides parallel to the

axes of the coordinatesystem and the south west corner is its origin. Let

x and y denote the coordinates. At both times we sample the soil on a

randomly placed Square grid with a sampling points in the x direction and
b points in the y direction. The size of the samples then equals n\ = n2 =

n = ab. Let the spacing of the grid be s. Then the unpaired estimator,
Azusys(G), is given by

^zusys(G) = \j2J2[z2(X2+is,Y2+js)-z1(X1+is,Y1+js)}. (4.26)
0,0

i=0 j=Q

The quantities X\, X2, Y\ and Y2 are independent random variables uni-

formly distributed on the interval [0, s]. Similarly, the paired estimator

can be written

-. a-16-1

Azpsys(G) = -r^^[z2(Xi+hx+is,Yi+hy+js)ab r _ . _

t=0 j=0

-*i(Xi+is,yi+j«)]\ (4.27)

where the shift vector hp has the componentshx and hy. The grid need not

be rectangular: other regulär arrangements of the sampling points such as

equilateral triangulär and hexagonal grids mightbe considered. Although
these designs may be slightly more precise when applied to populations
drawnfrom an autocorrelated superpopulation (Matern, 1960, p. 82) they
are somewhat awkward to implement, and we shall not consider them
further.

Systematic samples have the disadvantagethat the p-variance of the

mean, given the observations of a single sample, cannot be estimated in
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a way that is p-unbiased (Cochran, 1977, p. 223). If the population is
consideredto be a realizationof a superpopulationthen estimatorsfor the

p-variance can be developed that are (approximately) ^-unbiased under
the adoptedmodel. If, for instance, z\(x) and z2(x) are realizationsof two
random processes that are neither autocorrelated nor mutually dependent
(pure nugget model) then the estimatorfor the p-variance of the differ¬
ence between two simple random samples (Eq. 4.17) is ^-unbiased, i.e., its

^-expectationequals the ^-expectation of the p-variance of the difference
between the means of two systematicsamples

Ee [VaTrp [£zm{Gf)]\ = E<= [VarP [^usys(G')]] = ^ + — , (4.28)
l j Tll n2

where C\ and C2 are here the £-variances of the random processes. If re¬

alizations of auto- and cross correlated random processes are investigated
then the formula given in Eq. (4.17) is likely to overestimatethe p-variance
of the difference, and estimators based on the method of balanced differ¬
ences (Yates, 1948; 1981, p. 232; Matern, 1960, p. 115) should give better

results.

Balanced differencesare generalized increments of order 1 (Delfiner,
1976), which 'filter' out any linear trend in the observations. For a for¬
mal definition, we assign to the (fcth, Zth) balanced difference a pair of

coordinates, (ujfk,Vjti), that are defined in the following way: Ujfk =

Xj + (k-l)(m-l)s and vjj, = Yj + (l-l)(m-l)s, where j denotes again
time, m is the width of the moving window expressed in number of grid
points, and s is the interval of the grid as before. Then for paired samples
the (kth, /th) balanced difference, dki, is defined by

771 771

7=1 3 =1

-Äi(tii,fc+ (t-l)«>t;ili + Ü-l)a)} • (4-29)
If we assume that in the x-direction there are Kx and in the ?/-direction
Ky possible positions to place the moving window then the p-variance of
the mean difference between two paired systematic samples is estimated

by

VaTrp [Azpsys(G)}= —L-53 534 • (4-30)
nJ\xny k=1 l=l
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The coefficients aij in Eq. (4.29) are chosen such that

771 777

5353(-i)i+% = o, (4.3i)
7=1 3=1

771 771

EE(-i)i+Ja^= 0' (4.32)
7=1 j=l

771 771

5353(-l)i+%j2/= 0, (4.33)
7=1 3=1

and
771 771

EE4= 1- (4-34)
7=1 j=l

Equations (4.31) and (4.32) constitute the definitionof a generalized first

order increment. If a function z(x, y) is the sum of two parts, one of which
is linear in the coordinates, c\x + c2y + c$, then this part is subtracted

by Computing dki, and only the non-linear part is consideredin estimating
the p-variance of the mean. Thus, the long-range Variation is removed
for estimating the p-variance. Systematic samples efficiently account for

it because the observations are evenly distributed over the plot and only
short-range Variation influencesthe p-variance.

For unpaired systematicsamples the squared balanced differencesare
summed independently for z\(x,y) and z2(x,y), and estimates of the p-

variances of the systematicmeans, Varp [ziiSys(G)]and Varp [z2,sys(GQ] are
computed similar to Eq. (4.30). An estimate of the p-variance of the

unpaired mean differencethen follows from

VaTrp [Azusys(G)]= Varp [zljByB{G)] + VaTrp [z2,sys(G)] . (4.35)

The estimators given in Eqs (4.30) and (4.35) are £-biased under a

superpopulationmodel with auto- and cross correlation. For a single vari¬

able Matern (1960, p. 116) has shown that with a^ = 1/ra and m -*• oo

the ^-expectationof d|z equals

E<; [4i] = 2V^S - Vs , (4.36)
where Vs is the ^-variance per sample point of a systematicsample with
grid interval s. Since V /^ > Vs for a positive and decreasingcovariance
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function, the balanced differenceestimatoris likely to overestimatethe p-
varianceof the mean of a systematicsample if the observations stem from
an autocorrelatedsuperpopulation.

4.3 Choosing an EstimationMethod

Several criteria must be consideredwhen selecting a scheme for estima¬
tion. Apart from practical problems such as the Organizationof the work
in the field and the complexity of the calculations,there are two important
properties of a method, namely its efficiency, i.e., the mean squared error

of the estimated mean per unit of resources spent, and its ability to predict
this error accurately. The importance of the first is obvious. The sec¬

ond is important because the significanceof temporal change is judgedby
Computing the ratio betweenthe mean change and its Standard deviation.

In design-basedestimation testing of hypotheses lacks to a certain

extent the foundationsbecause these methods are model-freeand do not

rely on distributional assumptions. The distribution of the estimated dif¬

ference, Az, dependsundera given designon the unknown functions, z\(x)
and z2(x), for whichwe have no assumptions. But for not too smallsamples
approximatetests can be conducted because the Central Limit Theorem

guarantees that the sample mean is approximately normally distributed.
The size of the sample necessaryto make this approximation acceptable
depends on the structure of the population. Thus, within the conceptual
framework of probability sampling tests about the parameters of a popu¬
lation always remainto someextent indeterminate. Model-basedmethods
are sound for hypothesis testing. However, both the estimated mean and
its predicted£-variance are influenced by the assumptions of the Statistical
model that an observer adopts. If the model is misspecified then the con¬

clusions aboutthe significanceof an observed change will be impaired. We
now compare the precision of the probability sampling methods presented
above and then we discuss the choiee of model-basedand design-based
methods.
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4.3.1 ChoosingBetween Classical SamplingSchemes

For infinite populationsit is easy to show that stratified random samples
are at least as precise as simple random (see Cochran, 1977, p. 99), pro¬
vided that the samples have the same size on the two occasions and that

they are allocated in proportion to the size of the strata, i.e., nj,k = nk =

wkn. For unpaired sampling one finds (see Eqs 4.14 and 4.24)

Varp [AzUSIS(G)] = Varp [Azustr(G)} + - 53wk {Az(Bk) - Az(G)}2
n fc=i

> Varp [A^ustr(G9] . (4.37)

This inequality holds irrespectiveof the structure of the population.
In comparingsystematicsampling with the two other designs no gen¬

eral Statements can be made because the Performance of the methods

strongly depends on the properties of the population. Following Cochran
(1977, p. 212), one approachis to study the ^-expectationofthe p-varian-
ces, i.e., to investigate the mean behaviour of the methods averaged over

all populationsthat might be drawn from a superpopulation.Then, a se¬

lected sampling point, xJ(i, and the observed value, Zj(xjj), are regarded
as realizationsof the random variables X^j and Zj(X.j^). Using the same

assumptions about Zi(x) and Z2(x) as above and assumingn\ = n2 = n,

the following expressions for the £-expectations of the p-variances of the

paired estimatorsare derived:

E< Varp [Azpsrs(G9]J =
- {7ii(G,Cf) + i22(G,G) + 272p!(hp) - 272Pi(C+h, G)} , (4.38)
n

Et [Varp [Azpstr(G9]] =
- {7ii(5,B)+ 722(5,B)+ 272pi(hp) - 272Pi(B+h, B)} , (4.39)

and
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E$ [Varp [A2psys(G)]]=
7ii(G,G) + 722(G,G) - 272Pi(G+h, Gf)

-. 71 71

-^2EE[7ii(xM-xu)
L

+722(x2,i-x2j)-272D1(x2,i-xi,J)]. (4.40)
n' ¦ 1 • 17=1 3 =1

The symbol B+^ denotes the domain B shifted by the vector hp. Equa¬
tion (4.39) was derived under the assumption that all strata have the same

size and geometry and that allocation is constant. Corresponding expres¬
sions for unpaired samples can be obtained by omitting all cross variogram
terms, whichimmediately demonstrates the gainin precision resultingfrom
pairing the sampling locations.

Comment 4.1 £-Expectations ofp-variancesofpaired strat¬

ified and paired systematic samples
Paired stratified samples
To derive Eq. (4.39) we assume that all strata have the same geometry.
This implies \Bk\ = |j5| = \G\/K. The relative size, wk, of a Stratum then

equals 1/K. Allocation is proportional to the size ofthe strata, i.e., nitk =

n2jfc = n/K. The symbol n denotes here the total number of observations

taken at either time. To facilitate the derivation we further assume that

the randomprocesses Zi(x) and Z2(x) are second orderstationary,but one

might obtain the results for intrinsic random processes as well. We then

find for the ^-expectationof Varp [Azpstr(G)] (see Eqs 4.24 and 4.19)

E^ [Varp [Azpstr(G)]] =

^tA^\L{z^~Zi{Bk)}2^
+ W\L {Z2(X + hp) " Z2{Bk+h)}2dx

-rlr/ {^(x+ hp)-z2(J9fc+h)}{z1(x)-z1(J5fc)}dx .

\B\ JBk J

To determine this sum we must evaluate an expression of the form

~ [ Cov^ [{Zj(x+ hp) - Zj(Bk+h)},{Z4(x) - Zi(Bk)}} dx
\B\ JBk
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= W\Ib COV£ [Zj{yi + hp)' Z'(X)] dX

+ r4i / Cov£ [^(ßfc+h),^(ßfc)] dx
\B\ JBk

~W\I C0V^ [^'(X+ hP}' Zi(ßfc)] dX
1^1 JBk

~W\Ib C°V^ [Zj(5fc+h)'Zi(x)] dX

= W\IB Cji{hp)dXL+W\JB öjiiBk+hj Bk)dx

~Tm I ^<(x+ hP'jBfc)dx~ 7^7 / C'ii^fc+h, x) dx

= Cji(hp)- Cji(Bk+h, Bk) ¦

Since all strata have the same geometry Cji(Bk+h, Bk) does not depend
on k, and we may denote it by Cji(B+h,B).

Now we can Substitute the ^-covariance terms for the integralsin the
expressionfor E^ [Varp [A2pstr(G0]]

E^ [Varp [Azpstr(G)]]=
1 K

-j; E {Cn(°)" Cn{B,B) + ^2(0) - C22(B,B)
n

k=l

-2C21(hp)+ 2C21(B+h,B)}
= - {Cn(0) - Cu(B,B)+ C22(0) - C22(B,B)

n

-2C21(hp)+ 2C21(B+h,B)} .

The autovariograms can be substituted for the autocovariance functions

according to ^jj(B,B)= Cjj(0) - Cjj(B,B), and, using Eq. (3.5), we can

replace the cross covariance function by the pseudocross variogram to get
finally the results given in Eq. (4.39).

Equation (4.38) can be immediately obtained from Eq. (4.39) by not-

ing that simple random is a special case of stratified randomsampling with
K = 1 and B = G.

Paired systematicsamples
To derive the p-variance of the mean differencebetweenpaired systematic
samples we use the same assumptions as in section 4.2.2.3. The region G is

a rectangle with sides as and 6s where s is the spacingof the grid. The sizes

of both samples are n = ab. We further assume that the randomprocesses
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Zi(x) and Z2(x) are second order stationary with isotropic ^-covariance
functions. The p-variance of the estimator Azpsya(G) is defined by

Varp [Azpsys(G)] = Ep [{Azpays(G)- Ep[Azpsys(G)}}2 .

The p-expectationof Azpsys(G) equals Z2(G+h)- Z\(G). Thus, using the
definitionof 'Azpsys(G) (see Eq. 4.27) we find

V&vp[Azpays(G)] =

(ab)2Ep {a-16-1J^^Z^Xi+K+is^hy+js)- Z2(G+h)
i=0 3=0

- Z1(X1+is,Y1+js)+ Z1(G)

a-lb-l

(abs)hvll EE^+,ii+is'!'+W"Z2(G+h) dxdy
i-0 3=0

rs rs I a_1 b~l

+ W?LL EE^.»«')-w "*<*
1=0 3=

rs ps I o—1 b—1

t£ä2 j j \ EE[Ztix+hi+is,y+hy+js) - Z2(G+h)]

[Z1(x+is,y+js)-Z1(G)}} dxdy

a—la—1b—1b—1

7^2 / / EEEE^(x+^+^,t/+^+jS)-z2(G+h)}{aos) j0j0 .=Qk=0j=0l=0

{Z2(x+hx+ks ,y+hy+ls) - Z2(G+h)}dxdy
-t rs ps a—l a—l b—1 b—1

(aosj j0j0 i=0 fc=0 ,=0 ,=0l=U k=0 3=0 1=1

{Zi(x+ks,y+ls)-Zi(G)}dxdy
t>s ps a—l a—l b—1 b—1

-T-Tü I I EEEE^(^+^+^,y+^+^)-Z2(G+h)}{aos) j0j0 .=ok=Qj=ol=0

{Zi(x+ks,y+ls)- Zi(G)}dxdy.

To determine the ^-expectationof Varp [AzpSys(G)] we must evaluate ex-
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pressions of the form

E€ {{Zu(xi+hx,yj+hy) - Zu(G+h)}{Zv(xk,yi) - ZV(G)}] =

Cuv(^(xi+hx-Xk)2+(yj+hy-yi)2)+ Cuv(G+il;G)
- Cuv(xi+hx,yj+hy; G) - Cuv(G+h; Xk,yi).

Thus, we find for the ^-expectationof the p-variance

Ez[Vaip[Azpsys(G)]] =
-i ps ps a—l a—l b—1 b—1

dW / EEEE^wh-^+ü-'fi+^kovuuö; jo jo i=0 k=0j=0i=o
- 2C22(x+hx+is,y+hy+js;G+h)dxdy

-i ps ps a—l a—l b—1 b—1

+ 77^2 / / EEEE^Mi-fc)2+ (i-02) + ön((?;G)
{abs) j0Jo i=ofc=oj=oz=0

— 2Cn(x+is,y+js;G)dxdy
rs ps a—l a—l b—1 b—1

^ ' JoJo i=0k=0j=0l=0 \ /

+ C2i(G+h;G)- C2i(x+hx+is,y+hy+js;G)
- C2i(G+h] x+ks,y+ls)dxdy.

If we integrate and sum the point-to-block averages of the ^-covariance
functions and if we use again the vector notation for the coordinates we
obtain

E^[V&i:p [Azpsys(G)]] =
1 71 71

~2 EE[Cn(xM- xu) + G22(x2;i - x2)j) - 2C2i(x2)i - Xij)]
71

i=lj=l
- Cn(C7, Gf) - C22(G, G) + 2C21(G+h,G).

As above, we may Substitute the semivariancesfor the ^-covariance func¬

tions, and this leads to the expression given in Eq. (4.40).

Clearly, Eqs (4.38) and (4.39) show that simple random sampling is less

precise than stratified because 7Pfe increaseswith increasing averagingarea.
Since the set of variograms must constitute an authorizedcoregionalization
model 2721 will not increase as fast as 711 + 722.
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ComparingEq. (4.39) with (4.40) shows that the precisions of strati¬
fied and systematicsamples cannot be compared conclusively,unless fur¬
ther assumptions about the variograms are made. Several authors have
studiedthe precision of these designs for a single, second order stationary
random process (e.g. Bellhouse, 1988 and Cressie, 1991, p. 318). For finite

populationsdrawnfrom a superpopulationwith a positive, decreasing, and
convex autocorrelation function Bellhouse (1977) showed that systematic
samples are more precise than stratified. Quenouille (1949) and Matern

(1960, p. 82) found the same for infinite populations by making certain

assumptions about the autocovariancefunction and letting \G\ —*¦ oo and
n —? oo ('increasing-domain asymptotics'). Tubilla (1975 [cited by Cressie,
1991, p. 321]) used 'infill asymptotics'to compare random sampling de¬

signs for autocorrelatedinfinite populations. His analysis was based on

the assumptionthat only n tended to infinity whereas \G\ remainedfinite.
Tubilla found that with increasing n the mean squared error of the mean
of stratified samples decreased faster than that of simple or systematic
random samples. These results conflict with Quenouille's and Matern's

findings and suggest that 'increasing-domain asymptotics'which neglects
edge effects might not assess the Performance of sampling plans properly
(Cressie, 1991, p. 321). However, the results derived by 'infill asymptotics'
depend on the 'smoothness'of the random process, i.e., on the behaviour
of the variogram or the ^-covariance function at the origin, and so no

conclusive Statements are possible.
Generalizingthe abovecomparisons to estimatinga differencebetween

two variables is easy. For unpaired observations the problem reduces to

comparing two independent samples because E^[Varp[A2;u(G)]] equals the
sum of E^[Varp[^i(G)]] and E^Varpf^G)]]- For paired samples the task
can be reduced to estimatinga single variable by noting that AZp(x) =
Z2(x + hp) - Zi(x). The variogram, 7A(h), of the difference, AZp(x), is
then given by

7A(h) = 7ii(h) + 722(h) + 272Pi(hp) - 72Pi(hP+h) - 72Pi(hP-h). (4.41)

Thus, the results summarized above directly apply in both cases.
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Comment 4.2 Variogramof paired difference
To derive Eq. (4.41) we make use of Eq. (3.6).

7A(h) = iEg[{AZp(x+ h)-AZp(x)}2"
= ±E€ [{Z2(x-r-h+hp) - Z2(x+hp)- Zi(x+h) + Z,(x)Y
= 722(h)+7n(h)+ 272p1(hp)- 72Pi(h+hp) - 72Pi(hP-h).

To estimate temporal change we can therefore conclude that simple ran¬

dom sampling is less efficient than stratified. For comparing stratified
with systematic samples contradictory findings have been reported, and
no definite conclusions can be drawn. But irrespective of the sampling
plan pairing the locations will increase the efficiency. A last point to note

is that Eqs (4.38), (4.39) and (4.40) are all identical with the right-hand
side of Eq. (4.28) when the superpopulationconforms with the pure nugget
model. All sampling designs are likely to result in the same precision in
that event.

4.3.2 ChoosingbetweenModel-Basedand Design-Based
Methods

Choosing between model-based and design-basedmethods might be dif¬
ficult. Controversy continues between the advocates of the two in the

traditional fields of sampling theory (see Nathan, 1988), and de Gruijter
& ter Braak (1990) extended this discussion to sampling and estimating
spatiallydistributed variables.

The precision of the geostatistical and the classical schemes can be

compared,as in the section above, underthe Joint distribution of the ran¬

dom processes and the randomization of the sampling. For simplicity con¬
sider the case of estimatingthe mean, z(G), of a single variable. If U(Z, X)
denotes an estimator, dependingboth on Z and X, then the p-expectation
corresponds to the conditional expectationgiven a single realizationof the
random process, and the ^-expectation plays the role of the conditional

expectationgiven a particular set of sampling points {x^}, i = 1,2,..., n.
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Normally, Z and X are independent because the sampling points, X, are

chosen without knowledgeof Z.

We base our analysis on a comparisonof the quantity

Es[Ep[{U(Z,X)-Z(G)}2]] .

For p-unbiased schemesthis expression equals

E^ [Ep [{U(Z, X) - Z(G)}2]] = Var [U(Z, X)] - Var^ [z{G)\ , (4.42)
where Var[.] denotes the variance Operator under the Joint distribution.

Since the second term of the right-hand side of Eq. (4.42) is the same for
all schemes we compare effectively the variances of the estimatorsunder
the Joint distribution.

Comment 4.3 Relation between conditional variance and
variance

Let U(Z,X) denote an estimatorthat dependson Z and X. The Operator
Ep[.] denotes the conditional expectationgiven Z = zq, E^[.] is the con¬

ditional expectation given X = xo, and Ez[.] is the expectation Operator
with respect to the marginal distribution of Z.

The varianceof U(Z, X) is then given

Var[C/(Z, X)] = E \{U(Z, X) - E[U(Z,X)]}
= Ez [Ep [{U(Z,X) - EZ[EP[U(Z,X)}}}2'
= Ez[Ep[{t/(Z,X)-Ep[t/(Z,X)]

+Ep[[/(Z,X)]-Es[Ep[C/(Z,X)]]}
= EZ[EP[{C/(Z,X)-Ep[f/(Z,X)]}2]]

+ EZ [Ep [{EP[U(Z,X)]-EZ[EP[U(Z,X)}}}2]'
- 2EZ [Ep [{U(Z,X) - EP[U(Z,X)}}

{EP[U(Z,X)]-EZ[EP[U(Z,X)})}]} .

The third term of this sum is equal to zero because

EZ [Ep [{U(Z, X) - EP[U(Z,X)}} {EP[U(Z,X)] - EZ[EP[U(Z,X)}}}}} =
EZ[{EP[U(Z,X)} - EZ[EP[U(Z,X)}]}{EP [U(Z,X) - EP[U(Z,X)}}}}

0
= 0
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Thus,

Var[£/(Z, X)] = Ez [Varp[t/(Z,X)]] + Varz [EP[U(Z,X)]} .

If Z and X are independent then the expectationswith respect to the

marginal distributions are equal to the conditional expectations, and if in
additionEP[U(Z,X)] = Z(G) we find

Var[£/(Z, X)] = E* [Ep [U(Z, X) - Z(G)}}+ Var^ [Z(G)\ .

This expressionis identicalto Eq. (4.42).

Now consider estimatingthe mean of Z over the plot G. Let us suppose
that the variogram of the random process is known. Further, assume that
we repeatedly select sets of sampling locations accordingto a simple ran¬
dom or to a systematic scheme. For each set, we compute the arithmetic

sample mean Z = l/nYd=\Z(Xi) and the ordinary block kriging esti¬

mate Z(G) = Ya=iAi(Xi,X2,...,Xn)Z(Xi). We introduce the notation

Aj(Xi,X2,...,Xn) to emphasizethat Xi depends not on Xi only but on

the whole configuration of sampling points. Thus, for the kriging estimate

with optimal weights, A$(Xi,X2,...,Xn), we may write

E, Ep [{Z(G) - Z(G)}'<
EP[EC[{Z(G)-Z(G)}2}]

= Er
71 71

- 53EMxi> x2, • • •, Xn) Aj(Xi, X2,...,Xn) 7(Xi - Xj)
7=1 j=l

71

+253Ai(Xi,X2,...,Xn)7(Xi,G)
7=1

-l(G,G) (4.43)

and for the arithmetic mean we find

E^ [Ep [{Z - Z(G)}2]] = Ep [E^ [{Z - Z(G)}2]] =
Er -^EE7(X,-Xj)+ ^E7(X„G)7=1 7 =1 7=1

-7(G,G).(4.44)

Evaluating the right-hand side of Eq. (4.43) is too difficult because the

kriging weights Ai(Xi,X2,... ,Xn) are a complicated,nonlinear function
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of the coordinatesof the sampling points. Expressing ordinary kriging as

a regression problem (Cressie, 1991, p. 122) illustrates the dependence of
the Xi on the Xj. In spite of this difficulty, one can see that Eq. (4.44) is a

special case of Eq. (4.43) with the weights Ai(Xi,X2,... ,Xn) = 1/n, for
alH = 1,2,...,n. Now, for each set of sampling locations, {xj}, the kriging
variance is smaller than or equal to E^[{Z — Z(G)}2], and the difference
between these expressions satisfies

n ( 1 1 _

2 53 \ Ai(xi,x2,...,xnH 7(xj, Gf)
7=1 ln J

n n f 1 1
- EE 1 ~2

~ A*(Xl'X2' • ' • ' xn)Aj (Xi, X2, ...,Xn)\ j(x{ - Xj)
i=lj=l^n >

> 0 . (4.45)

Computingthe p-expectationof this expression is equivalent to Com¬

puting its spatial average for all possible sets of sampling locations. Inte-

grating a function that is larger than or equal to zero results in a positive
quantity. Therefore, the p-expectationof the kriging variance is always
equal to or larger than the ^-expectationof the p-variance of the sample
mean. Note that this property holds for any kind of sampling design. Sim¬
ilar results can be derived for estimatingtemporal differencesby cokriging.
Therefore, model-basedmethods should be more precise than any of the
classical schemeswhen repeatedlyapplied to many populations.

Two remarks must be added to this result. First, the criteria used
here mightnot be relevant in practice because an investigatorusually deals
with a single realization, the particular population being studied. The in¬

vestigatormay then not care whetherthe methodwouldperformbest when
applied to other populationswith a similar structure. His or her goal is to

find the method that is most precise for the given population. The geosta¬
tisticaland the probability sampling methods must then be compared by
repeatedlysampling from the same populationand by studying the devia¬
tions of the estimatesfrom its mean. However, this demands large sets of
data that can be sensibly subdivided into several samples. Since these are

uncommon, simulatingdata with a model that was inferred from a natural

population, and repeated sampling from the artificial population may be
a valid alternative.
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Although more relevant for a given case, and very often easier to

execute, the disadvantageof studying only one realizationis that results

are difficult to generalize. For instance, a stratified design might turn

out to be best for sampling a particular plot in a forest, but no definite
conclusionmay be drawn for other plots in the same or other forests. But

given the p-variances of various estimationmethods and the variograms of
the expected model, some clues to the precision, likely to be attained in
other populations, can be derived from the ^-expectationand ^-variance
of the p-variances. The latter quantity can be worked out for the simpler
designs such as simple and stratified random schemes. For instance, the

£-variance of the p-variance of a paired stratified sample (see Eq. 4.24) is

Var^ [Varp [Azpstr(G)]] =

(ni

+ fiA(Bi,Bj))2-2±-JB [7A(^,x)]2dx| , (4.46)

where 7a is the variogram of the paired difference, Z2(x + hp) — Zi(x),
which is given by Eq. (4.41). Equation (4.46) was derived under the as¬

sumption that the Joint distribution of Zi(x) and Z2(x) is multivariate

normal, and that the strata have the same size, \B\.

Comment 4.4 £-Variance of p-variance of paired stratified
samples

To derive Eq. (4.46) we have to assume that Zi(x) and Z2(x) are Gaussian
randomprocesses. This implies that they are completelystationary because
their Joint probability distribution is fully specified by the ^-expectations
and the ^-covariance functions. As in comment 4.1 we assume that all
strata have the same geometry and that allocation is constant.

The derivation uses the following theorem for the 4th order moments
of Gaussian random processes (see Priestley, 1981, pp. 325). Let Z(x)
denote a Gaussian random process with E^[Z(x)] = 0 for all x. Then for

any locations x, y, u, and v we have

E€[Z(x)Z(y)Z(u)Z(v)] = Ei[Z(x)Z(y)} Ee[Z(u)Z(v)]
+ E€[Z(x)Z(u)]E€[Z(y)Z(v)]
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+ Ee[Z(x)Z(v)]Ec[Z(y)Z(u)]
= C(x-y)C(u-v) + C(x-u)C(y-v)

+ C(x-v)C(y-u).

Usingthe symbolAZp(x) for the paireddifferenceZ2(x + hp)- Zi (x)
we can write

Var^ [Varp [AzpstT(G)]] =

Eg [{Varp [A^pstr(G)]}2] - {E^ [Varp [AzpstI(G)}}}2 ,

where the p-variance of Azpstt(G) is given by
TS

Varp[£5pstr(G9]= = -LJ2t§\Jb <AZp(x) " ^ZpW}2 dx

+E^[AZp(x)]-AZp(J9i)}2dx
Since E^[AZp(x)]= E^[AZp(ß)] we can use the centred paired differences

A(x)=AZp(x)-Ee[AZp(x)]
which have zero ^-expectation. We can therefore write for the p-variance

Varp[AV,tr(G)] = ^£p^ {A(x) - A(Bt)}2 dx

Equation(4.39)gives the expression for the ^-expectationof the p-variance.
Therefore, we must evaluate only the term E^[{Varp [Azpstr(G9]}2]to find
the expressionfor Var^[Varp[Azpstr(G!)]].

Ee [{Varp [A5pstr(G)]}2]
ytp^j^*-^)}

mJ*M«-*m
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K K

<£?£E])jp i/Bj^ [A(x) A(x) A(y) A(y)] dxdy

IC IC

- jicyEEylf /Bi E« iawAwAW)A<^)]dx
TC TC

+ j^Y,Y,EtMBi)A(Bi)A(Bj)A(Bj)].

Using the theorem about the 4th order moments and denoting the

^-covariance function of AZp(x) by CaQü) we find

E€ [{Varp [A^pstr(G)]}2] =

(i?EE^IJBii^)f+ 2[<fc(x-y)]»> dxdy

-t4EE4/ {CA(0)CA(Bi,Bi)+ 2[CA(Bi,x)]2}dx
^* ' 7=1 1=1 ' ' "/ß*J=J

K K

+ 7^EE{ÖA(ßi,ßi)C'A(^,JBj)+ 2[CA(ßi,JBj)]2}
^ ' 7=1 j= l

= ^^(0)12 + T^WEE|4 / / l^(x-y)]' dxdy

7^2^(0)5353^(^,5,)^ ' 7=1 j= l

7=1 J = J

i<r k

+ (Jfj5EECA(fl.,Bi}C4(Bj,Bj)
+ (^EE^w.^)]2-

To find the £-variance of Varp [Azpstr(G)]we must subtract

{E^[Varp[A5pstr(G)]]}2
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from this expression

JK IC

{E^[Varp[A5pstr(G)]]}2 = ^[CA(0)]2- 7^2^(0)^^C^a,)^ ' 7=13=1

1
K K

+ J^xy EE^A(£7,Bi) CA(Bj,Bj).

Thus, we finally obtain the result

IC IC (

Var, [Varp [Azpstr(G)}) = j£-£53J^-LJJjC^x-y)]2dxdy

+ [(^(B«,^)]2^^jf [CA(^,x)]2dx| .

If we Substitute the term Ca(0) — 7a(h) for the ^-covariance function,
CA(h), then we find the result given in Eq. (4.46).

The second comment relates to the fact that kriging is optimal only where
the true variograms are known. In practice, however, this is not the case,

and one has to estimate the variograms from data. The estimates are sub¬

ject to someunknown error whichpropagatesthrough the kriging equations
to the estimated mean. Webster Sz Oliver (1992) have shownthat serious

misspecification of variograms is likely to occur if the sample from which
the variograms are estimated is smaller than about 150. If the Statistical
model is poorly specified then kriging estimates might no longer be opti¬
mal, and the kriging variance might not correctly reflect the fluctuations
of the estimates.

In general, it is difficult to see how errors occurring in estimating
variograms impair the kriging predictions. A meaningful comparison of
geostatistical technique with others should take this error into account.

Although some theoreticalwork has been done (see Cressie, 1991, p. 289)
Simulationstudies may be appropriateto investigatethis problem. In the

second part of this study (see chapter 5) we illustrate such a comparison
with simulated data representing short-term change of pH in the top soil

on plots in a forest.
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4.4 Conclusions

Both model- and design-basedmethods can be used for monitoring tempo¬
ral change of soil contamination on field plots. Both estimate the change
and its error, which is necessaryfor judging the Statistical significanceof
the change. The model-freeestimates of classical sampling theory are unaf-
fected by any misspecificationof a Statisticalmodel. Neitherthe estimated
mean nor its p-variance depend on subjectively adoptedassumptions of a

surveyor. These are obviousmerits. The maindisadvantageis thatwithout

a model of the Statistical distribution one cannot judge the significanceof
an estimateddifference, thoughthe CentralLimit Theorem can be invoked
to provide an approximatetest.

Stratified random samples seem nearly as precise as systematicsam¬
ples if the sampling locations are paired. They have the advantage that

unbiased estimatesof the p-variance of the mean difference can be com¬

puted. This might compensate for possible loss of precision and inconve-

niencein the field. Althoughsystematicsampling can be moreprecise than
other schemes it carries the disadvantagethat unbiased estimates of the

sampling error cannot be obtained from of a single sample. The method of
balanced differencesmight provide acceptableestimates of the p-variance
if the population can be consideredas a realization of an autocorrelated
random process.

A multivariate spatial random process is the framework for model-
based estimationof temporal change,and cokriging then providesthe best
linear estimator. The geostatistical method requires inference on a su-

perpopulation model: some assumptions about stationarity of the postu-
lated random processes must be adopted, and the variograms have to be
estimated. This limits the applicabilityof the approach to rather large
samples. Errors in specifying the model may even then occur, and the

predictedmean and its variance will be affected.

Given reliable estimates of the variograms ordinary cokriging of tem¬

poral change should be more precise than any of the classical methods
when repeatedly applied to many populations. However, this comparison
is hardly meaningful where one has a single population only. Then the

p-varianceresulting from repeated sampling from a single realization are
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of interest, and the averagePerformance over many realizationsof the ran¬

dom processes is irrelevant. This demands Simulationstudies to compare
model-basedand design-basedestimationmethods.

The dependence of the estimated mean change and of its error on

subjectively adoptedassumptions of a Statisticalmodel may not be always
acceptable. If environmental monitoring has legal implications then design-
based techniques that are not influenced by an observer's experienceand
decisions seem to be more appropriate.
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Chapter 5

EstimatingChangein Small

Regions: II. Simulation

Paper by A. Papritz & R. Webster. 1993. Estimating temporal change of
soil properties in small regions. II. Sampling study with simulated data.
Submitted to European Journal of Soil Science.

5.1 Introduction

A substantial problem in monitoring the health of soil is to detect small

changes in time, which may be regarded as 'signal', from a much larger
spatial Variation, or 'noise'. Almost inevitably large samples are needed
for the purpose, and investigators naturally want to economizeas far as

possible by minimizing sampling and optimizingestimation. The problem
is made more difficult for many contaminants because determining them
destroys the soil at the sampling sites, and subsequent measurementsmust
be made on soil from elsewhere. Thus, temporal change is confoundedwith

spatial Variation.
Both geostatistical (model-based) and classical (design-based) sam¬

pling techniquescan be used to estimate the mean temporal change of a

soil property in an area. Chapter 4 summarized the theory. For clarity
we briefly recall the conceptual difference between the two approaches.
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In the classical approach the random character of an Observation arises
from randomizingthe selection of the sampling locations. Contrarywise,
in model-basedestimation the observed value per se is considered to be

an outcome of a random variable that is postulatedfor a given location in

space. Computingthe expectationsin design- and model-basedestimation
differs: in design-basedestimation the p-expectation of a statistic is its

average over all samples that can be drawn under a given design. For

spatial sampling this is equivalent to Computing spatial averages. The

^-expectation, on the other hand, refers to the ensemble average, i.e., to the

averageover all realizationsof the hypothetical randomvariable or random
process. The physical meaning of this notion is that averages are taken
over all those sites where the same soil forming factors act. The definitions
of the p-varianceand the ^-variance are analogous: the p-variance of an
estimatordescribes its Variation when samples are repeatedlydrawn from
the samepopulation, while the ^-variance refers to fluctuations that would
be found if many realizationsof a random process were investigated.

The theoretical analysis presentedin chapter 4 revealed that impor¬
tant properties of the two methods could not be characterized under gen¬
eral conditions. It remained unresolvedwhether geostatistical global es¬

timation is more precise than stratified or systematicrandom sampling.
Similarly, no decisive argument was found for favouring stratified or sys¬

tematic random sampling, and it was not clear what efficiency would be

gained from pairing the sampling points for the two occasions.

If large sets of data are availablethen they can be repeatedlysampled
at random, and the Performance of the estimationmethods can be inves¬

tigated. Sets of this size, however, are rare in soil monitoring. Remote

sensing could provide the necessarydata, but soil contaminants cannot be

measured in this way. A valid alternative is to simulate data artificially
with a realistic Statistical model. The questionthen arises whether only
one or many realizationsshould be generated. ShaferSz Varljen (1990) and
Webster Sz Oliver (1992) discussed the matter. If one realizationis repeat¬
edly sampled then the observed Variation of a statistic will be a sampling
effect (p-Variation). If, however, many realizations are investigated then
the generatingprocess causesthe Variation (£-Variation). Both approaches
have been followed in the past. Shafer Sz Varljen (1990) and Webster Sz
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Oliver (1992), for example, generatedsingle realizationsto study the sam¬

pling distribution of the experimental variogram, whereas McBratney Sz
Webster (1986) and Russo & Jury (1987a,b) investigated what happens to

the variogram from fluctuations in the generatingprocess.
Strictly, a comparisonof model- and design-basedtechniquesrequires

the Simulationof many realizationsbecause geostatistical optimalityis de¬
fined with respect to the Statistical properties of the generatingrandom
process. However, one may object that these criteria are not relevant in

practice because, as Webster & Oliver (1992) pointed out, a surveyor is

faced with only one realization of the generatingprocess, and the taskis to

describe it. An investigatormay not care whether a method is best when

averaged over all sites with a similar structure of the spatial distribution.
Furthermore, cross Validation procedures for fitting modeis to variograms
(Cressie, 1991, p. 101) or for comparingvarious interpolation methods (e.g.
Laslett et al, 1987; Laslett Sc McBratney, 1990; Voltz & Webster, 1990)
usually rely on Computingspatial averages of a quality criterion from a Sin¬

gle realization. The assumptionthat the random processes are stationary
and ergodic providesthe theoreticaljustification of this approach.

Studying only one realizationnevertheless has a serious disadvantage:
the results cannot be generalized readily for other realizationsof the same

generatingprocess. For instance, a particular sampling design might turn

out to be best for surveyinga particular plot in a certain forest, but these

results cannot not be generaHzed for other forest sites where the same

soil forming processes act. Nevertheless, the problem is not as difficult
as might seem at first sight. If we assume that the random processes are

stationary up to order four, which is satisfied if their Joint distribution is

Gaussian, then for some designs we can compute the ^-variance of the p-

variancewithout difficulties. This quantitymeasures the fluctuationsofthe

sampling error that were found if many outcomesof the generatingrandom
processes were sampled. Given the ^-variance a conservative confidence
interval can be computedfor the p-variance using Chebyshev's inequality.
This relation is valid for any random variableU with finite expectation, ß,
and finite variance, er2, and it states that for any positive constant, c, the

probability that \U — /i\ exceeds ca is less than or equal to 1/c2.
To our knowledge no conclusive comparisonof model- and design-
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based global estimationmethods have been reported in the literature. We
therefore simulatedtwo large fields of data using a Statisticalmodel similar
to that found in a case study on short-term change of pH in a forest soil

(see chapter 6). In detail our objectives were:

• to compare the p-bias and the p-variance of the geostatistical global
estimate of change with those of stratified and systematic random
samples,

• to assess the gain in precision that results from pairing the sam¬

pling locations on the two occasions when the observations are cross

correlated,

• to evaluate what effect errors will have in the model-basedapproach
that occur in specifying the probabilisticmodel,

• and finally, to compare two estimators for predicting the p-variance
of the mean of a systematicsample.

We describedthe theory in chapter 4, and here we present the results of
the Simulationstudy.

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Generating two Auto- and Cross Correlated Data
Fields

Two large fieldsof auto- and cross correlated numbers were generatedfrom
a linear model of coregionalization (Journel Sz Huijbregts, 1978, p. 171).
Both were Squares consisting of 560 x 560 = 313 600 values arranged on a

Squaregrid with unit spacing. Each was the sumof a spatially uncorrelated

component representing small-scaleVariation ('pure nugget') plus an auto-

correlated component with a circular variogram. The fields were created
as follows. Four large arrays of independent,normally distributed pseudo
random values were simulated using Wichman Sz Hill's (1982) algorithm.
Moving averages, {y2(x)} and {y2(x)}, were then computedfrom two of
the arrays. The averaging area was circular with a diameter of 150 grid
units. This transformationimposed autocorrelation and led to isotropic
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Table 5.1: Nugget constants and suis of variograms of simulateddata fields. The

'underlying' values were used to generatethe fields, whereas the 'fitted' values were

determined by fitting the experimental 'exhaustive'variograms.

Underlying parameters Fitted parameters
Nugget Sill Nugget Sill

Variogram field 1 0.250 2.350 0.205 2.185

Variogram field 2 0.800 2.500 0.759 2.468

Pseudo cross variogram 0.9251 2.425 0.886 2.327

circular variograms with a ränge equal to the diameter of the averaging
area (Matern, 1960, p. 30; McBratneySz Webster, 1986). Values, {zi(x)}
and {^(x)}, were then obtained by Computing weighted averages of the

two arrays with spatially uncorrelatedvalues, {y\(x)}, {y2(x)}, and the
two arrays, {y2(x)}, {y2(x)},

2 2

*i(x) = EEaip0p(x)>
s=lp=l

for j equal to 1 and 2. The coefficients, aSjp, were chosen proportionalto
the values found in the case study on pH. The nugget constants and the
sills of the corresponding theoretical variograms are given in Table 5.1.
The means of the fields were arbitrarily set to 300 (field 1) and 400 (field
2) resulting in a true difference, Az(G) = 100.

If one regards a generated number as an Observationmeasured on a

soil core with a diameter of 5 cm then the two data fields represent the

spatial distribution of a soil property on a plot, G, of 28 m x 28 m on two

different occasions. The ränge of the variograms then equals 7.5 m. This

again corresponds to the case study.
The descriptive statistics for the two simulatedfields are summarized

in Table 5.2. The arithmetic meansequalled the prescribed values to three
decimal places. For both fields the medians were very close to the means.
The variances of the fields were slightly smaller than the averages of the

1This is not a proper nugget constant since the pseudo cross variogramis usually
larger than zero at the origin (see chapter 3).
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Table 5.2: Descriptive statistics ofthe simulatedfields.

Field 1 Field 2

Numberof values 313 600 313 600

Arithmetic mean 300.000 400.000

Median 299.990 400.003

Minimum 294.522 392.791

Maximum 305.914 406.325

Variance 2.2117 2.4509

Skewness 0.0696 -0.0368

Kurtosis -0.1304 0.0635

underlying semivarianceswithin the fields. This discrepancywas larger for
field 1 (average of the semivariance: 2.249), and it shows that this field
was less variable than originally intended. For field 2 the two quantities
were close (2.4509 against 2.418). The coefficients of skewness and kurto¬

sis suggest that the data of both fields were approximately normally dis-
tributed. The covariance betweenthe two fieldswas 1.7794, corresponding
to a Pearsoncoefficent of correlation equal to 0.76. The correlation coef¬
ficient closely matched the theoreticalvalue of 0.78. The variance of the

difference, z2(x) — zi(x), was 1.1039, slightly larger than the theoretical
value (1.05). But because ofthe positive correlation it was clearly smaller
than the variance of either field.

Computingthe exhaustive, local variograms,i.e., the variograms of
the realizations, from all 313 600 values was computationallytoo demand-
ing. Such a task would have involved 1010 to 1011 paired comparisons.
We therefore computedinstead experimentalvariograms using only every
second row and column, effectively one quarter of each two-dimensional
field. A linear model of coregionalization with a circular correlation struc¬
ture was then fitted to the set of experimental variograms to a maximal

lag distance of 400 grid units. We used a non-linear least-squaresmethod
(Press et al, 1989, p. 521), and weighted the deviations betweenthe mod¬
elled and the experimental semivariancesby the numbers of pairs of a lag
class dividedby the Square of the expected semivariances. This weighting
scheme was recommendedby Cressie (1985) and McBratney Sz Webster
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Figure 5.1: 'Exhaustive' variogram of field 1.

(1986).
Figures 5.1 to 5.3 show the experimental'exhaustive'variograms along

with the fitted modeis. The fitted nugget constantsand the sills are given
in Table 5.1. The fitted ränge was 138.1 grid units. In general, the fitted
modeis describedthe experimentalvariograms well, especiallynear the ori¬

gin. The ränge, however, was clearly underestimated. This deviation was

caused by a 'hole-effect' discerniblefor lag distances from 250 to 600 grid
units. The wave-like shape of the experimentalvariograms also influenced
the fitted values of the sills.

The fitted nugget constants and the sills were smaller than the values

underlying the Simulation(see Table 5.1). The differences were largest for

the sill of field 1 (0.16) and the sill of the pseudo cross variogram (0.10)
showingthe smaller Variation in field 1.

5.2.2 SamplingSchemes

Stratified and systematicrandom sampling and geostatistical global
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Figure 5.2: 'Exhaustive' variogram offield 2.
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Figure 5.3: 'Exhaustive' pseudo cross variogram of field 1 and 2.
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Table 5.3: Sizes of samples drawn under various schemesfrom each simulated

field. AbbreviationsGGE: geostatistical global estimation, STR: stratified random
sampling, SYS: systematicrandomsampling.

Sample size

Size STR SYS GGE

Very small 32 25 —

Small 50 49 50
Medium 98 100 100

Large 200 196 —

Very large 392 400 400

estimation based on block kriging were used to estimate the difference
between the means of the two fields. For the classical schemesboth paired
and unpaired samples were studied, whereas for the model-basedmethod

only paired samples were considered. For paired samples the distance

vector between the locations of the first and second samplewas fixed with

hp = X2,i — xi^ = (hx, hy) = (5,5). For unpaired samples the locations of
the first and second samplewere chosen independently. Figures5.4 and 5.5

show for each type of alignment an example and illustrate the difference
between paired and unpaired stratified random sampling.

In general, the precision of an estimatedependson the size of samples.
Five different sizes were tested for the classical schemes, and three for the
model-basedestimationmethod. The sizes, i.e., the number of values that
were drawn for a single sample from each field, varying between 25 and

400, are listed in Table 5.3. For each combination of scheme and size 300

pairs of samples were drawn from the fields. The values of a given pair
of samples were selected independently from those chosen before. In the

following we describe briefly how the values were selected for the various

methods.

5.2.2.1 Stratified RandomSamples (STR)
The fields were dividedinto Squares (strata) of equal size, and two values

were randomly selectedfrom each Stratumwith uniform probability in each
Stratum (see Figs 5.4 and 5.5). The mean differenceover G, Az.str(G),and
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Figure5.4: Samplinglocations of an unpairedstratified randomsample, medium

sample.

its p-variance, Varp[Az.str(G0],were estimated from each pair of samples
accordingto Eqs (4.23) and (4.25). The estimates of the p-variances were

adjusted by the finite population correction (see Cochran, 1977, p. 95).
In addition, the true p-variance, Varp[A2pStr((?)], of the estimated mean
differencewas computed from Eq. (4.24) for paired samples.

5.2.2.2 SystematicRandomSamples (SYS)

The numbers were selected on a randomly placed Square grid. The grid
was positionedby choosing the coordinates of the lower left corner with

equal probability from a Square with side 560/s where s is the interval
of the sampling grid. The p-variance of the estimated mean difference
was predictedby the estimators given in formulae (4.17) and (4.22) (SRS
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Figure 5.5: Sampling locations of a paired stratified random sample, medium

sample.

estimate). In addition, it was also estimated by the method of balanced
differences(BD estimate, see Eqs 4.29, 4.30, and 4.35). Following Yates
(1981, p. 232) we used a windowof size m = 4 with coefficients an = au =

«41 = «44 = 0.1, a22 = a23 = a32 = 033 = 0.4, and the remaining o»j equal
to 0.2. Balanceddifferenceswere computed independently for fields 1 and
2 when the samples were unpaired, and the p-variance of the differencewas
estimated from their sum. Contrarywise,for paired samples the balanced
differenceswere computeddirectly from the differences, 22(x2,i) — zi(xi,i)
(see Eq. 4.30). The estimates ofthe p-variances were again adjustedby the
finite population correction. To compare the precision of systematicand
stratified samples the true p-variance, Varp[A^.sys(G!)], of the systematic
mean differencewas computed,too, by exhaustively sampling the fields.
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Figure 5.6: Sampling locations for the geostatistical global estimation method,
small sample. The solid lines delimit the field, and the dotted lines show the

geometryof the blocks used in kriging.

5.2.2.3 Geostatistical Global Estimation (GGE)

Here again values were selected on a randomly placed Square grid. For a

randomly selected subset of these points additional values were drawnnext
to them. These values were used to compute experimental semivariances

for lag distances smaller than the interval of the grid, which one must

know to compute the estimation variance. Approximatelyone third of
the total sample was used for the denser sampling (14 of 50, 36 of 100,
and 144 of 400). This correspondsroughly to the fraction of the resources

spent for reconnaissancestudies in soil survey. Figures 5.6 to 5.8 show one

possible configuration of the sampling locations for the small, medium,
and very large sample. For the last scheme 12 additional values were
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Figure 5.7: Sampling locationsfor the geostatistical global estimation method,
medium sample. The solid lines delimit the field, and the dotted lines show the

geometryof the blocks used in kriging.

sampled on 12 randomly placed crosses,and the minimal distance between
the sampling locations was 8 units of the grid of the data fields. For the

two other designs, only two out of four possible branches of 7 or 9 crosses

were actually sampled. The minimal lag distance was 23 grid units for the

small sample and 14 units for the size medium.

From each set of data selectedin this way the two omnidirectionalex¬

perimental autovariograms and the experimental pseudo cross variogram
were computed. The widths of the shortest lag classes were 33 (small), 20

(medium) and 15 (very large). As explainedbefore four different coreg¬
ionalization modeis (circular, spherical, pentaspherical, and exponential)
were fitted to each set, and the model with the smallest residual sum of

Squares was retained for kriging. As explainedin chapter 4 a geostatisti-
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Figure 5.8: Sampling locationsfor the geostatistical global estimation method,
very large sample. The solid lines delimit the field, and the dotted lines show the

geometryof the blocks used in kriging.

cal global estimate is computed from individual estimates of small blocks

within G. The block differencesand the correspondingestimationvarian¬
ces were computedaccordingto Eqs (4.3) and (4.5). The block geometry
was chosen such that the support points were in the centres of the blocks

(see Figs 5.6 to 5.8). The local neighbourhoodused for cokriging the mean
difference of a block consisted of those support points that were in the

target block and those in the 8 blocks surrounding it. Becauseof the ap-

proximation underlying Eq. (4.8) the estimationvariances of the blocks
were kriged only from those support points lying within the target block.
An estimate of the global meandifferencewas then computedby meansof

Eq. (4.6), and its estimationvariance was obtained from Eq. (4.8).
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Table 5.4: Diagnosticstatistics.
Formula Comment

BIAS = az — az = g^Q X)i=i ^*i ~ Az Riss °f estimation method

VARMDIFF = g^Q X)i=° i ^* — az f Variance of estimated mean dij^erences
MSE = (BIAS)2 + VARMDIFF Mean of squared deviation between es¬

timated mean differences and true dif¬
ference (mean squared error)

AVEPVAR= g^Q Y^.Ti <?2(&Zi) .Average predicted estimation variances
of mean differences

5.2.3 Criteria to Assess Performance of EstimationMeth¬
ods

For each sampling scheme and each samplesize themean change, Azi,
and its p-variance, a2(AZi), i = l,2,..., 300, were estimated. From these

300 samplings the statistics listed in Table 5.4 were computedto judge the

Performances of the schemes.

The statistic VARMDIFFdescribes the precision, i.e., the random

fluctuations from sample to sample, of an estimation scheme, and the

statistic BIAS reveals whether a method is prone to systematic errors.

The sum of BIAS2 and VARMDIFF is a measure for the overall accu-

racy of a method. An estimation technique describes its precision ac-

curately if the ratio between the average of the predicted p-variances,
AVEPVAR, and VARMDIFF are close to one. In the absence of bias

the ratio AVEPVAR/MSE may be used as an indicator for the quality to

predict the error.

In additionto these quantities the 95 % confidence interval was com¬

puted for each estimated difference using the quantiles of Student's t-

distribution with the appropriate number of degrees of freedom. Then

we counted the number of samples where the confidence interval included
the true mean, Az = 100. If the estimates are normally distributed and

if the predicted p-variance provides a realistic description of the actual
fluctuations then we can expect that approximately 285 of 300 confidence
intervals will containthe true mean difference.
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Note that all these statistics are p-statistics because they are com¬

puted from samples repeatedlydrawnat random from a single realization
of two random fields.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Estimatingand Modellingthe Variograms

Some of the experimentalvariograms of the random samples diverged con-
siderably from the 'exhaustive' variograms, especially for the small and
medium samples. A few increased without reaching a sill, though most

were bounded. For large lag distances the semivariancesdiffered in some

cases strongly from the sills of the 'exhaustive' variograms. All types of
model were selected several times as 'best-fit' (Fig. 5.10). On average, the

circular model most frequently fitted the experimental variograms best,
and this portionincreased with increasing size of the samples. The expo¬
nential model was the second most frequent to fit.

The distributions of the fitted parameters of the coregionalization
model are shown in Fig. 5.9. The nugget constant of the pseudo cross

variogram could not be fitted because we could not estimate the exper¬
imental pseudo cross semivarianceat the origin (see section 3.3), and so

we set it to zero. The distributionsof the parameters were approximately
symmetrical except for the nugget constant of the autovariogram of field
1. This asymmetrystems from the restriction that the nugget constant

may not be negative. The distributions narrowedwith increasing size of
the samples, and on averagetheir centres came closer to the values deter¬
mined for the 'exhaustive'variograms.Increasing the samplesize improved
mainly the estimation of the nugget constants. Estimating the difference
between sill and nugget, i.e., the variance of the boundedcomponent,was
less improved. This is shown by Fig. 5.9, and it becomes evident if one

computes the ratio betweenthe mean squared errors of the small and very

large samples. The ratios were 22 and 12 for the nugget constants of
fields 1 and 2, and 3.1, 4.6, and 1.6 for the quantity (sill—nugget) ofthe

variograms of field 1, field 2, and ofthepseudocross variogram. Graphs of
the experimental variograms and the fitted modeis showed that the varia-
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Figure 5.10: Relative frequency of type of coregionalizationselected as 'best-fit'
modelfor the sample sizes small, large, and very large.

tion of the model parameters was in most cases due to fluctuations of the

experimental variograms. With only few exceptions the fit of the model
was good.

5.3.2 Bias

None of the estimationmethods resulted in any appreciable bias (Ta¬
ble 5.5), and there was no clear difference between them. The ratio be¬
tween the estimated bias and its Standard error exceeded 2 only twice.
The maximalratio between the squared bias and the mean squared error

was 1.7%, demonstrating that systematicdeviations were virtuallyabsent.
Thus, even the model-basedmethod, which is not necessarily p-unbiased,
was unbiased in practice. The magnitudeofthe mean squared error, MSE,
was therefore controlled mainlyby the variance of the estimates, and the

precision of the method was virtually identical to its accuracy.
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Table 5.5: Bias of estimationmethods. The Standard errors (S.E.) of the esti¬

mates are given on the following lines. AbbreviationsGGE: geostatistical global
estimation, STR: stratified randomsampling, SYS: systematicrandom sampling.

ethod
Size

M Very small Small Medium Large Very large
STR paired -0.0085 -0.0172 0.0095 -0.0099 -0.0016

S.E. 0.0122 0.0095 0.0067 0.0046 0.0034
STR unpaired -0.0216 0.0129 0.0144 -0.0045 0.0007

S.E. 0.0191 0.0124 0.0095 0.0054 0.0038

SYS paired -0.0117 -0.0147 -0.0151 0.0047 -0.0036

S.E. 0.0136 0.0096 0.0066 0.0048 0.0030

SYS unpaired 0.0273 0.0108 -0.0029 0.0010 -0.0025

S.E. 0.0154 0.0113 0.0077 0.0051 0.0031

GGE — -0.0054 0.0139 — 0.0037

S.E. — 0.0099 0.0077 — 0.0039

5.3.3 Precision of Estimation

To measure the precision we related the mean squared error, MSE,
to a single Observationby multiplyingMSE by twice the actual sample
size. We did this because for a given size the number of observations

actually drawnfrom the fields varied slightly from one method to another

(see Table 5.3). We shall denote this quantityby mean squared error per

Observation, MSEPO, and we shall base our analysis on its comparison.
Table 5.6 lists the mean squared errors.

The MSEPO of unpaired stratified and unpaired systematic samples
were larger than those of the corresponding paired schemes (Fig. 5.11),
with larger differencesfor stratified than for systematic samples. Except
for the very large sample the confidence intervals of paired and unpaired
stratified samples did not overlap. The maximal and the minimal ratios
of M5£P0-unpaired to MS^PO-paired were 2.44 and 1.26 for stratified,
and 1.39 and 1.04 for systematic samples. The quotient decreased with

increasing sample size for both schemes. The MSEPO decreased more

strongly for unpaired than for paired samples, resulting in a diminishing
differencebetween paired and unpaired schemes for increasing size.
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Table 5.6: Mean squared errors of estimation methods. The Standard errors

(S.E.) of the estimates are given on the following lines. AbbreviationsGGE:

geostatistical globalestimation, STR: stratified randomsampling, SYS: systematic
randomsampling.

ethod
Size

M Very small Small Medium Large Very large
STR paired 0.04487 0.02749 0.01366 0.00639 0.00348

S.E. 0.00339 0.00222 0.00113 0.00053 0.00027

STR unpaired 0.10940 0.04609 0.02731 0.00889 0.00439

S.E. 0.00850 0.00372 0.00237 0.00067 0.00034

SYS paired 0.05583 0.02765 0.01323 0.00699 0.00280

S.E. 0.00505 0.00250 0.00101 0.00056 0.00024

SYS unpaired 0.07132 0.03831 0.01799 0.00768 0.00292

S.E. 0.00599 0.00310 0.00151 0.00056 0.00025

GGE — 0.02946 0.01777 — 0.00450

S.E. —- 0.00244 0.00144 — 0.00034

On average, the MSEPO of systematic samples were smaller than
those of stratified. The differenceswere large for unpaired samples, but
in general small for paired sampling where the MSEPO did not differ

significantly. The model-basedestimates had larger MSEPO than paired
stratified and paired systematic samples. The difference was small and

not significant for the small sample, but larger for the medium and very

large sizes. For these the ratios between the MSEPO of GGE and STR
estimates were 1.29 and 1.32, respectively. For the medium sample the

precision of the model-basedmethod was approximately equal to that of

unpaired systematicsamples, and for the largest size it was approximately
equal to that of unpaired stratified samples, the least efficient scheme.

5.3.4 Predicting the Error of Estimation

Two approaches can be used to test whether the predicted p-variances
describe the actual fluctuations of the means accurately. First, we can

compare the average of the predicted p-variance, AVEPVAR, with the
variance of the mean differences, VARMDIFF,or—in absence of bias—
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Figure5.11: Meansquared errorsper observations, MSEPO,of estimationmeth¬
ods. The lengths of the lines at the end of the bars give the Standard errors of
the estimates. AbbreviationsGGE: geostatistical globalestimation, STR: stratified
randomsampling, SYS: systematicrandomsampling.

with the mean squared error, MSE. Second, we can compute a confidence
interval for each estimated mean. Then we observe the frequency that
the confidenceintervals include the true mean difference. If the sampling
error is realistically predicted then the relative frequency, i.e., the empirical
confidence level, should matchclosely the theoreticallevel used to compute
the confidenceintervals.

Table 5.7 lists the averagesofthe predicted p-variances, and Fig. 5.12

compares the ratio AVEPVAR/MSE computed from the SRS and BD
estimatorsfor systematic samples. The SRS estimatorconsistently over-

estimated the mean squared error. For unpaired samples the minimum
and the maximumof the ratios were 2.5 and 4, and for pairedsamples the

ratio was around 1.5. The ratio tended to increase with increasing size of

sample. Contrarywise,the BD estimatorpredicted the meansquared error

without large bias: apart from one exception the ratio was close to one,
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Table 5.7: Average predicted variances of estimation methods. The Standard

errors (S.E.) of the estimates are given on the following lines. Abbreviations
GGE: geostatistical global estimation; STR: stratified random sampling; SYS1:

systematic random sampling, variance prediction by method of balanced differ¬
ences; SYS2: systematic random sampling, variance prediction by formulafor
simple randomsampling.

ethod

Size

M Very small Small Medium Large Very large
STR paired 0.05035 0.03162 0.01489 0.00665 0.00329

S.E. 0.00101 0.00051 0.00017 0.00006 0.00002

STR unpaired 0.10395 0.05386 0.02388 0.00983 0.00426

S.E. 0.00157 0.00065 0.00021 0.00006 0.00002

SYS1 paired 0.08063 0.04163 0.02025 0.01027 0.00509

S.E. 0.00122 0.00047 0.00015 0.00005 0.00002

SYS2 paired 0.05428 0.02772 0.01365 0.00661 0.00319

S.E. 0.00338 0.00110 0.00037 0.00014 0.00004

SYS1 unpaired 0.19220 0.09674 0.04673 0.02379 0.01169

S.E. 0.00160 0.00066 0.00021 0.00007 0.00002

SYS2 unpaired 0.10073 0.03584 0.01675 0.00781 0.00349

S.E. 0.00467 0.00108 0.00033 0.00010 0.00003

GGE — 0.03359 0.01839 — 0.00416

S.E. — 0.00078 0.00025 — 0.00003

and the MSE was over- as well as underestimated.

Figure 5.13 comparesthe results found for pairedstratified,pairedsys¬
tematic sampling and the geostatistical method. The minimumand maxi¬
mum ofthe ratios AVEPVAR/MSE were 0.92 and 1.15, showingmoderate
deviations. Therewere no clear differences betweenthe schemes. Although
not p-unbiased,the predictions derived from the BD estimatorand those

of the model-basedscheme did not deviate more than those computedfor
stratified random sampling.

The comparisonof the empirical confidence level with the theoretical
value is summarized in Table 5.8. The observed relative frequencies closely
matched the theoretical value of 95 % for estimates of stratified random
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Figure5.12: Ratios of averagepredicted variances, AVEPVAR,to mean squared
errors, MSE, for systematicsamples. AbbreviationsBD: variance prediction by
method of balanced differences, SRS: variance prediction by formula for simple
randomsampling.

sampling and the model-basedmethod. The modulus of the difference
was at most 2 % and not significantly different from 95 %. For systematic
samples the confidence intervals computed from the SRS estimator were

clearly too wide. They containedthe true mean differencein all (unpaired
samples) or in 97 % to 99.3 % (paired samples) of the cases. Contraryto
what might be expected from the results presentedabove,the BD method
resulted in too small frequencies for the very small and small samples.
The differencesbetween the empirical and the theoretical confidence level
were larger for the paired (-9.7% and -5.3%) than for unpaired sam¬

ples (—2.3% and —3.3%), but even the latter exceeded or were close to

the half-widthof the tentative confidence interval. For the larger sample
sizes the moduliof the deviations were similar to those found for stratified

samples and the geostatistical estimates, but all were negative, confirming
the tendencyof the balanced differences to underestimate the p-variance
of the mean difference.
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Figure 5.13: Ratios of average predicted variances, AVEPVAR, to mean squa¬

red errors, MSE, for paired schemes. AbbreviationsBD: variance prediction by
method of balanced differences, GGE: geostatistical global estimation, STR: strat¬

ified random sampling, SYS: systematic randomsampling.

5.4 Discussion

5.4.1 Precision

5.4.1.1 Effect of Pairing the SamplingLocations

A good method of estimationis unbiased, it is precise, and it providesan
unbiased estimateof the sampling error. All methods were virtually unbi¬
ased, but they differed in their precision. Pairing the sampling locations

decreased the sampling error for both stratified and systematic samples.
This accords with theory: if the observations measured On different oc¬

casions are cross correlated then pairing will increase the precision (see
section 4.2.2.1). The gain in efficiency from pairing decreased with in¬

creasing size of the samples. The larger the sample was the smaller was

the distance between unpaired points of field 1 and 2 that belonged to
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Table 5.8: Empirical confidence level (%) that 95% confidence intervals con¬

tained the true mean differences. If we assume thatfor a singlesample the empir¬
ical confidence level has a Bernoullidistributionwith p = 0.95 then the Standard
error of the means equals 1.26%. AbbreviationsGGE: geostatistical global esti¬

mation; P: paired sampling; STR: stratified randomsampling; SYS1: systematic
random sampling, variance prediction by formula for simple random sampling;
SYS2: systematic random sampling, variance prediction by method of balanced

differences; U: unpaired sampling.

Sampling method
Size STR STR SYS1 SYS2 SYS1 SYS2 GGE

P U P P U U

Very small 96.3 93.0 97.0 85.3 100 92.7 —

Small 93.7 95.3 97.7 89.7 100 91.7 94.0

Medium 95.7 93.7 99.0 93.3 100 93.0 95.3

Large 95.7 96.7 99.3 93.3 100 94.3 —

Very large 93.3 95.3 99.0 94.0 100 95.0 94.7

the same Stratum or were on the same relative position of the sampling
grid. Then for unpaired samples decreasing averagedistance increased the

correlation between pairs of Stratum means or pairs of related points on

the grid. Thus, the effect of pairing diminished with increasing size of the

samples.
The differences between paired and unpaired samples were much

larger for stratified than for systematic samples. The average distance
between unpaired points of field 1 and 2 within the same Stratumdiffered
more from the shift vector hp than the distance between points on the

grids of systematic samples. This was so because two observations were

drawnfrom each Stratum, and the Stratum side was 1.4 times as large as

the interval of the grid. Consequently, for unpaired schemes systematic
samples were considerablymore precise. For paired designs, however, the
precision was approximately the same, although systematic samples still
tendedto be more precise.

Systematic sampling was moreefficient than stratified sampling in ac-
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cord with theory: Quenouille (1949), Matern (1960, p. 82) and Bellhouse

(1977) foundthat for certain types of autocorrelated superpopulationssys¬
tematic samples are likely to be more precise than stratified because the

^-expectationof their p-variance is smaller.

5.4.1.2 Geostatistical versus Classical Methods

The geostatistical global estimationwas less precisethan both pairedstrat¬
ified and paired systematicsampling. This contrasts with local estimation

whereby the value of a soil property at an unsampled point is to be pre¬
dicted, and for which kriging has been shown to be best (Laslett et al,
1987; Laslett & McBratney1990; Voltz Sc Webster, 1990). If estimating
the global meandifferenceis the only objective then there is no need for the

geostatistical method. To test whether the smaller precision of the GGE
estimate was caused by the extra effort for estimating the variograms at

short lag distances we computed it using the small (7x7 grid) and the

medium (10 x 10 grid) systematic samples as support. The same sets of
fitted variograms as for Computing the normal GGE estimates were used.
The mean squared errors per Observation of these schemescan be found in

Table 5.9. For the smallsample MSEPO was only slightly smaller (—8%)
than that of the normal GGE estimate, but for the medium sample the
relative gain in precision was —30 %. The differences between the MSEPO
of these estimatesand those of stratified samples were —1.0 % (small) and
+2.4% (medium),and the relative deviations from the MSEPO ofsystem¬
atic samples were similarlysmall (+0.5% for the small and +3.5% for the

medium sample).
Thus, the model-basedmethod was less precise than stratified and

systematicschemes even if we assume that one obtains estimates of the

variograms from another study so that the extra effort necessaryfor esti¬

mating the variograms can be neglected. At first sight this result is sur-

prisingbecause one mightexpect the kriged estimateof a block to be closer

to the true block mean than the value of the grid point of a systematic
samplethat lies within the block. Recall that for kriging the block means
the support points lying in the target block and those of the blocks ad-

joining it were used. However, with the geostatistical method the support
points have different influence on estimating the global mean difference.
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Table 5.9: Mean squared errors per Observation, MSEPO, and ratios of predicted
variancesto mean squared errors, AVEPVAR/MSE,for small and medium sam¬

ples. AbbreviationsGGE: geostatistical global estimation, STR: stratified random
sampling, SYS: systematicrandomsampling.

Sampl«; size

Small Medium

Estimation method MSEPO AVEPVAR
MSE MSEPO AVEPVAR

MSE
STR paired 2.7495 1.15 2.6776 1.09

SYS paired 2.7097 0.95 2.6470 1.03

GGE with densely
sampled points 2.9458 1.14 3.5546 1.03

GGE with

7x7grid 2.7224 1.00 2.7436 0.94

The points forming the edge of the Square grid contributedon averageless
than those lying in the inner part of the grid, and this seems unfavourable.

Misspecification of the variogram model could be a further reason

for the relative inefficiency of the model-based approach. To test this we

computedthe geostatistical estimates using again the systematic samples
of size small and medium as support and the 'true' model parameters
fitted to the 'exhaustive' experimental variograms. The mean squared
errors per Observation of these schemes were 2.7354 (small) and 2.7142

(medium). These values were slightly larger (+0.5%, small) or smaller

(—1.1%, medium) than those computed with the estimated variograms
(see Table 5.9). Thus, the knowledge of the 'true' variograms did not

improvethe precision of the geostatistical method.

The optimalityof kriging might perhaps be found if the average be¬

haviour over many realizationsis studied. But the next section will show

that this is not very likely. It seems therefore that the principal cause of
the inefficiency of the geostatistical method is the variable influence of the

support points. The lack of a significant improvement resulting from the

use of the 'true' variograms further shows that the geostatistical method
was not susceptible to misspecification of the model. Regardless of the
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Table 5.10: £-Expectationsand £-confidence limits (95%) of the p-variancesfor
paired stratified random samples. The p-variances of paired systematic samples
and the mean squared errors of the geostatistical estimates are also given. The

latter quantities have been adjusted to the size of paired stratified samples.

Size

Method Very small Small Medium Large Very large
E€[Varp[ASpstr]] 0.05276 0.03215 0.01535 0.00711 0.00348

Varp[AZpStr] 0.05035 0.03105 0.01471 0.00676 0.00332

Lower limit 0.04577 0.02917 0.01427 0.00667 0.00329

Upper limit 0.05494 0.03292 0.01516 0.00686 0.00334

Varp[ASpsys] 0.04575 0.02745 0.01409 0.00644 0.00308

MSE GGE — 0.02946 0.01814 — 0.00460

type of variograms used, the inequality given in Eq. (4.45), which states

that block kriging is at least as precise as any classical estimator, seems in

practice to be an equality.

5.4.1.3 AveragePrecision under SuperpopulationModel

More specific conclusions, however, are difficult to draw because we anal-

ysed only one realization and did not average over the superpopulation
model. Further hints may be obtained from the comparisonof the mean

squared error of the geostatistical estimatewith the ^-confidence intervalof

the p-variance of paired stratified random samples. The £-variance of the

p-variance, Vai^[Vairp[Azpstv(G)]],was calculated by integrating Eq. (4.46)
numerically. The parameters ofthe underlyingvariograms (see Table 5.1)
were used. Given the ^-variances and using Chebyshev's inequality the

half-widthof the 95 % confidence interval was then obtained by multiply-
ing the ^-Standard deviation by \/2Ö- This procedure leads to conservative

confidenceintervals which in many instances are probably too wide.

The results are summarized in Table 5.10. For the medium and very

large samples themeansquared error of the GGEmethodwas clearly larger
than the upper limit of the confidence interval. No differenceswere found
for the small sample. A closer look at the Table, however, reveals discrep-
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ancies: the confidence intervals did not include the ^-expectationof the p-
variance for the medium, large and very large samples. The ^-expectations
were consistently larger than the p-variances of our realization. A possible
explanationfor this is the 'edge effect' resultingfrom pairing the sampling
points within a finite area (see discussion leading to Eq. 4.19). We did not
take it into account in Computing the ^-expectation and the £-variances,
but it decreased the within-stratum variances and, consequently, the p-
variance of the estimated difference.

To avoid these uncertainties the mean squared error of the model-
based estimates can be compared with the region of acceptance around
the ^-expectation. For the small samplethe MSE lies near the lower limit,
but for the two other sizes it is far above the critical value. Thus, the
GGE method is likely to be less precise than paired stratified sampling
when applied to other realizationsof the generatingprocess.

The 'edge-effect' is likely to affect the precision of stratified and sys¬
tematic samples similarly. The data in Table 5.10 can therefore be used for
a generalized comparisonof the precision of these schemes. For all sizes the

p-variances of paired systematicsamples were smaller than the lower lim-

its of the confidenceintervals. Although some differenceswere not large,
this suggests that paired systematic samples will be more efficient when

applied to other realizationsof the random processes.

5.4.2 Predicting the Error

The significanceof an observed change is judgedby Computing the ratio of
the estimate to its Standard deviation and comparingit with the quantiles
of Student'st-distribution. Thus, not only the precision of a method but
also its ability to predict it accurately is important for estimatingtemporal
change. This is somewhatdifferent from estimatingsolely the spatialmean
of a soil property where we usually are satisfied to get the most efficient
estimate. The exact magnitude of the sampling error is less important.

5.4.2.1 Balanced Differences

The comparison of the averages of the predicted p-variances with the

mean squared errors did not reveal clear differences between the meth-
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ods. Judged on this criterion the method of balanced differencespredicted
the p-variances of the means without bias, whereasthe formula valid for

simple random sampling overestimatedit. This agrees with theory: the

^-expectationof the SRS estimatoris equal to the ^-expectationof the p-
variance only if the superpopulationconforms with a model of pure nugget
(see Eq. 4.28). If the superpopulationis autocorrelated then the compari¬
son of Eq. (4.38) with (4.40) suggests that the SRS estimatorwill overesti-

matethe p-variance. A strict proof, however, requires further assumptions
about the variograms.

The comparisonof the empirical and theoreticalconfidence level con¬

firmed that the SRS estimatoroverestimatedthe p-variance. The BD es¬

timator, on the other hand, considerablyunderestimated the Variation of
the mean differencefor the two smallest sample sizes. Seemingly,this con-

flicts with the Observationthat the ratios AVEPVARto MSE were closeto

1. There are two possible causes: either the estimated mean differencesor
the predictedp-variances violated the distributionalassumptions on which

the confidenceintervals are based. While the estimates of the means were

normally distributed, the observed distributionsof the BD estimate were

strongly skewedto the right. For pairedsamples the empirical distribution
matched approximately a %2-distribution with 1 (very small) or 5 (small)
degreesof freedom(df). The correspondingfrequency distributions of un¬

paired samples were less skewed, and they resembled x2-distributions with
3 and 8 to 10 df, respectively. The number of degrees of freedom of these
distributionswere much smaller than the sizes of the samples drawnfrom
the fields, and they were roughly equal to the number of distinct balanced
differencesthat were computedfrom a pair of samples. It is evidentthat
for skewed distributionsthe ratio betweenthe arithmetic mean of the pre¬

dicted p-variance and the mean squared error will badly characterize the

quality of the prediction of the sampling error.

If the samples are smaller than 50 then the BD estimatoris likely to

underestimate the p-variance because of the marked skewness of its dis¬

tribution. This was neglected by Matern (1960, p. 116) when he showed

by an asymptotic argument that the BD estimatorhas a positive bias (see
Eq. 4.36) when averaged over an autocorrelated superpopulation. As an

alternative a smaller window with width, ra, equal to 2 or 3 may be used
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(see Eq. 4.29). Although the bias of these estimators under the super¬

population model might be larger (see Matern, 1960, p. 117) they might
nevertheless predict the p-variance of small samples better because their

sampling distribution will be less skewed.

5.4.2.2 Model-basedversus Classical Methods

The other methods provided fairly accuratepredictions of the p-variance.
The conclusions drawn from an analysis of the empirical confidencelevel

agreed with those resulting from a comparisonof AVEPVAR with MSE.
The two criteria were also evaluatedfor the model-basedestimatescom¬

puted from 7x7 and 10 x 10 systematicsamples and either the 'true' or

the estimated variograms. The ratios AVEPVAR/MSEwere close to one

for both sets of variograms (maximal deviation < 7%), and the empiri¬
cal confidencelevels were 94.3% ('true', small), 93.7% (estimated, small),
94.7% ('true', medium) and 93.7% (estimated, medium). Thus, not only
the estimatebut also its predicted error was stable against misspecification
of the Statistical model. The close agreementbetween the actual and the

predictedfluctuations of the estimated differences further shows that the

approximation used in Computing the global estimation variance by the

model-basedmethod (see Eq. 4.8) was satisfactory.

5.5 Conclusions

Both model-and design-basedtechniquescan be used for estimatingglobal
mean changes in the field without bias. Although both the estimate and

the predictederror were stable against errors occurringin characterizing
the Statisticalmodel, the geostatistical methodwas not moreefficientthan

paired stratified or pairedsystematicschemes.
Design-basedestimates are usually simpleto compute and objective in

the sense that they are not influenced by an observer's subjective assump¬
tions about a Statistical model. Although in view of the stability of the

geostatistical approachthe latter advantage may not seem crucial, environ¬

mental surveys with legal implications nevertheless require an 'objective'
method, and design-basedschemes must be preferred in many instances.
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Pairing the locations sampled on the two occasions increased the precision
of the classical plans, especiallyfor small samples. Pairing might also com-
pensate for the gain in efficiency expected from using a bivariate instead of
two univariate modeisin model-based estimation. Since patternsof spatial
Variation usually change slowly and the properties measured on different
occasions are likely to be spatially correlated,pairing should be profitable.

For small samples (n < 50) paired stratified samples with two ob¬
servations per Stratum are to be preferred to paired systematic schemes
because they are both precise and predict the sampling error accurately.
Systematic samples are likely to be as least as precise, but there is no

general way to estimate the sampling error without bias. Although the-

oretically better, the estimator relying on balanced differences did not

performwell for samples consisting of less than 50 values. If, for practical
reasons, a systematic sampling plan must be implementedfor this sample
size then the variance of the mean differenceshould be estimated by the

formula for simple random sampling. This estimatorprovidesa conserva-

tive estimate of the sampling error and prevents an error of type one in

testing whether an observed change is statistically significant. For larger
sizes paired systematic sampling is the design of choiee, and the method
of balanced differencesshould be used to predict the sampling error.
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Chapter 6

The pH Data

6.1 Introduction

Large sets of data consisting of repeatedsurveysof the spatial distribution
of a soil property at different times are scarce. However, sensible compari¬
son of sampling strategiesfor estimatingtemporal change of soil properties
requires data. If we lack them then we do not know whether the patterns
of spatial Variation of a soil property are stable over time. This persistence
determines the correlation and controls the gain in precision that results
from pairing the sampling locationson the two survey occasions. Although
simulatingdata may be valuable for studying the precision of methods,it

remains futile if the assumed model is far from reality.
Bader's (1990) diploma thesis on the correlation between the spatial

distributionof herbaceous plants and the pH of the soil in a forest provided
suitable data. He sampled the soil in June 1990, and further samples were

then taken in October of the same year. From these data I inferred the
Statistical model used for the Simulation (see Chapter 5). This chapter
presents the Statistical analysis and compares methods for estimatingthe
mean change of pH between the two times. It is therefore a complement
to the chapter 5, but—in contrast to the Simulationstudy—it is not a

strict evaluationof the methods because neither the true variances of the
estimatorsnor the true mean differencewere known.
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Figure 6.1: Spatial arrangementofthe sampling locations in June and October.
The shaded areas show the plots, and the dotted lines mark the position of the

lines sampled in October.

6.2 Site Characterizationand Sampling Scheme

6.2.1 Site Description

The study was conductedat the Kestenberg, a foothill of the Jura Range
(47°25'20// N, 8°12/35"E, elevation 535 m) near Wildegg. The dominating
tree species there is beech (Fagus silvatica L.) with oak [Quercus petraea
(Mattuschka) Lieblein], Norway spruce [Picea abies (L.) Karst.], and fir

(Abies alba Miller) as subdominants. The meanannual rainfall is 1020 mm,
and the mean monthly temperature ranges from —1.5°C in January to

16.2°C in Jury. The soil is brown earth developed from sandstones and
marl oftheLower Freshwater Molasse (Ofigocene). The slope is 17° to the

south.

6.2.2 SamplingScheme

The soil was sampled twice: the first sampling was on 20 June and the
second on 3 October. In June the samples were collected on 20 plots of
4 m x 4 m, which were aligned on a transect and separatedby a distance
of 6 m, except for the distance betweenplots 18 and 19 which was 16 m.
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A road intersected the transect at that position. On each plot 16 cores

(diameter: 5 cm, length: 10 cm) of the topsoil were taken on a systematic
Square grid at intervals of 1 m (Fig. 6.1). Any organic soil layer at the
surface was removed, so that only the topmost 10 cm of the mineral soil
were sampled.

In Octoberthe sampling designwas modifiedbecause the arrangement
of the points in June was unfavourable for estimatingthe variogram. On
this occasion the soil was sampledon four parallel lines of lengthof 204 m

separated from each other by 1 m (Fig. 6.1). As in June no samples were

taken between plot 18 and 19, and there were 43 further locations where

trees or other disturbancesprevented sampling. In total 320 cores were

collected in June and 733 in October.

The moist soil of each core was thoroughly mixed without drying, and
the pH was measured in the supernatant of a 0.01 M CaCl2 Suspension.

6.3 Variation of pH in June and October

6.3.1 Spatial Distribution

The top soil was very acid at the Kestenberg site. The means of the

samples were 3.701 (June) and 3.798 (October). Figure 6.2 shows the

spatial distribution of the pH in June and October along the transect.

There were four obvious outliers in June (see Fig. 6.3). These all feil on

the border of plot 19 that adjoined the road, and they were removed for
the Statistical analysis. It seems that base cations that leached from the

bed of the road were responsible for this anomaly. In October the border
of plot 19 was therefore not sampled.

The local means varied at both times along the transect. They de¬
creased from x = 0 m to x « 45 m by 0.5 units, but increased again by
the same amount between x « 45 m and x « 60 m. The pH was again
clearly less around x = 80 m. Not only the means but similarly local
variances tendedto vary. Increased local Variation was discernible for the

positions betweenx = 50 m and x = 70 m as well as aroundx = 110 m and

x = 190 m. Thesepatternswere the same on both occasions, although the
meanpH was generally larger in October, and there is no obvious expla-
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Figure6.2: Spatial distribution of pH in June and October along the transect.
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Figure 6.3: Boxplots of pH measuredin June and October.

nation for them. On both occasions there were a few values that differed

considerablyfrom the local means. Since there was no obviousexplanation
for these deviations these values were includedin the analysis.

The variations of the local mean and variance along the transect

clearly did not conform with a model that assumes stationarity of order
two. Therefore, a weaker condition had to be assumed. A model that

postulates the stationarity of the means and of the variograms only lo-

cally (quasi-stationarity, see Journel Sz Huijbregts, 1978, p. 33) seemed

appropriate.

6.3.2 Descriptive Statistics

The summary statistics of the samples are given in Table 6.1. The

general mean increased between June and October by 0.097 pH units,
and in October the pH was somewhatmore variable. The coefficients of
skewness and kurtosis indicated that the frequencydistributions were not

normal. Both distributionswere moderately skewed to the left, but there
were also a few large values. Figure 6.4 shows the normalprobability plots
for the two samples.
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Table 6.1: Descriptive statistics of pHmeasuredin June and October.

June October

Number of values 316 733
Arithmetic mean 3.701 3.798

Median 3.73 3.84
Minimum 3.15 3.11

Maximum 4.37 4.54
Variance 0.0350 0.0421

Skewness -0.3654 -0.5467

Kurtosis 0.0792 0.5295

5.0 5.0

pH June pH October

4.5 4.5

= 4.0 4.0

3.5 - 3.5 "

I i I I3.0 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 3.0
-4-3-2-101234 -4-3-2-101234

Quantiles N(0,1) Quantiies N(0,1)

Figure 6.4: Normalprobabilityplots of pH measuredin June and October.
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Figure 6.5: Experimental variogram and fitted model of pHin June.

6.3.3 The Variograms

From the observations of both samples I computed the experimental auto¬

variograms as well as an estimate of the pseudo cross variogram using
the estimatorsgiven by Eqs 2.29 and 2.31. The width of the shortest lag
class was 1 m. Since the arrangementof the sampling points was virtually
one-dimensionalI had to assume that the patterns of autocorrelation were

isotropic. The experimental variograms are shown in Fig. 6.5 to 6.7. All

appearedto have distinct sills with a ränge of 5 m to 7 m. For lag distances
larger than 20 m the semivariancesincreased again. To test the stability
of the estimateseach set of data was split into two parts using the coordi-
nate x — 100 as criterion, and the experimentalvariograms were computed
separately for each part. The comparisonof these estimates revealed that

the increase of the semivariancesfor lag distances larger than 20 m was

due to the Variation of the local meansalong the transect. The correlation

structure with a ränge of 5 m to 7 m was stable because it occurred in both

parts. This confirmed that the assumption of quasi-stationaritymight be

appropriate.
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Figure 6.6: Experimental variogram and fitted model of pH in October.
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Table 6.2: Parameters of the pentaspherical model of coregionalizationfitted to

the variograms of pH (see Eqs 3.19 and 3.21).

Nugget [pH2] Sill-Nugget [pH2]
Variogram June 0.0019 0.0216

Variogram October 0.0076 0.0172

Pseudo cross variogram 02 0.0150

A linear model of coregionalization (see Eqs 3.19 and 3.21) was fitted

by non-linear weighted least-squares (Press et al, 1989, p. 521) to the set

of experimentalvariograms. The squared deviations betweenthe modelled
and the experimental semivarianceswere weighted by the number of pairs
of a lag class. Visual inspection of the fitted variograms showed that this

weighting scheme resulted in a better fit than weighting by the number
of pairs divided by the squared expected semivarianceof a lag class. A

pentasphericalmodel1 (Matern, 1960, p. 30; McBratneySz Webster, 1986)
fitted the experimentalvariograms best. The model curves are also shown
in Figs 6.5 to 6.7, and Table 6.2 contains the fitted parameters. The fitted

ränge was 7.5 m. The differencebetween the sills fitted for the June and
October samplewas small (0.0013 pH2) but it conformedwith the Obser¬

vation that the samplevariance was larger in October (see Table 6.1). In

June the fitted nugget constant, though not well estimated, was smaller
than in October. This difference, however, should not be overemphasized
because in June the arrangementof the sampling points was unfavourable
for estimating the variogram. Figure 6.5 shows that there were no exper¬
imental semivariancesfor lag distances between 4.5 m and 7 m, and this

lrThis function is defined by

C [l.875/i - 1.25/i3 + 0.375h5] for h < 1¦{7(h) , ^ otherwise,

where h = |h|/a, a is the ränge and C is the sill.
2 The nugget constant of the pseudo cross variogram could not be fitted and it was

set to zero because no estimate of this functionwas available for lag zero. However,even
with a nugget constant equal to zero the pseudo cross variogramis larger than zero at

the origin (see remark on page 64).
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influenced the fitting of nugget, sill and ränge. The number of paired com-
parisons of the lag classes did not decrease continuouslywith increasing
lag but fluctuated with a period of approximately 10 m.

The pseudo cross variogram clearly showed that the pH on the two

occasions was cross correlated. The Pearson coefficient of correlation com¬

putedfrom the fitted parameters (Table 6.2) was 0.62. This is a conserva-

tive estimate because the coefficient of the nugget structure of the pseudo
cross variogramwas set to zero (see remark on page 64). The cross cor¬

relation confirmed that the patterns of the spatial distribution remained

fairly stable over the three months. Pairing the sampling points on the two
occasions should therefore increase the precision of the classical designs.

6.4 EstimatingTemporalChange of pH
Besides providinginformationon the temporal stability of the spatial dis¬

tribution, the data on pH can be used to compare the precision of sam¬

pling strategies. Although Bader (1990) did not randomizethe selection
of the sampling points, the design can be regarded as a good approxima-
tion to a systematicrandom sampleover a disjoint spatial population. In

October the systematic grid was placed in a fixed distance and direction

(hx = 0.5 m, hy = 0.5 m) from the locations sampled in June. Thus, the

points lying within the plots (see Fig. 6.1) were paired.

6.4.1 Estimatingthe Mean Changeof pH on Square Plots

The mean pH was estimated on both occasions for the 20 plots of size 4 m
x 4 m. For the classical schemesall points with x-coordinatessatisfying
(i — 1) x 10 m < x < (i — 1) x 10 + 4m were consideredto belong to plot
i (i = 1,2,..., 18). For plots 19 and 20 the conditions were ix 10 m <

x < i x 10 + 4 m. The positions of the plots are shownin Fig. 6.1. There
were 316 of such points sampledin June. In Octoberthere were 301 values
in the target population, each of which was related to a point of the June

sample. Thus, 301 pairs of points were availablefor estimatingthe paired
mean differences. The points lying betweenthe plots had to be neglected
for the design-basedestimation schemes. There is no design that would
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include these into the analysis.
The arithmetic means of the pH averaged over the plots as well as

the paired and unpaired mean differences were computed. The paired and
unpaired means were not identical for some plots because a few points
had not been sampled in October. The p-variances (see Eq. 1.31) of the
meanswere predicted (i) by the formula for simple random sampling (SRS,
see Eqs 4.17 and 4.22) and (ii) by the method of balanced differences

(BD, see Eqs 4.29, 4.30 and 4.35) using a window of size m = 2 with
coefficients a^- = 0.5, i = 1,2; j = 1,2 (Matern, 1960, p. 115). The Windows
were allowed to overlap. In addition block cokriging was used to estimate
the mean change of pH on the plots (see Eqs 2.22 and 2.23). The mean

differenceof plot i (i = 1,2,..., 18) was kriged using the points of both sets

of data with rr-coordinatesfalling into the interval [(«—1) x 10—6m, i x 10m]
as support. For plot 19 and 20 the correspondingintervals were [i x 10—6 m,
(z-r-1) x 10 m]. The fitted pentaspherical variograms were used in cokriging.

Table 6.3 lists the meansof pH averaged over the plots. The Variation

of the meansand of their predicted p-variances supported the description of
the spatial patternsas given in section 6.3.1. In general the BD estimates
of the p-variances were smaller than the SRS estimates. The increased
local Variation on the plots 6 to 8, 12, and 19 was also reflected by the BD
estimates.

The pH increased on most plots from June to October (Table 6.4),
but most differences were smaller than 0.1 pH units. Taking pairing of
the locations into account decreasedthe predicted p-variances both for the
SRS and the BD approach, but the apparent gain in precision was more

pronounced for the SRS estimator. As with estimatingthe means of pH
the methodof balanced differences generally predicted a smaller p-variance.
However, the conclusions about the Statistical significanceof the changes
were the same. Assuming that the means were normally distributed I

computed95 %-confidence intervals for the paired differences using both
the SRS and the BD estimates. Although the widths of the confidence
intervals differed, the two approaches lead to the same conclusions: The

changes were not significantly different from zero on the plots 3, 5, 7, 8, 10,
and 18 . The BD method further indicated that the changewas probably
not significant on plot 12.
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Table 6.5: Kriged differences of pH between June and October averaged over

plots.

Plot Mean difference Kriging variance

1 -0.107 0.000843

2 0.086 0.000804

3 0.059 0.000759

4 0.081 0.000790

5 0.042 0.000779

os 0.082 0.000746

7 0.058 0.000748

8 0.145 0.000739

os 0.161 0.000746

10 -0.057 0.000818

11 0.091 0.000788

12 0.049 0.001076

13 0.088 0.000750

14 0.109 0.000763

15 0.131 0.000752

16 0.111 0.000780

17 0.128 0.000758

18 0.018 0.000754

19 0.266 0.001338

20 0.138 0.000805

The estimated differences and the estimates of their p-variances can

be compared with the kriged mean differences and the kriging variances

that are given in Table 6.5. Figure 6.8 shows that the kriging estimates

closely matched the arithmetic means. The correspondence was slightly
better for the unpaired differences, and this is to be expected because

the same support points were used in kriging as for unpaired samples. The
largest differencesbetweenmodel-based and classical estimates were found

for the means of plot 8 and 9. The kriged differences were larger than the

arithmeticmeans because the local outliers measured in October around

x « 75 m (see Fig. 6.2) were used only for kriging.
The close correspondence demonstrates that kriging attributed most
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Figure 6.8: Correspondence between kriged estimates of mean difference and
paired as well as unpaired difference of arithmetic means for plots.

weight to those support points lying within the plots, and the additional

points outside the plots had only minor influence on the estimates.

Table 6.5 shows that the kriging variances fluctuated much less than

either the SRS or the BD estimates of the p-variances. The fluctuations of

the kriging variance did not reflect the local patterns of Variation because

the modelused for kriging assumed that the variance was stationary. The
Variation of the kriging variances was caused by missing support points.
The minimum of the estimationvariance was found for plot 8 which was

one of those plots with the largest p-variance (see Table 6.4) because no

points were missing in the neighbourhoodused for kriging. Plot 12 and

19 showed large estimationvariances. Several points within the plots were
missing there. Althoughthe sampling distributionof the kriging estimator

remains indeterminate,the significance of the changes on the plots can be
roughly judgedby Computing the ratio t between the kriged estimate and
the Square root of its estimationvariance. For the plots 3, 5, 7, 10, 12,
and 18 the modulus of this quotient was smaller than 2.2, the appropriate
quantile ofthe Student's t-distribution, suggesting that the changewas not

significant. These conclusions agreed with those of the classical methods,
and the only discrepancywas that, by using kriging, the change on plot 8
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Table 6.6: Variances of globalmean difference of pH between June and October.

Estimates of the p-varianceswere obtained from formulae for simple (SRS) and

stratified (STR)randomsampling as well as by the method of balanced differences
(BD). The estimationvariance of the geostatistical estimate (GGE) is given, too.

The relative efficiencyrefers to the p-varianceof paired systematicsamples (BD
paired).

Method Variance Standard error Relative efficiency
SRS unpaired 0.000241 0.0155 0.25

SRS paired 0.000072 0.0085 0.83

STR unpaired 0.000097 0.0099 0.62

STR paired 0.000065 0.0081 0.92

BD unpaired 0.000063 0.0079 0.95

BD paired 0.000060 0.0077 1.00

GGE 0.000047 0.0069 1.28

was consideredto be statistically significant (£=5.3). Thus, the magnitude
of the estimated differences had a dominant effect, and the precision of the
methods had little influence on the conclusions about the significanceof
the changes.

6.4.2 Estimatingthe GlobalMean Change of pH

The data on changeof pH can be used to compare the precision of sev-

eral methods for estimating the global mean change. Although the soil

was sampled on both occasions on a systematic grid one may disregard
the regulär arrangementof the points within the 4 m x 4 m plots and re-

gard both samples as stratified with the plots as strata. The observations

sampled in October between the plots were used neither in the stratified

nor in the systematicscheme, and the target population consisted of only
the spatially disjoint plots. As usual, the p-variance was predicted for the

systematic design by the formulae for simple random sampling (SRS, see

Eqs 4.17 and 4.22) and by pooling the sums of the squared balanced dif¬

ferences that were computed for the plots (BD, see Eqs 4.30 and 4.35).
Besides predicting the p-variance for systematicsamples it was computed
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according to Eq. 4.25 for a stratified design. Pairing of the locations was

either ignored or taken into account to assess its effect on the precision.
In addition to the classical plans geostatistical global estimationwas

used to compute the mean change of pH. Given the kriged mean changes
on the plots the global meanwas computed as their simple averagebecause
the weights Wk were constant (see Eq. 4.6). The estimationvariance of the

global mean difference was computed following the suggestions given in

Chapter 4 (see Eq. 4.8).
The estimated change of pH varied slightly from method to method.

For the design-basedmethods the mean differences were 0.0792 pH units

(unpaired) and 0.0821 pH units (paired), and the geostatistical global es¬

timate was 0.0839 pH units. Missing values were responsible for the dif¬
ference between the design-basedestimates. The precision predicted by
the various methods was compared to that computed with the method of
balanced differencesfor pairedsamples. Since the samples were large and
a small window was used one can expect that this approachwill predict
the actual p-variance of the paired systematicmean differencereasonably
well (see discussion in section 5.4.2.1). The relative efficiency of a de¬

sign, i.e., the ratio of its predicted p-variance to that of paired systematic
samples (reference value), can be used for such a comparison. Table 6.6

shows that using the formula for unpaired simple random samples grossly
overestimatedthe sampling error (relative efficiency 0.25). When pairing
was taken into account the relative efficiency was 0.83 and larger than that
predictedfor unpaired stratified samples. If both pairing and stratification
of the data are taken into account then the predicted p-variance differed

from the reference value only by 8 %. This deviation was slightly larger
than that predictedfor unpaired systematicsamples, but it was acceptable
for practical purposes because the predicted Standard errors of the means

differed merely by 2.5%. Thus, instead of Computing balanced differences

the sampling error might be predicted by regardingthe sampling plan as

paired stratified random, and a one-way analysis of variance would easily
compute the necessarystatistics.

The geostatistical method estimatedthe global mean difference with

the smallest error. The relative efficiency compared to paired system¬
atic samples was 1.28. This result contradicts those found in the simu-
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lation study where the geostatistical estimate was on average less precise
than a paired stratified or a paired systematicscheme (see section 5.4.1.2).
There are two explanationsfor this discrepancy. First, the model-based
method might underestimate its p-variance because of misspecification of
the variograms. However, this is unlikely because the geostatistical method
accurately predicted its sampling error in the Simulation study (see sec¬

tion 5.4.2.2) and the sizes of the samples were large. Second, the ratio

between the distance separating pairedlocations and the ränge of the va¬

riograms was twice as large at the Kestenberg as in the Simulation. The

shorter this distance is the larger will be the cross correlation between

pairedobservations, and the less variable will be the estimated meandiffer¬
ence. Wemay therefore expect that a smalldistance betweenpairedpoints
might compensate for the larger efficiency of the geostatistical method.

Irrespective of the approach used to predict the mean change and its

error, the change of pH at the Kestenberg was judged to be statistically
significant. The ratios, t, between the estimates and their Standard er¬

rors varied between 5.1 (SRS unpaired) and 12.1 (geostatistical estimate).
Thus, incorrect Interpretation of the sampling design did not affect the

conclusions in this study.
Short-term fluctuationsof pH in forest soils have been reportedin the

literature. RiebelingSz Schäfer (1984) found seasonal differencesof 0.4 to

0.5 pH units in soils with pH varying between 3.4 to 4.5 units. Smaller

fluctuations (0.3 pH units) were reported by Evers (1983) for extremely
acid soils (pH 2.6 - 2.9). Datafrom the Solling site in Germany (Matzner
et al, 1982)showthat the short-termfluctuationsof pH in the soil Solution

may be even larger: the largest differences were 0.5 to 0.8 pH units observed

within a few months. Thus, the increase of pH found at the Kestenbergwas
fairly small. Normally, one would expect smaller pH values in autumn and

larger values in spring because of nitrification and humus mineralization.

However,the data of Evers (1983) confirmed that this may not always be
the case. Since too many processes influence the pH of the soil I cannot

interpret the increase of the pH betweenJune and October.
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6.5 Summaryand Conclusions

The analysis of the spatial correlation of the pH in the topsoil of a forest
showed that the spatialpatternswere stable over a period of three months.

The observations were spatially cross correlated on the two occasions. The
fitted model of coregionalization provided a basis for the Simulationstudy
presented in Chapter 5. Systematic random samples and block cokriging
were used for estimating local changes on small plots. Taking pairing
of sampling locations into account clearly increased the precision of the

systematic design and rendered this design approximately as precise as

the model-basedmethod. Both approaches suggestedthat the changewas
not significant on a subset of the plots. The conclusions differed for one

plot, although kriging—relyingon stationarity of the variance of spatial
increments—did not reflect the fluctuations of the local variance. This

property is a potential disadvantage of block kriging compared with the

classical methods, and it will be important when the local variances vary,

i.e., when the assumptionof homoskedasticityis violated.

The geostatistical estimate was more precise than paired systematic
samples for estimatingthe global meanchange ofpH. This result contrasts

with those found in the Simulationstudy. Evidently, pairing the locations

at the Kestenbergdid not fully compensatefor the gain in precision result-
ing from the bivariate geostatistical approach. This shows that not only
pairing per se but also the distance between paired points influences the

precision of the classical sampling designs. To get a precise estimate the

distance should be as small as is feasible.
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Chapter 7

ConcludingRemarks

Since each chapterhas presentedits own conclusions drawnfrom the mate¬
rial given therein I recall only what appears to be essential. My approach
to estimatingtemporal change of soil properties was based on the premise
that—although estimatingthe meansof the underlying processes often is

the task—direct model-basedinferenceon the parameters ofthe postulated
random process model is not feasible.

This attitude can be questionedin two ways. First, one might contest
that estimation of the parameters is relevant. Second, though estimation

itself is not questioned, some people might favour a purely model-based
approachrelying on generalized least-squares estimation.

I disagree with both arguments. I believethat monitoring the contam¬
ination of soil is mainlya questionof describing the averagedevelopment,
i.e., of characterizing the process. We are not so much interested in the

change on a particular plot, but we want to know its average for all sites

under similar environmental conditions. Precise data for a particular area
are requiredif sanitation is the objective or if restrictions on management
have to be imposed for that piece of land. But I think that these goals
are not primary in soil monitoring. The main task is collecting data that

serve as a basis for decisions in environmental legislation.
Pure model-basedestimationof parameters,however, lacks at present

sound foundations. Extrapolatingthe results that were found for a partic¬
ular plot to all sites with similar environmental conditions is risky unless
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there is firm evidence that the estimated model is representative for this

ensemble. We still cannot attribute a certain patternof Variation of soil to

a particular kind of land use, geology and climate. This is not surprising
because so far application of model-based methods in soil science concen-

trated on prediction, i.e., on inference about point values or means over

finite domains. For this task there is no need to establish these mecha-
nistic relations because effectively one interpolates within the investigated
domain and it is immaterial whether the probabilisticmodel reflects the

structures of the genetic processes. Therefore, future research in quantita¬
tive assessment of land quality should not only focus on prediction using
model-basedinference just as a black box tool, but it should clarify the

links between the genetic processes and the resulting patterns of spatial
Variation. This knowledge would also confer to local prediction because
one could then reduce the effort necessary for estimatingthe correlation
structure of the model.

Currently, inference on the meansof the processes is better based on a

model that assumesStatisticalindependence of the estimates measured on
various field plots under similar environmental conditions. The design of
networks for monitoring the soil usually allows such an approachbecause a

sufficient number of replicates is availablefor the important classes of land

use, geology and climate. Thus the task boils down to preciselyestimating
local and global means, which is also important for answering questions
that relate to finite domains.

Bothmodel-basedprediction and the well-tried design-basedmethods
can be used for estimating global means. However, the strength of the

geostatistical method lies in local prediction, and it shows its füll merit in

mappingor interpolation. Ordinary cokriging then providesthe best linear

predictor of the change at an unsampled location. The same methods can

be used for predicting local mean values. But block cokriging will not

greatly increase precision if the support points are evenly distributed in

the area and if the blocks are not too small.

Usingthe pseudocross variogram overcomes the problemof predicting
change from undersampledvariablesthatshow unboundedVariation. How¬

ever, its use imposes restrictions on modelling the autovariograms at the
two times: their slope must be the same for large lag distances. Since the
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patternof spatialVariation of a soil propertytends to be temporally stable
this is unlikely to be a serious restriction. The pseudo cross variogram
is similarly attractive for ordinary cokriging of a severely undersampled
variable using auxiliary information. But there the stationary condition

necessary for its existence might be too restrictive, and the alternative

method for estimatingthe normalcross variogram from non-matchingsam¬
pling points might then be considered. However, to become operational
the suggested method must be studied further.

Geostatistical global estimationis not suited for inference on global
mean changeon field plots. Although in the Simulationstudy the method

was stable against errors occurringin specifying the probabilisticmodel, it

hadnot a greater precision thanthemuchsimpler pairedclassical sampling
plans when applied to spatially cross correlated data. Pairing the locations

increases the precision of stratified and systematicrandom samples,and it

compensatesfor the gain in efficiency resulting from the bivariate geosta¬
tisticalapproach. Thus, if sampling locations are pairedthen the dominant
characteristicof the spatial Variation is taken into account, and there is no

need for a sophisticated procedure.
In practice,a pairedstratified sampling designis the method of choiee

for estimating temporal change on plots. This methods was nearly as

precise as paired systematicrandom sampling, and it has the advantage
to provide a fairly aecurateestimate of the sampling error. Only if large
samples can be taken then paired systematicsamples are to be preferred.
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